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Abstract 
 
Boards of directors have been described as an integral part of corporate governance 
research, being at "the apex of the internal control system" (Jensen, 1993, p.862). 
Early corporate governance research has examined whether, and to what extent, 
board characteristics impact on performance. However, the results of studies that 
focused on board structure/composition and performance produced mixed 
outcomes. Consequently, we saw the emergence of research on board processes 
and their impact on board task performance. Research on board processes is still 
ongoing, and scholars have been interested in, among other processes, how 
knowledge and skills by board members are being used (Gabrielsson and Huse, 
2004; Kor and Sundaramurthy, 2009). At the same time, there is a gap within 
educational research on how knowledge is being created within teams that are 
episodic in nature, such as boards (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). As such, the concept 
of learning has to date been under-researched in a board context. In this thesis, 
board processes are studied by exploring the processes involved in the acquisition 
and sharing of knowledge and skills in boards. Further, as a response to calls for the 
adoption of alternative research approaches to the study of boards (Pettigrew, 1992; 
Johnson et al., 1996), this research is conducted using a qualitative method based 
on a grounded theory approach. The study is conducted based on evidence from 
semi-structured interviews with UK board members. The findings show that the 
creation of knowledge in boards depends on two dialectical processes of learning 
(acquisition of knowledge and skills from the external environment and sharing of 
knowledge and skills in the internal environment). The qualitative findings show that 
1) directors possess certain levels of knowledge related to specific boards task – 
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which is also known as directors’ knowledge base; 2) the gap between the level of 
knowledge and skills needed to perform specific board tasks and the directors 
knowledge base is regarded as a gap in directors’ knowledge; 3) that there are two 
processes of filling the gap(s) in directors’ knowledge – the process of acquiring 
knowledge and skills (from the external environment), and the process of sharing 
knowledge and skills within the board; 4) that there are factors which are impacting 
on the processes of acquiring and sharing knowledge in boards; and 5) the 
processes of learning in boards are circular and board members must continually 
update their knowledge to enhance their capabilities. The thesis contributes to 
knowledge by revealing new insights into how board members acquire knowledge 
and skills (processes of learning) and factors that are impacting on learning in 
boards, underpinning former conceptual models. Qualitative analysis itemised 
different types of processes for both acquiring and sharing knowledge and skills in 
boards. Additionally, the qualitative analysis revealed various forms of learning styles 
that are being employed by board members either to acquire or share knowledge 
and skills. Finally, this thesis contributes to qualitative research in boards and its 
findings have implications for board practice, especially boards’ tasks performance 
and processes of learning. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background to the Research Project 
Corporate governance has assumed ever greater importance both in business 
practice and scholarship, as evidenced by the ever-increasing public debates and 
volumes of publications. In its broadest sense, corporate governance covers a wide 
range issues from questions around the nature of the corporation (Blair and Stout, 
1999; Jensen and Meckling, 1976), the rights and responsibilities of actors in the firm 
(Donaldson and Preston, 1995; Huse, 2007), the determination and structure of 
executive compensation (Bebchuk, 2009; O’Reilly et al., 1988), to actual board 
processes and behaviours in different organisational contexts (Pettigrew, 1992; 
Forbes and Milliken, 1999). Within the corporate governance literature, boards of 
directors especially have received much scholarly attention because they are the 
governance mechanism at the apex of organisations (Fama and Jensen, 1983). In 
practice, corporate scandals and crises such as Enron, Royal Bank of Scotland 
raised questions over the conduct of directors as well as the role that boards played 
in corporate decisions (Lipton, 2003; Martin and Gollan, 2012). Corporate 
governance codes often evolving in response to corporate scandals, have also 
heavily emphasised the different dimensions of boards in governance and sought to 
develop ‘best practice’ guidelines (Aguilera, 2005; Nordberg and McNulty, 2013; 
Zattoni and Cuomo, 2010). 
Whilst in one of the earliest studies, Mace (1971) questioned whether boards are 
anything more than ‘ornaments on the corporate Christmas tree’, later studies 
focused instead in seeking answers to the questions of what boards do and what 
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characteristics make boards effective (Daily et al., 2003; Dalton et al., 1998; Zahra 
and Pearce, 1989). 
Subsequently, a substantial body of scholarship focused on understanding how 
board composition, board diversity and leadership structure influence a variety of 
board level and organisational outcomes, such as firm performance (see for example 
Dalton et al., 1998 and 1999; Rhoades et al., 2000 and 2001; and Post and Byron, 
2015 for meta-analyses). Although board demography, or what scholars have called 
‘the usual suspect’ (Finkelstein and Mooney, 2003; Gabrielsson and Huse, 2004), 
and its effects have been at the heart of empirical board research, the results from 
these studies have been mixed and ultimately inconclusive. A number of 
explanations have been advanced to account for these mixed results ranging from 
methodological problems to theoretical parsimony (Daily et al., 2003; Huse et al., 
2011). Johnson and colleagues (1996) used the analogy of the search for the 
mythical unicorn when explaining the inconclusiveness of the board input-output 
studies and concluded that “…there can be two general rationales for our failure to 
“discover” this legendary species. First, this animal simply does not exist. Second, 
we have not searched in the right place, at the right time, with the right equipment.” 
(pp.433). 
In response to the stalemate that this stream of research had reached, there have 
been calls from researchers for fresh approaches to understanding how boards 
function and contribute to value creation (Hambrick et al., 2008; Huse et al., 2011; 
Pettigrew, 1992). Subsequently, a promising new stream of board studies has 
moved towards process-based research and investigating the impact of actual rather 
than stylised behaviours in and around the boardroom (Forbes and Milliken, 1999; 
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Minichilli et al., 2009; Machold and Farquhar, 2013; Pettigrew and McNulty, 1995; 
Pugliese et al., 2009; Van Ees et al., 2009; Zona and Zattoni, 2007). 
This new stream of research is characterised by a much richer theoretical and 
methodological tapestry than the prior input-output studies which tended to rely 
heavily on agency theory (and to a lesser extent resource dependency theory, 
stewardship theory and stakeholder theory) and archival data (Daily et al., 2003). In 
an early review of board research, Gabrielsson and Huse (2004) sorted extant 
studies into four different groupings based on their relative emphasis on 
contingencies versus behavioural domains. The traditional input-output studies 
dominated the field, followed by contingency studies that investigate boards within a 
wider context of stakeholder relations and the firms’ context (e.g. Boyd, 1990; Huse 
and Rindova, 2001). Research which focused on actual board behaviours (without a 
contingency focus) was on the rise, In the latter part of the 2000s. We witnessed an 
increase in what we may broadly be termed board behavioural studies driven by a 
desire to understand the inner workings of boards, or what scholars referred to as 
opening the black box of boards (Forbes and Milliken, 1999; Gabrielsson et al., 
2007; Minichilli et al., 2009 and 2012; Zona and Zattoni, 2007; Machold et al., 2011; 
Westphal, 1999; Westphal and Stern, 2007). These studies tended to draw on a 
range of sociological, psychological and behavioural economics perspectives in 
order to better explain individual and group behaviours and interactions in the 
boardroom. Gabrielsson and Huse (2004) also noted that relatively few studies had 
up until then considered an evolutionary perspective which focused on history, time, 
change and/or learning in particular contexts (Gabrielsson and Huse, 2004). 
Similarly, Machold and Farquhar (2013) pointed out that the study of board 
processes, interactions and task involvement has tended to focus on finding out 
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whether these are present (or absent) and the degree to which boards are engaged 
in these. What remains under-researched are the dynamic aspects of board 
behaviours and processes. 
In order to gain and maintain a competitive edge in a dynamic business environment 
with new trends in servitization, digitisation and big data (to name but a few) 
companies and their boards are now facing new challenges which relate to the 
acquisition of knowledge and skills and their use (Bankewitz, 2016; Neely, 2008). 
Knowledge and skills of directors and their use in the boardroom were brought to the 
fore in Forbes and Milliken’s (1999) influential paper where they conceptualised 
‘presence of knowledge and skills’ as an input to boards, and where the ‘use of 
knowledge and skills’ is seen as the process(es) by which boards tap into the 
available pool of directors’ knowledge and skills and apply them to the performance 
of their tasks. Many scholars have built on this argument that the use of knowledge 
and skills is as important, if not more, than the presence of knowledge and skills as a 
determinant of board effectiveness (Finkelstein and Mooney, 2003; Huse, 2007; Kor 
and Sundaramurthy, 2009; Minichilli et al., 2012; Bankewitz, 2016). The research 
continues in this tradition by focusing on the processual and dynamic aspects of 
knowledge and skills in the boardroom, with a specific focus on learning in boards. 
The following section will go more deeply into the rationale for the study, the 
research questions and the contribution to knowledge that this thesis makes. 
1.2 Rationale for the Study and Contribution to Knowledge 
Within the behavioural and processual board research agenda, scholars have 
recently paid much attention to cognitive dimensions of board interactions. As noted 
above, following the input-process-output model of board effectiveness proposed by 
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Forbes and Milliken (1999), scholars have investigated both the presence of 
knowledge and skills as well as their use in the boardroom. For example, Kor and 
Sundaramurthy (2009) used a human capital perspective to explain how outside 
(non-executive directors) human and social capital influences boards’ monitoring and 
advisory tasks and firm performance in the medical and surgical industries. Other 
scholars have utilised information processing and team effectiveness perspectives to 
understand how the use of knowledge and skills as a process mediates the 
relationship between board characteristics and board task performance (Minichilli et 
al., 2012; Wan and Ong, 2005; Zona and Zattoni, 2007). These studies unanimously 
support the proposition that the use of knowledge and skills has positive impacts on 
board tasks performance. Yet this finding opened up new questions for scholars. For 
example, are there any types of knowledge and skills which have greater or lesser 
impacts on board interactions and task performance? Are there any differential 
impacts of the use of knowledge and skills on tasks that boards perform? To provide 
answers to some of these questions, scholars have sought to provide a finer-grained 
understanding of the types of knowledge and skills present within the boardroom, 
and the processes around the use of knowledge and skills within boards. In his 
thesis, Bankewitz (2016) for example showed that board members’ general business 
knowledge and skills were less important than firm-specific knowledge, or what he 
called organisational knowledge, in explaining boards’ advisory task performance. 
Furthermore, he demonstrated that the use of knowledge and skills is not only 
influenced by board inputs (e.g. the presence of knowledge and skills) but also other 
team processes and interactions such as relational norms, leadership and board 
cohesiveness (Bankewitz, 2016). Similarly, Machold et al. (2011) using a team 
production perspective, showed how board members’ knowledge, board 
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development and board leadership efficacy together influence boards’ strategy 
involvement. Finally, Schonning (2013), using an absorptive capacity approach, 
showed that there were different dimensions of the use of knowledge and skills by 
board members, including how knowledge is explored, transformed and exploited for 
firms’ strategic matters. 
What these recent studies all point towards is a need to develop a finer-grained 
understanding of what and how knowledge and skills are acquired and used by 
board members, and the factors which help or hinder processes related to using of 
knowledge and skills. Learning is a multi-dimensional concept that encompasses 
both cognitive and social dimensions in relation to the creation and application of 
knowledge through processes of active extension and grounding of ideas and 
experiences in contexts (Argyris, 1982; Bandura, 1962; Kolb 1984; Hinsz, 1990). A 
learning perspective, therefore, can help us to understand and explicate the deeper-
level cognitive and social processes in relation to how boards acquire and use 
different types of knowledge and skills. To date, very few studies on boards have 
explicitly taken a learning perspective, even though there is a substantial volume of 
studies that investigated learning at individual, team and organisational levels (e.g. 
Bandura, 1974; Bapuji and Crossan, 2004; O’Leary et al., 2011). Both Westphal et 
al. (2001) and Tuschke and colleagues (2013) use a learning perspective to 
understand the effects of network ties in board interlocks rather than processes 
within the board. Schonning (2013) in her thesis uses the absorptive capacity 
concept to identify the effects of exploratory, transformative and exploitative learning 
on boards’ task performance. Although her work was an important step in applying 
learning perspectives to boards, it also highlighted the need for further research on 
the processual dynamics of learning in boards. Hence, located broadly within the 
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behavioural stream of the board literature, this thesis aims to advance knowledge in 
different dimensions and aspects of learning in boards by developing a process 
model using a variant of a grounded theory methodological approach. The broad 
questions that this thesis seeks to answer are: 
1. How do boards assess and evaluate the presence of knowledge and skills 
(antecedents to learning)? 
2. How do boards acquire, share and use knowledge?   
3. What enables and hinders new knowledge acquisition and sharing and using of 
knowledge? 
4. How do behavioural processes affect learning within boards? 
Finding answers to these questions not only addresses an under-researched area in 
the board literature but also has practical relevance. For example, governance codes 
worldwide make reference to competencies of board members and the need for 
board evaluations (Zattoni and Cuomo, 2011), but rarely provide guidance on the 
processes by which boards can develop or embed learning in their board processes. 
In a recent survey global survey on boards, McKinsey et al. (2016) found that 
‘complacent’ boards (those with least involvement in board tasks and low impact on 
long-term value creation) tended to have a low culture of trust, their board members 
rarely sought out information on their own, and there was insufficient board induction 
training. In contrast, ‘striving boards’ tended to have very strong feedback and 
evaluation mechanisms and board members routinely sought out information beyond 
that which is provided by management. Not surprisingly, such boards reported much 
higher strategic responsiveness to environmental changes (McKinsey 2016). 
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Understanding the processes that lead to (or hinder) knowledge acquisition, sharing 
and usage can, therefore, help boards improve their interactions and task 
performance. 
Based on the above, the specific objectives of this study are: 
1. To develop an empirically grounded processual model that identifies the different 
dimensions of learning in boards and the factors which facilitate and hinder learning: 
This will involve framing the study broadly within the literature domains of 
behavioural perspectives on boards and team learning, and developing the model by 
means of a qualitative study leaning on a grounded theory approach. 
2. To uncover new concepts which enrich our current understanding of the presence 
and use of knowledge and skills in boards: Using a qualitative, grounded theory-
informed design, the study seeks to go beyond the current conceptualisations of 
knowledge and skills in boards. The research setting is in the UK context which 
differs from the previous studies that have used a learning perspective (e.g. 
Schonning’s (2013) study of Norwegian boards, Westphal et al.’s (2001) US study or 
Tuschke et al.’s (2013) study of German multinationals in Eastern Europe). As an 
example of unitary boards, the UK context is a particularly useful setting to examine 
learning in boards that comprise both inside (executive) and outside (non-executive) 
directors. 
3. To derive implications for practice: As the research design is close the 
phenomenon, the findings do not only have implications for theory but also practice. 
In particular, by identifying different dimensions of learning processes in boards, as 
well as enablers and barriers, the thesis provides practical guidelines to directors 
and boards on how to improve knowledge acquisition, sharing and usage. 
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The following sections will outline in more detail the structure and content of the 
thesis. 
1.3 Summary of the Thesis Contents 
There are six chapters in this thesis including the introduction. The chapters are 
structured as follows: 
Chapter 2 – focuses on the review of corporate governance literature, describing the 
early stream of research on board structure, composition and firm performance, 
before reviewing the literature on board processes. This helps to locate the thesis 
with the domain of board studies, especially the behavioural board stream. Next, the 
literature on learning theories, team learning and the associated dimensions of 
learning and learning styles will be reviewed. The aim of this review is better to 
understand the theoretical framing that scholars in sociology, psychology and adult 
learning have used to investigate learning in groups that share similarities with but 
are different to boards of directors. 
Chapter 3 – discusses research methodology and describes and justifies the 
methods employed in this thesis. In particular, the rationale for a qualitative, 
grounded theory-type approach will be discussed, as will the specific research 
design involving interviews with 15 directors of UK boards that were theoretically 
sampled. Data coding and analysis following a grounded theory procedure will be 
outlined, and the measures taken to address reliability and validity will be described. 
Any research of this kind, and especially one that involves directors with legal 
liabilities, will have to follow a strong ethical protocol which this chapter also 
discusses. 
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Chapter 4 – presents the research findings. In summary, the findings draw attention 
to ‘directing skills’ in addition to previously researched general business knowledge 
and firm-specific knowledge as a component of the boards’ pool of knowledge and 
skills.  Furthermore, the processes and styles of acquiring and sharing knowledge 
and skills, and the factors impacting on learning within boards will be identified based 
on the data from respondents. 
Chapter 5 – develops the conceptual model based on the previously presented 
research findings and discusses the findings in relation to the existing board 
literature. The conceptual and practical contributions to knowledge discovered 
through this study are discussed. Finally, the chapter provides an outline of the 
implications for board process research as well as board practice and policies. 
Chapter 6 - concludes this research by highlighting the new contributions to 
knowledge which emerged from this study. Further, in this chapter, the limitations of 
the research are discussed, and directions for future research are outlined. 
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CHAPER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
Corporate governance research encompasses a wide body of literature spanning the 
disciplines of economics, finance, law, sociology and psychology. It encompasses 
studies of corporate governance mechanisms, comparative corporate governance 
and governance at different levels and different organisational contexts. Included 
within this broad domain is research on boards of directors in organisations. 
Hierarchically, the board of directors is at the apex of internal control mechanisms of 
corporate governance (Fama and Jensen, 1983), and the waves of corporate failures 
and scandals, from Polly Peck to Volkswagen, have prompted increasing scholarly 
interest as well as public debates about the effectiveness of boards (Daily et al., 
2003; Huse et al., 2011; McKinsey, 2016). Two broad streams of research emerged 
which tried to tackle questions of what makes boards effective. The first stream is 
dominated by agency theory and, to a lesser extent, resource dependency, 
stakeholder and stewardship theories of the firm. Using archival data, scholars in this 
tradition sought to identify board structural or compositional characteristics (e.g. 
balance between executive and non-executive directors, CEO duality, board size or 
board interlocks to name but a few) that help explain board and firm-level 
performance outcomes (Dalton et al., 1999; Johnson et al., 1996; Rhoades et al., 
2000). Notwithstanding the volume of work in this tradition, the results have been 
rather inconclusive. Moreover, scholars in this tradition have largely treated the 
board as a ‘black box’ (Lawrence, 1997), and paid insufficient attention, both 
theoretically and empirically, to the human side of governance (Huse, 2007; 
Westphal and Zajac, 2013). 
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In response, the second (and more recent) stream of research focuses on 
conceptualising boards as working groups or teams, and takes its disciplinary roots 
in sociology and psychology whilst applying organisational behaviour and/or strategic 
management perspectives (Forbes and Milliken, 1999; Pettigrew, 1992, 1995; Huse, 
2007; Westphal, 1999; Westphal and Stern, 2007). Scholars here contended that 
board behavioural processes are the key to understanding boards’ effectiveness. 
It is within this latter stream, board behavioural perspectives, that this thesis is 
located. However, to better understand how and why this scholarship has emerged, 
the first part of the literature review (section 2.2.) is dedicated to reviewing the 
mainstream literature, which includes meanings of corporate governance and 
associated theories (agency theory, stewardship theory, stakeholder theory and 
resource dependency theory), the structure-composition-performance approach, and 
a synthesis of the outcomes of the empirical studies in this tradition. The second part 
(section 2.3) of this chapter addresses the new direction in board research, namely 
board behaviours and processes. Alternative theoretical approaches used by 
scholars are identified, as well as reviewing the emerging empirical results. Since the 
focus of the thesis is on cognitive dimensions of boards, specific attention will be 
paid to the concept of ‘use of knowledge and skills’ as introduced by Forbes and 
Milliken (1999). 
The third part of this chapter (section 2.4.) will be dedicated to a review of learning 
theories, learning processes in different contexts, and team learning (Bandura, 1977; 
Kolb, 1984; Marriam and Cafferela, 1999). Since knowledge and skills are 
intrinsically linked to learning, and hitherto theorising on use of knowledge and skills 
by boards has been under-developed, the thesis reviews the current state of 
knowledge developed by learning theorists. 
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The chapter will be concluded with a summary of the findings from the behavioural 
board research and ground the research questions within this and the learning 
theory literature. 
2.2 Definitions, Mechanisms and Theories of Corporate Governance and Boards 
of Directors: The Mainstream Perspective 
2.2.1 Definitions of Corporate Governance 
There are numerous definitions of corporate governance, which are borne out of 
different perspectives and disciplinary origins that scholars have, and these have 
been influenced by the diversity of practice of corporate governance across the world 
(Aguilera and Jackson, 2003). For instance, Shleifer and Vishny (1997) from a 
finance perspective described corporate governance as means by which suppliers of 
finance to organisations are provided with guarantees of getting a return on their 
investment. In contrast, Daily et al. (2003) defined corporate governance as the 
broad use of organisational resources and adoption of mechanisms to manage 
conflict among the myriad participants. Along similar lines, John and Senbet (1998) 
defined corporate governance from a broader perspective and considered it as the 
mechanisms by which stakeholders of different organisations implement control over 
management teams to protect their interest in the corporations. While Shleifer and 
Vishny’s (1997) definition prioritises the interests of shareholders and other financial 
investors, Daily and colleagues’, as well as John and Senbet's definition, is wider in 
that they consider a broader group of organisational stakeholders. The theoretical 
underpinning lies in agency theory and stakeholder theory respectively. Both Shleifer 
and Vishny (1997) and John and Senbet (1998) view governance as a control 
mechanism only, whereas Daily et al. (2003) also include a strategic dimension to 
governance. 
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Again, this may be explained by logics of agency theory and resource dependency 
and/or resource-based perspectives that underpin the definitional endeavours. In 
combining these different views, corporate governance could be described as the 
processes and the combination of structures, systems and mechanisms by which 
corporations are controlled, directed and made accountable to the stakeholders of an 
organisation (Cadbury, 1992; Conyon and Peck, 1998; OECD, 2004). The next 
section will briefly review different corporate governance mechanisms. 
2.2.2 Mechanism of Corporate Governance 
Apart from differences in how to define corporate governance, another area where 
scholars have failed to reach an agreement is the classification of corporate 
governance mechanisms. Gillan (2006) classified corporate governance 
mechanisms into two main parts, namely internal and external mechanisms. Internal 
mechanisms relate to the board of directors, the ownership structure of an 
organisation, executive compensation structures and processes, internal control 
systems and companies’ articles of association and bye-laws. The external 
mechanisms include the market for corporate control and other markets (e.g. product 
and/or labour markets) as well as the wider legal framework for governance. 
Luo (2005) provided a slightly different classification of corporate governance 
mechanisms based on three dimensions. The first mechanisms are market-based 
which include boards of directors, the market for corporate control, executive 
compensation, and interlocking directorates. The second mechanism is the culture-
based mechanism which includes national governance culture and corporate 
identity. The third and final mechanism is the discipline-based mechanism which is 
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concerned with legal penalties, internal and external auditing structures and 
processes, and companies’ codes of conduct and/or ethics. 
The way in which these different governance mechanisms are emphasised, and their 
underpinning definitions, can at least in part be explained by different disciplinary 
approaches and theoretical reasoning that scholars employ. The following sections 
will, therefore, focus on the review of the four most widely used theories in corporate 
governance research. These include agency theory, stewardship theory, stakeholder 
theory and resource dependency theory. Further, alternative theories will also be 
discussed in the context of providing a critique of the mainstream theories of 
corporate governance, where appropriate.  
2.3. Traditional Corporate Governance Theories and Evidence 
This section focuses on the review of the most widely used corporate governance 
theories. In line with Daily et al. (2003), the four corporate governance theories are 
agency theory, stewardship theory, stakeholder theory and resource dependency 
theory. These will be outlined in the following sections, along with a review of the 
empirical studies that have sought to test these theories. 
2.3.1 Agency Theory 
Huse (2005) described agency theory as the bible of corporate governance because 
the theoretical perspective of agency theory dominates corporate governance 
research and practice (Daily et al., 2003; Zattoni and Cuomo, 2010). Agency theory 
is concerned with situations where there is a separation of ownership and control 
and the implications for the relationship between parties to a contract (the principal 
and the agent). Agency theory, which has been regarded as the most important 
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theory in corporate governance, evolves from finance and economics and traces its 
roots to the work by Berle and Means (1932). 
Berle and Means (1932) observed a separation of ownership and control in 
corporations emerging at that time and argued that there needed to be checks, 
accountability and protection of shareholders’ interest in such circumstances. It was 
not until 1976 that Jensen and Meckling formally proposed agency theory, building 
on the work by Ross (1973) which attempted to resolve the contractual issues 
between the principal and the agent on how to provide a satisfactory explanation for 
the success of organisations in relation to the separation of ownership and control 
arrangements. Agency theory seeks to explain how public corporations would exist 
in the face of the assumption that humans are self-interested and that decision-
making agents are not likely to bear the full wealth effect of their actions (Jensen and 
Meckling, 1976). 
Agency theory adopts a contractual approach to the study of firms with shareholders 
as the principals contracting with managers (the agents) to perform tasks on their 
behalf. Agency theory assumes managers in corporations are more likely to 
maximise their opportunities at the expense of the business owners. Also, the 
assumptions of agency theory established the foundation for what is now known as 
agency problem (Fama and Jensen, 1983; Grossman and Hart, 1986; Jensen and 
Meckling, 1976; Williamson, 1984). 
The difficulties which arise in the process of ensuring that managers of corporations’ 
act and deliver their lawful duties in the ways and manners that suit the interest of  
shareholders are referred to as agency problems (Jensen and Meckling, 1976; 
Hansmann and Kraakman, 2000). Similarly, Shleifer and Vishny (1997) described 
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agency problem as “the difficulties the financiers of corporations have in assuring 
their funds are not expropriated or wasted on unattractive projects”. 
There are two types of problem in the principal-agent relationship. The first agency 
problem relates to the expenses that a principal is expected to incur in the monitoring 
of an agent. The second principal-agent problem relates to the differences in 
attitudes between the principal and the agent on how to manage business risks 
(Eisenhardt, 1989). The shareholders (principals) are assumed to be risk-neutral, but 
the agents are deemed to be risk-averse (Eisenhardt, 1989). Further, Eisenhardt 
(1989) described moral hazard and adverse selection as situations where 
information is not readily available to the shareholders or the actions of the agents 
are not completely observable by the owners. While moral hazard is the situation 
whereby the agent takes advantage of protection provided by the principal from the 
consequences of a risky behaviour with the knowledge that the principal or financiers 
will incur the costs of such actions, an adverse selection relates to the situation 
where the skills and abilities of the agents cannot be easily verified by the principal. 
The ability of an agent to conceal vital information prior to their engagement by the 
principal may lead to adverse selection problem. 
Therefore, to avoid problems in the contract between the principal and the agent, 
and to minimise the so-called agency costs, agency theorists advocate for the need 
to protect the interest of the shareholders through the creation of governance 
mechanisms (Jensen and Meckling, 1976; Fama and Jensen, 1983; Eisenhardt, 
1989). Hence, the relationship between the principal and the agent needs to be 
managed through the establishment of reporting procedures, investment in financial 
control systems, and a board of directors which supervises and controls 
management (Eisenhardt, 1989; Fama and Jensen, 1983; Nyberg et al., 2010). 
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Agency theorists believe these mechanisms will curtail the opportunistic behaviours 
of the agents. 
Therefore, attempts of the agency theorists to provide solutions to the contractual 
issues in principal-agent relationships led to the creation of “agency cost” which has 
been described as the total sum incurred by the principal on structuring, bonding, 
and monitoring contracts of agents (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). 
There are three types of agency costs. These are bonding costs, monitoring costs 
and residual losses. Bonding costs have been described as the costs incurred to 
align the divergent interests of the principal with that of an agent in a firm or 
contractual relationship (Jensen and Meckiling, 1976). An important merit of bonding 
costs is the opportunity afforded the principal to shift the consequences of poor 
managerial decisions on the agent with the aid of flexible compensation scheme. 
Monitoring costs can be defined as the financial costs incurred and the monetary 
value of the time spent by the principal in monitoring business managers to minimise 
the aberrant activities (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). Examples of monitoring costs 
include directors sitting allowance or remuneration.  Residual losses are the losses 
incurred by the principal due to the decisions which are made by the agent but which 
will not maximise the welfare of the principal (Jensen and Meckling, 1976).  
To control anticipated opportunistic behaviours of the business managers, agency 
theorists propose the use of incentive schemes or compensation methods.  There 
are two types of the optimal incentive scheme, namely, outcome-oriented contract 
and behavioural-based contract (Eisenhardt, 1989). While outcome-oriented 
contracts tend to reward business managers based on the standard of performance 
or outcome (profit or loss, success or failure), behavioural-based contracts centre on 
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conflict of interest and management of negative behaviour of the agent towards the 
wealth of the principal (Eisenhardt, 1989). 
The decision to adopt either the outcome-oriented contract scheme or the 
behavioural-based contract scheme depends on the availability of complete 
information about the behaviour of the agent (Eisenhardt, 1989). 
The governance mechanism that deals with agency relationships can be divided into 
alignment and control mechanisms (Daily et al., 2003), and a large number of 
studies have investigated the efficacy of these mechanisms. Research on alignment 
focuses on how to minimise conflict of interest between the principal and the agent 
through harmonisation of interests. Jensen and Murphy (1990) and Eisenhardt 
(1989) argued that if managers’ and owners’ interests were closely aligned, any 
conflict of interests would be resolved and firm performance would improve. One of 
the key mechanisms of aligning the interests of the principal and the agent are 
compensation packages, and within that equity-based compensation, e.g. stock 
options (Bebchuk and Fried, 2003; Conyon, 1997; Himmelberg et al., 1999). 
However, the empirical evidence supporting the alignment perspective is not clear-
cut (Bebchuk and Fried, 2009), and scholars have proposed that managerial power 
and/or institutional isomorphic pressure shape compensation packages rather than 
performance alignment considerations (Bebchuk et al., 2002; O’Reilly et al., 1988). 
The second stream of agency theory research centres on control mechanisms and is 
concerned with the achievement of firm performance through the monitoring of the 
top management team by the board (Fama and Jensen, 1983) and/or conditions of 
direct control by shareholders including concentrated and/or institutional 
shareholdings or shareholder activism (Demsetz and Lehn, 1985). 
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It is beyond the scope of this thesis to review the entire body of empirical literature 
that has tested hypotheses derived from agency theory. Instead, a brief review of the 
key studies that have applied agency theory in the context of boards of directors will 
follow. As already mentioned agency theorists view the board as the key internal 
monitoring and control device to ensure that managerial actions serve to maximise 
returns for shareholders (Jensen and Meckling, 1976; Fama and Jensen, 1983). In 
order to fulfil this task, agency theory draws attention to the need for board 
independence. There are two dimensions as to how board independence can be 
ensured – that the board is populated by a majority of directors that are independent 
of management and that there is a separation of the board chair and chief executive 
roles. The following sections will discuss the literature on these two dimensions in 
more detail. 
According to agency theorists, CEO duality, whereby the CEO also serves as the 
chairperson of the board, entrenches CEO power and hence jeopardises board 
independence and ultimately the board’s effectiveness in controlling management 
(Jensen and Fama, 1983; Brickley et al., 1997; Dalton and Kesner, 1987; Goyal and 
Park, 2002). For the purpose of independence and achievement of an optimal 
leadership structure, agency theorists argue in favour of the separation of the two 
positions (decision management and decision control) to promote transparency, 
accountability and board independence (Boyd, 1995; Chi, 2009; Conger and Lawler, 
2009; Fama and Jensen, 1983; Monks and Minow, 2008; Weir and Laing, 2001). 
However, the results of empirical studies on the outcomes of CEO duality remain 
mixed and equivocal. Brickley et al.’s (1997) and Donaldson and Davis’ (1991) 
research on unitary leadership supported the concept of duality within boards as they 
demonstrated its positive impact. In contrast, findings from the studies conducted by 
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Balinger and Marcel (2010), Goyal and Park (2002), Rechner and Dalton (1991) and 
Quigley and Hambrick (2012) – to name but a few - indicated that CEO duality has a 
clear negative effect on firm performance. Finally, Dalton et al. (1998) and Dalton 
and Dalton (2011) found virtually no evidence to suggest any relationship between 
CEO duality and firm performance. Similarly, Krause and Semadeni (2013) 
concluded that there is no systematic effect arising from either duality or the 
separation of CEO and chair on future performance. They found instead that 
different types of CEO-chairperson separation have unique consequences for a firm. 
Therefore, the separation of CEO–board chair positions will have effects only under 
specific conditions or in certain contexts, rather than universal effects proposed by 
agency theory. 
The second dimension to board independence is that boards should have a majority 
of independent directors and that a high proportion of independent directors could 
result in better monitoring of opportunistic behaviours since these directors are 
regarded as “decision control experts” (Fama and Jensen, 1983, p.315). In 
operational terms, scholars have typically investigated board independence by 
computing the ratio of outside directors (non-executive directors) to inside directors 
(executives) on boards. In this regard, the presence, or more precisely a majority, of 
outside directors has been considered as a proxy for board independence. 
Similar to the empirical results on board leadership structure, results of empirical 
research on the effects of board independence on firm performance remain 
inconclusive. For example, Liu et al (2015) found a positive relationship between 
board independence and firm performance in government-controlled firms and in 
firms with lower information acquisition costs. Similarly, Choi et al (2007), Dahya and 
McConnell (2005), Ryan and Wiggins (2004) reported a positive relationship 
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between board independence and firm performance and they argued that the 
shareholders’ economic interest is protected when boards are independent. 
However, Hermalin and Weisbach (2003) concluded that board independence does 
not have any effect on firm performance. This position is supported by other scholars 
such as Hsu and Wu, (2014), Dalton et al. (1998), Fogel and Grier (2007) and 
Rhodes et al, (2000) reported that there is no systematic relationship between board 
independence and firm performance. The next section focuses on the summary 
discussion of agency theory and its critique which leads to the call for alternative 
theorising. 
2.3.1 Agency Theory Summary 
According to agency theorists (Jensen and Meckling, 1976, Fama and Jensen, 
1983), the primary task of the board of directors is to monitor and control 
opportunistic behaviours of the business managers. Therefore, agency theory 
predicts that both the separation of the positions of the CEO and the board chair and 
a high proportion of independent directors could result in better monitoring of 
opportunistic behaviours since these directors are regarded as “decision control 
experts”. A considerable amount of literature in corporate governance and 
specifically boards is theoretically underpinned by agency theory (Gabrielsson and 
Huse, 2004; Huse, 2007) but evidence from the empirical studies have shown mixed 
results. Lack of empirical support for agency theory predictions has been linked to 
two main issues. The first issue has been regarded as the inadequacies of analyses 
and measures to investigate the relationship between board structure composition 
and firm performance (Hermalin and Weisbach 2003). 
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The second issue relates to how to capture the effects of board independence on 
intermediate board decision-making processes (Deutsch, 2005; Forbes and Milliken, 
1999; Pettigrew, 1992) which in turn affect firm performance outcomes. Due to these 
methodological problems, the results are seen as equivocal and inconclusive (Dalton 
and Dalton, 2011; Daily et al, 2003; Ozdemir and Upneja, 2012; Ya’acob, 2016). 
Apart from the inconsistencies in the outcome of empirical studies, there are also 
more substantive criticisms of agency theory. 
The assumption about the opportunistic self-interested behaviours of managers 
under agency theory approach is one weakness. The argument about the issue of 
self-interest can be broadly divided into three parts. First is the argument which 
evolves from the advocates of stewardship theory against agency theory assumption 
(Davies 1997; Donaldson and Davis, 1991). Stewardship theorists argued that many 
managers are very pro-organisational and endowed with an inclination to protect the 
interest of shareholders. Whilst supporting the position of stewardship theorists, 
Hendry (2002) argued that agents have managerial competence which always 
facilitates the attainment performance. The second part of the argument about the 
agency theory assumption of self-interest relate to the simplistic view of human 
nature by the agency theory approach, which has dominated economic studies since 
1776 (Daily et al., 2003; Hendry, 2002). Though agency theorists (Jensen and 
Meckling, 1976) stated that simplicity of behavioural assumptions is an advantage in 
modelling, critics have argued that the behavioural assumptions do not provide 
detailed explanations on the way people act and behave and thus are under-
socialised (Hendry, 2005; Westphal and Zajac, 2013). The third part of the argument 
about the agency assumption of self-interest relates to the problem that the 
assumption becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy (Ferraro et al., 2005; Ghoshal, 2005; 
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Stout, 2012), i.e. where an originally false statement (humans are self-interested) 
becomes true if enough people believe in it and act upon it. Stout (2012) and other 
scholars have marshalled evidence to demonstrate this effect and argue that agency 
theory is not only wrong but also dangerous. 
The second critique of agency theory comes from legal scholars who contest the 
agency view of firms being a nexus of contracts (Blair and Stout, 1999; Stout, 2012), 
instead of going back to corporate law and the conceptualisation of the firm as a 
legal person. Based on this, Blair and Stout (1999) developed the team production 
theory of the firm which draws attention to the board not as a monitoring mechanism 
but as a mediating hierarch and takes account of other social actors that contribute 
to governance and value creation aside from the principal-agent nexus that agency 
scholars focus on. 
Finally, the focus of agency theory in corporate governance research has been on 
the monitoring and control role of boards and overlooked other important board roles 
such as resource provision, service and strategy (Dalton et al., 1998, 2003; Zahra 
and Pearce, 1989; McNulty and Pettigrew, 1995). In order to explain these roles, 
different theoretical perspectives such as resource dependency theory have been 
drawn upon (Hillman and Dalziel, 2003) and/or scholars have been advocating for a 
multi-theoretical approach to explain multiple board roles (Zahra and Pearce, 1989). 
These weaknesses of agency theory have led to the calls from numerous corporate 
governance scholars to develop alternative theories. Some of the alternative theories 
include stewardship theory, stakeholders’ theory and resource dependency theory. 
The following sections will discuss these alternative theoretical perspectives in more 
detail. 
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2.3.2 Stewardship Theory 
In corporate governance, stewardship theory is similar to agency theory in so far as it 
focuses on the principal-agent relationship but it takes an opposing view regarding 
human behavioural assumptions. Unlike agency theory, which has its roots in 
finance and economics, stewardship theory evolves from psychology and sociology. 
According to the stewardship theorists (Davis et al., 1997; Donaldson and Davis, 
1991) managers are considered as trustworthy individuals whose interests are 
aligned with those of shareholders. Managers are regarded as pro-organisational 
and collective in their outlook rather than being individualistic and self-serving. An 
important argument of the stewardship theorists focuses on the reputation of the 
senior executives, specifically that top executives will not sacrifice or jeopardise their 
reputation by treating shareholders unfairly. Donaldson and Davis (1994) argued that 
senior executives’ reputation is their utility and it may be lowered if they are 
perceived as self-serving agents or acting contrary to the interests of the 
organisation. 
Regarding the superior performance of the corporation, stewardship theorists argue 
in favour of the majority of inside directors (Davis et al., 1997; Donaldson and Davis, 
1991, Donaldson, 1990). This argument is based on the premise that inside directors 
have a superior understanding of the business and greater firm-specific knowledge 
than outside directors. This, in their view, combined with the essential pro-
organisational nature of humans, will lead to superior decision making (Davis et al., 
1997; Donaldson and Davis, 1991, Donaldson, 1990). 
Agency costs in such a scenario become irrelevant according to the stewardship 
theorists.  Advocates of stewardship theory also consider a combination of the 
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positions of board chair and CEO (CEO duality) as a positive development. They 
argued that CEO duality will provide clear leadership for the firm and reduce 
decision-making ambiguity. 
However, as was shown in the review of empirical studies above, the results of the 
empirical research on the effects of leadership structure and insider/outsider ratio (in 
relation to board independence) are mixed and ultimately inconclusive. Agency 
theory and stewardship theory have differences regarding their views about the 
models of human behaviour. While agency theory assumes human beings possess a 
natural tendency for self-interest, stewardship theory view humans as rational beings 
with a tendency to be pro-organisational and protective of their reputation. Either 
view is rather stylised and does not take account of the variance of behaviours in 
different contexts and over time (Westphal and Zajac, 2013). Regardless of the 
differences on how agency theory and stewardship theory perceive models of 
humans, there is a mutual agreement between agency theorists and stewardship 
theorists which centres on the superiority of shareholders in the relationship. 
However, stakeholder theory does not embrace the primacy of shareholders and has 
developed an important position in recent times. 
2.3.3 Stakeholder Theory 
Stakeholder theory is regarded as the theory of organisational management and 
ethics which attempts to connect economic activity and moral standards. 
Stakeholder theory was developed by Freeman (1984) through the utilisation of 
Williamson’s transaction cost framework for analysing firms. The development of 
stakeholder theory took effect through the incorporation of contract theory as an 
analytical framework to examine the multiplicity of stakeholders within the 
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corporation (Shropshire and Hillman, 2007). Stakeholder theorists are concerned 
with how the business managers will balance the financial interest of the 
shareholders against the interest of other stakeholders who affect and are being 
affected by the activities of the corporation. Therefore, stakeholder theory’s approach 
to the firm is quite different from agency theory and stewardship theory approaches. 
The stakeholder theory of firm proposes the sharing of benefits which accrue from an 
organisation to all stakeholders who have stakes in the firm. In contrast, agency and 
stewardship theories see the main goal of the firm as the maximisation of 
shareholders value. 
Donaldson and Preston (1995) put forward a useful framework to widen our 
understanding of stakeholder theory. In their model, they proposed three types of 
stakeholder theory, namely, normative, instrumental and descriptive. The normative 
perspective of stakeholder theory suggests how those people and institutions that 
are directly or indirectly affected by the corporation activities should be treated in 
accordance with ethical, moral and philosophical principles (Jawahar and 
McLaughlin, 2001; Post et al, 2002), that is paying attention to stakeholders is a 
moral rather than a business imperative. 
The instrumental stakeholder theory seeks to model the likely outcomes as a result 
of certain behaviours of the firm/managers. The instrumental stakeholder theory 
perspective focuses on the issues that relate to the practice of stakeholder 
management and the resultant outcomes for firms. The instrumental perspective 
proposes that effective management of stakeholders is a determinant of superior 
corporate performance (Jones, 1995). From an economic perspective, a firm that 
considers its stakeholders by embracing stakeholder approach will achieve better 
performance, though there is disagreement on which stakeholder groups should be 
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prioritised (Mitchell et al., 1997). Further, Donaldson and Preston (1995) described 
the descriptive stakeholder theory as ways in which actual stakeholder 
configurations and/or behaviour of firms/managers can be modelled. This 
perspective of stakeholder theory considers firms as the constellation of cooperative 
ties and seeks to understand the structures and processes of the intrinsic value of 
competing interests. Hence, there is clear recognition of divergent interests among 
the stakeholders and observation that corporate goals can be achieved through the 
process of negotiation (Donaldson and Preston, 1995; Simon 1954). The attainment 
of firm performance is based on the consideration of the firm as a mechanism which 
seeks to set conditions relating to the multilateral contractual agreement between 
various individuals and institutions that have stakes (Freeman and Evan, 1990). 
Stakeholder theory adds to the ongoing debate in corporate governance. While 
agency theory is concerned with shareholder primacy and advocates for the use of 
boards as a mechanism to maximise shareholders value (or prevent value 
destruction), in contrast, stakeholder theorists argue in favour of balancing the 
interest of all stakeholders. Dimensions of stakeholder theoretic approaches are 
evident in continental European governance practices, where it is, for example, 
common in some countries to have mandatory employee representation on 
corporate boards (Lewis et al., 2004). 
However, critics of stakeholder theory have argued that the approach lacks a clearly 
defined objective function that can be employed to measure the success of the firm. 
Additionally, they argued that power plays a significant role in the determination of 
who is a stakeholder and under what conditions a business manager can consider a 
certain group of people as stakeholders (Jensen, 1992). In response to the criticism, 
the advocates of stakeholder theory have suggested the use of corporate social 
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responsibility as an effective measure of success (Clarkson, 1995). Further, 
stakeholder theorists argued against value maximisation for one group, instead, they 
argued that the theory is concerned with the distribution of benefits from firms to all 
stakeholders. 
However, corporate social responsibility has proven to be a difficult concept to 
operationalise, not least because of its multi-dimensionality and context specificity 
(Gjolberg, 2009; Perez and del Bosque, 2013). Also, the substantial body of 
research that investigates the impact of a stakeholder approach on firm performance 
has produced some mixed results (O’Higgings et al, 2006; Hillman and Keim, 2001; 
Margolis et al., 2009; Orlitzky et al., 2003). When it comes to stakeholder 
perspectives on boards, the initial findings appear to be positive. For instance, 
Johnson and Greenings (1999) conducted research on stakeholder representation 
on boards. Their results showed that firms that allow stakeholders to sit on their 
board are likely to enjoy a positive social influence. Similarly, after analysing 3268 
board members representing 250 companies, Hillman et al. (2001) concluded that 
the presence of stakeholders on boards has a positive impact on stakeholder 
performance. 
In summary, stakeholder theory presents a different perspective on the corporation 
compared to agency theory or stewardship theory. Rather than favouring the primacy 
of the shareholders, stakeholder theory focuses on how success or returns from 
organisations can be distributed among the stakeholders. Therefore, it lends itself to 
the way organisational success is being shared to all those who have stakes in it. 
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2.3.4 Resource Dependency Theory 
Resource dependency theory (RDT) is a theory that views the firm as linked with and 
embedded within its external environment. Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) described 
RDT as an “open systems perspective that views organisations as being linked to 
their external environment”. In relation to corporate governance, RDT has been 
mainly utilised and employed in the context of boards of directors, and how boards 
act as organisational ‘boundary spanners’ (Pfeffer, 1972). Regarding boards’ tasks, 
resource dependency theorists consider boards as a network of connections that are 
useful for the provision of resources which enhance firms’ performance (Hillman et 
al, 2003; Van den Heuvel et al., 2006; Zahra and Pearce, 1989). Therefore, in line 
with resource dependency theorists’ prediction, both the structure and composition of 
the board needs to reflect its connection to the firm’s external environment (Hillman 
et al., 2009). 
To achieve firms’ objectives, resource dependency theorists argued in favour of 
larger board size because of the need to maintain much-needed networking and 
interdependence between firms and its external environment (Pfeffer, 1972), which, 
in turn, helps firms to harness resources in dynamic business environments (Pfeffer 
1972; Dalton et al., 1999; Goodstein et al., 1994). Thereby, ‘larger’ boards are a 
proxy for access to resources and represent increased levels of high-quality advice 
in RDT (Dalton et al. 1999; Zahra and Pearce, 1989). However, there is no 
agreement on what an optimal board size should be.  For example, Lipton and 
Lorsch (1992) suggested a minimum of seven and maximum of nine board 
members, but Fama and Jensen (1993) suggested about eight directors, and Shaw 
(1981) suggested a board size of five. 
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Regarding the provision of vital resources through connections of firms with the 
external environment, scholars have suggested various forms of resources that 
boards bring to organisations which include information, knowledge and skills, 
legitimacy, and access to other stakeholders (Pfeffer, 1972). Hillman et al. (2000) 
categorised directors into four different groups, and in doing so identified four types 
of resources directors bring to the firm. These are insider directors, business experts, 
support specialists and community influentials. Further, Hillman et al. (2000) argued 
that there are benefits to firms when they maintain a connection with the external 
environment. Examples of these benefits are quality information, provision of general 
strategic advice, business expertise, decision-making skills, problem-solving 
knowledge, legal and financial information, and access to financial capital and 
legitimacy. Similarly, Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) broadly identified four benefits 
boards can provide to firms: 1) advice and counsel; 2) legitimacy; 3) channels for 
communicating information; and 4) access to support from stakeholders outside the 
corporation. Generally, resource dependency theorists argue that boards constitute 
social (human and relationship) capital which presents firms with three main benefits 
(Dalziel and Hillman, 2003). First is the benefit of managing external dependency by 
maintaining connections with its external environment, allowing the board and the 
firm to anticipate and adapt to environmental changes. Reductions in transaction 
costs are the second benefit.  Openness to external environment can help 
corporations to reduce environmental uncertainty and lower transaction costs 
(Pfeffer, 1972; Williamson, 1984). The third and final benefit is the management of 
the competitive business environment. Firms that maintain a connection with their 
external environment are argued to have higher chances of survival in highly 
competitive environments (Singh et al., 1986). 
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Empirical studies have examined the view of resource dependency theorists, 
especially on the relationship between board characteristics (board size, board 
diversity, board interlocks), and the four benefits (advice and counsel, legitimacy, 
channels of communication, and tangible resources) and firm performance. 
Outcomes of these studies remain mixed and inconclusive. While some studies 
indicated that board diversity enhances reputation and legitimacy of corporations 
(Daily et al., 1999; Daily and Schwenk, 1996; Erhardt et al., 2003; Pearce and Zahra, 
1992; Sanders and Carpenter, 1998), some studies found no evidence to establish 
the benefits of board diversity on firm performance (Rose, 2007; Adams and 
Ferreira, 2009). Similarly, results of empirical studies on board size are mixed. For 
instance, Wagner et al. (1998) conducted a meta-analysis on 29 previous empirical 
studies and found that boards’ size does affect firm performance. Kiel and Nicholson 
(2003) and Pearce and Zahra (1992) also supported this position. However, 
Yermack (1996) investigated 452 US industrial firms over an eight-year period (1984 
– 1991) and found a recurring negative relationship between board size and firm 
performance. Other scholars such as Eisenberg et al. (1998); Lopez et al. (2005); 
Barnhart and Rosenstein (1998); Daily et al. (1999) also reported similar results. 
Additionally, Goodstein et al. (1994) showed in their study that largeness could 
inhibit boards’ ability to initiate strategic activities. 
Due to the inconsistencies in the findings of empirical research on board 
characteristics and their link to firm performance, Pettigrew (1992) argued that ‘great 
inferential leaps are made from input variables such as board structure and 
composition to output variables such as board performance with no direct evidence 
on the processes and mechanisms which presumably link the inputs to the outputs’ 
(1992: p.171). 
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In that vein, Pettigrew suggested the development of corporate governance research 
that considers behaviours in the boardroom and boardroom processes (Forbes and 
Milliken, 1999; Pettigrew, 1992). A detailed discussion of this new approach will 
follow after the summary of the traditional board literature. 
2.3.5 Summary of Traditional Corporate Governance Theories on Boards 
The preceding sections reviewed the extant theories of corporate governance that 
have offered predictions and recommendations on the roles of boards and how 
theoretically dimensions of board structure and composition can affect corporate 
performance. While agency theory emphasised the monitoring and control task as 
the main role of boards (Jensen and Meckling, 1976; Fama and Jensen, 1983), other 
theories such as stewardship theory, stakeholder theory and resource dependency 
theory recognised the strategic function of boards, access or provision of resources 
and boards service roles (Davies et al., 1997; Donaldson and Preston, 1995; Hillman 
and Keim, 2001). Interestingly, none of these theories alone is capable of capturing 
the multitude of board tasks (Dalton and Dalton 2011; Dalton et al., 2008; Dey et al., 
2009; Machold and Farquhar, 2013). Moreover, the empirical results are mixed and 
inconclusive which suggest that there is a piece of the puzzle we have not yet 
understood. Therefore, scholars have called for alternative ways of theorising on 
boards (Dalton et al, 2003; Davis, 2005, Gabrielsson and Huse, 2004, Huse 2003; 
Johnson et al, 1996; Van Ees 2009b). 
In response to such calls, and in an attempt to shed light on board dynamics and 
other factors that are impacting on the decision-making processes within and outside 
the boardroom, a growing number of studies have investigated board processes 
(Bailey, 2011; Minichilli et al., 2012; Ong and Wan 2001; Van Ees et al., 2008; Zona 
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and Zattoni 2007). Many of these studies followed from the influential paper by 
Forbes and Milliken (1999) where they argued that research on board structure and 
composition has reached a stalemate and that we need to fundamentally change 
how we study boards. The next section will turn to this research stream on board 
processes. 
2.4 Board Processes 
Forbes and Milliken (1999), Huse (1998), and Pye and Pettigrew (2005) have 
emphasised the importance of considering an alternative means of understanding 
what leads to board effectiveness. These researchers have proposed a behavioural 
approach to boards, which involves an understanding of the processes in the 
boardroom that enhance board performance. Various scholars have described board 
processes as interactions between board members as they carry out their board 
tasks to achieve corporate objectives (Bailey and Peck, 2011; Dulewicz, MacMillan 
and Herbert, 1995). Mathieu et al. (2008) drawing on prior scholars such as 
Pettigrew (1992) viewed board processes to be an important link between board 
structural and compositional variables and firm performance. Following the seminal 
model of Forbes and Milliken (1999), Mathieu et al. (2008) referred to this as an 
input-process-output relationship. Further, Mathieu et al. (2008) were consistent with 
the Forbes and Milliken (1999) model that suggested that board processes mediate 
the relationship between board demographic and structural variables and board/firm 
performance outcomes. 
In their seminal model Forbes and Milliken (1999), drawing on small teams/groups 
literature identified three board processes: effort norms, cognitive conflict, and the 
use of knowledge and skills. First, utilising Wageman’s (1995) conceptualisation, 
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Forbes and Milliken (1999) considered effort norms to be a group level construct that 
refers to the group’s level of shared beliefs regarding the level of effort an individual 
is expected to contribute towards a task. Second, adapting the definitions of Amason 
(1996) and Jehn (1997), Forbes and Milliken (1999) conceived cognitive conflict to 
be a task-oriented conflict that enables greater cognitive understanding of the issues 
being considered by groups. According to several scholars (e.g., Eisenhardt et al., 
1997; Jackson, 1992; Pelled et al., 1999), cognitive conflict through critical 
discussion of alternative options can lead to better decision-making. Third and finally, 
following the lead of Hackman and Morris (1975), Forbes and Milliken (1999) 
considered the use of knowledge and skills to be related to “collective learning 
among group members” (Hackman, 1987: 327). According to Cohen and Bailey 
(1997), the use of knowledge and skills is related to the behavioural dimension of 
social integration and is thus a critical factor in influencing a group’s ability to 
cooperate. However, as pointed out by Forbes and Milliken (1999), whilst boards 
require a high degree of specialised knowledge and skills to function effectively, the 
availability of expertise in a group does not necessarily guarantee its usage. 
Following the seminal model of Forbes and Milliken (1999), there have been several 
empirical studies examining the impact of the three board processes on board task 
outcomes (Minichilli et al., 2009; Minichilli et al., 2012; Walker, Machold and Ahmed; 
2015; Zona and Zattoni, 1997). The results of these studies whilst showing promise 
that board processes may be stronger predictors of board effectiveness than the 
structural characteristics of boards discussed previously in this chapter still provide 
some mixed findings. In addition, there have been extensions to the study of board 
processes developed since Forbes and Milliken. 
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These have included processes such as communication quality, trust, affective 
conflict (Farquhar, 2011; Sherwin, 2003; Walker, Machold and Ahmed, 2015). 
Whilst the increasing number of studies of board processes shows promise in 
providing better explanations of board performance, they are comparatively small in 
number compared with the board structure/composition – firm performance studies. 
This has allowed several researchers to contend that there is still much to learn 
about board processes (McNulty et al., 2013; Minichilli et al., 2009; Van Ees et al., 
2008). For instance, Huse et al. (2011) encouraged researchers to widen their 
knowledge on board processes. While claiming that there is the need to go beyond 
what we already know, Huse et al. (2011) advised researchers to conduct studies 
through the application of research approaches that capture processes (using 
process-oriented data). Also, Hambrick et al. (2008) challenged corporate 
governance researchers to go beyond simple description and conduct studies that 
are capable of capturing board members behaviour, and social processes to 
enhance our understanding of board processes. Nicholson and Kiel (2004) through 
their framework challenged scholars to undertake studies that would produce a 
thorough understanding of the boards’ dynamics and how varying concepts can be 
merged. In response to these calls, this research builds on the literature on board 
processes (Farquhar, 2011; Forbes and Milliken, 1999; Minichilli et al., 2009; Van 
Ees et al., 2008; Walker, Machold and Ahmed, 2015) and extends our understanding 
of the use of knowledge and skills by focusing on how knowledge and skills are 
developed in boards (learning). Hitherto, relatively few studies have examined 
determinants of the use of knowledge and skills or indeed the extent to which the 
use of knowledge and skills enhances board performance or maybe more 
importantly how knowledge and skills are learnt by board members. 
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In one of the few studies in this area, Bettinelli (2011) using a sample of 90 family 
business directors, found beneficial effects of non-family board members on the use 
of knowledge and skills. This suggests that bringing in new board members can have 
a beneficial effect on learning. However, in the researcher’s opinion no studies have 
actually investigated how this learning takes place. 
2.5. The use of knowledge and skills 
As pointed out earlier in this chapter, boards normally require a high degree of 
specialised knowledge and skills to function effectively, but the availability on its own 
does not necessarily guarantee its usage (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). As the board 
can be viewed as a group of individuals with their own skills and knowledge, one 
aspect of which little is known in the board literature is how learning takes place 
inside and outside the boardroom. It is to this board process to which this study is 
seeking to add knowledge. However, before considering the concept of learning, 
more detail on the use of knowledge and skills and its impact on board performance 
is required. 
The relevance of the use of knowledge and skills cannot be overemphasised 
because the output of boards’ activities is cognitive in nature. To enhance board task 
performance, directors need to possess certain types of knowledge and skills.  
Forbes and Milliken (1999) broadly categorised directors’ knowledge base into two 
main types: general business knowledge and skills, and firm-specific knowledge and 
skills. The former is concerned with directors’ general business knowledge and skills 
and includes accounting, finance, production, operations, marketing, law and others. 
The latter is related to directors’ firm-specific knowledge and skills including its 
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specific operations and management. According to Bankewitz (2016), boards need 
both types of knowledge to enhance their ability to carry out their tasks. 
Similarly, Forbes and Milliken (1999) contended that if boards are to perform both 
the control task and service task effectively, there is a need for boards to have both a 
presence of both types of knowledge and skills, but also to use both types 
effectively. 
According to Kolb (1984), learning is the creation of knowledge and meaning which 
occur through the active extension and grounding ideas and experiences in the 
external world. Kolb’s (1984) definition of learning highlights the link between 
learning and the use of knowledge and skills. However, as identified earlier in the 
chapter, the use of knowledge and skills is impossible without the presence of 
knowledge and skills. Whilst the creation of knowledge and skills may imply learning, 
there is still a need to study board dynamics further and find out how boards learn 
and enhance their use of knowledge and skills. The next section focuses on learning 
and learning theories. 
2.6. Definitions of Learning and Learning Theories 
This section focuses on learning theories. Following a review of the definitions and 
dimensions of learning, theories of learning (behaviourism, cognitivism, social 
learning, humanism, experimental learning theories) are outlined, and the section 
also focuses on the discussion of learning in adulthood, leadership learning and 
workplace learning. Finally, the section finishes by considering the processes of 
creating knowledge within teams. 
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2.6.1 Definitions of Learning 
There is no single universally accepted definition of learning. This is primarily due to 
scholars viewing learning from differing disciplinary perspectives. Such differences 
have encouraged an ongoing debate on what is learning. One of the earliest 
scholars on learning was Plato (427-347BC). Plato (in Connectivism: a learning 
theory for digital age by Siemens (2013)) defined learning as a process in which 
external forces take action to impact the mind or soul of an individual. Plato’s 
definition of learning is based on the premise that learning is a cognitive activity and 
the processes of learning take place inside the human brain. Further, Plato takes the 
position that learning is based on the assumption and belief that all knowledge is 
innate and impossible for anyone to learn without prior or previous knowledge (in 
connectivism: a learning theory for the digital age by Siemens (2013). Many 
centuries after Plato’s seminal ideas on learning, Locke (1632- 1704) defined 
learning as the creation of knowledge through human experiences. He compared the 
mind of a human being at birth to that of a vacuum which is subsequently filled with 
knowledge due to the accumulation of experiences. Locke (1632-1704) argued that it 
is not knowledge that is innate, but rather the child’s ability to process knowledge. 
Further, Locke’s believed that human experiences and the use of five senses (sight, 
hearing, taste, smell and touch) play significant roles in learning. In the nineteenth 
century, Thorndike (1800-1949) defined learning as incremental processes and 
accumulation of knowledge through a system called ‘trial-and-error approach 
(scientific approach). Thorndike (1927) viewed learning from the behavioural 
perspective of learning and placed his focus on the transfer of knowledge from one 
context to another. Later in the century and the early twentieth century, Dewey 
(1859-1952), considered learning to be the creation of knowledge through the 
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emphasis on the need to learn by doing. Dewey believed that human beings learn 
through a 'hands-on' approach. In the twentieth century, Bandura (1925) viewed 
learning as the product of interaction among social actors. In the latter decade of the 
twentieth century, Ramsden (1992; 26) defined learning as the interpreting and 
understanding of reality in different ways. 
Whilst Dewey’s perspective on learning is based on the acquisition of knowledge 
through practice or experiment, Bandura perspective of learning centres on how the 
social environment influences human beings in the act of learning. 
These differences in definitions through history result from differing perspectives and 
thoughts about what learning is, and how it can be conceptualised. Having provided 
a variety of learning definitions, the next section focuses on the review of the primary 
theories of learning (cognitivism, behaviourism, socialism, humanism and 
experimental learning) and learning in adulthood (adult, leadership and workplace) 
2.6.2 Theories of Learning 
2.6.2.1 Cognitive Learning Theory 
According to the Oxford English dictionary, cognition is the mental act by which 
knowledge is acquired, including, perception, intuition, and reasoning. Cognitive 
learning theorists (e.g. Piaget, 1952) primarily focus on how humans use their brain 
in the process of learning in individuals. Further, cognitive learning theorists consider 
learning to be the process of how intrinsic factors and extrinsic factors bring about 
learning in an individual (Bruner, 1966; Gayne, 1985; Lewin, 1951; Piaget 1969 
Gayne, 1985). Following these lines, cognitive theorists view learning as an 
information processing or problem-solving activity (Max and Wertheiner, 1923). One 
advocate of cognitive theory, Lewin (1951) described the overall structure of the 
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cognitive learning process as a circular process in which learners gather information, 
plan, act, evaluate, respond to their evaluation for future planning and action and the 
cycle continues. 
Cognitive learning theorists (Lewin, 1951; Bruner, 1966; Piaget, 1969) argued that 
learners’ perceptions and experiences throughout the cycle further reshape the 
learning process. 
Another cognitive learning theorist, Piaget (1952) proposed that learning takes place 
through the active exploration of the environment which shapes cognitive 
development. In his framework of cognitive learning, Piaget’s (1952) provided a four-
stage schema of cognitive learning. The first stage of cognitive learning is known as 
cummulation. This is a form of mechanical learning that can only recall or applied in 
situations similar to the learning context (Dixon, 1982). Assimilation is the second 
stage of cognitive learning and most common type of learning. Under this type of 
learning, the new impulse is linked to the scheme or existing pattern in a way that is 
relatively easy to recall or apply (Dixon, 1993). The third stage of cognitive learning 
is the accommodative learning which takes place in situations that are difficult to 
relate to the existing pattern of knowledge. Learning in such situations requires 
breaking down an existing pattern of knowledge and transforming it into new 
knowledge to establish the link with the new situation. Individual and team routines in 
problem-solving situations fall under this category of learning (Dixon, 1982, 1993). 
Finally, transformative learning is the fourth stage of cognitive learning. 
Transformative learning relates to the development of personality and it is 
characterised by simulation. This far-reaching type of learning is capable of changing 
an individual learner’s self-identity and understanding of meaning (Engestrom, 1987; 
Mezirow, 1991; Wallace, 2002). 
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2.6.2.2 Behavioural Learning Theory 
Behavioural learning theory was initiated by Watson (1913) and later developed by 
Pavlov (1927) and Skinner (1966). According to behavioural learning theorists, 
learning can be observed through changes in an individual’s behaviour as a result of 
an individual response to his/her environmental conditions (Pavlov, 1927, Skinner, 
1966). In effect, behavioural learning theorists contend that learning as a process 
results from the way in which individuals are conditioned (Watson, 1913; Pavlov, 
1927; Skinner, 1966). In other words, learning can be influenced by behavioural 
incentives. Behavioural learning theory is grounded in the development of highly 
sequenced and structured curricula and programmed instructional approaches. In 
light of this, Skinner (1966) suggested that a system of rewards and targets can aid 
the learning process. Put differently, the concept of ‘stimulus-response’ is important 
for behavioural learning theorists (e.g. Skinner, 1966). Therefore, advocates of 
behavioural learning theory (Thorndike, 1898) disagree with the cognition learning 
theorists’ argument that learning takes place as a result of mental constructs. 
Instead, they contend that mental connections are formed through a positive 
response to particular stimuli (Kolb, 1984). In terms of the level of analysis, 
behaviourism theory explores learning in individuals and groups and social 
interactions. 
2.6.2.3 Humanist Learning Theory 
Whereas behavioural learning theorists emphasise the importance of conditioning for 
learning and advocate a system of positive stimuli to encourage learning, humanism 
theorists view learning as providing a potential for personal growth and motivated by 
affective and cognitive needs (Merriam and Caffarela, 1999). 
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Humanism theory of learning was initially propounded by Abraham Maslow as 
discussed by Sutton and Barto (1998) who considered learning to be an inherent 
process that guides humans towards satisfying their cognitive and affective needs. 
According to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, motivation to learn is innate. Humanism 
theorists such as Maslow (1943) and Rogers (1983) describe learning in relation to 
human needs and knowledge required to improve life. In addition, it emphasises the 
affective qualities of the learning experience (Maslow, 1970, Rogers, 1969 and 
1983). 
2.6.2.4 Social Learning Theory 
Whilst previous theories emphasise either the cognitive processes, the behavioural 
stimuli, or the cognitive and affective needs that influence learning they pay little 
attention to the social environment in which learning takes place. As a response to 
this, social learning theory was developed and considers how the social environment 
influences learning (Bandura, 1977; Merriam and Caffarella, 1999). Social learning 
theory is a theory in which learning is a process that occurs through the interaction 
between individuals and the social environment (Bandura, 1977). Social learning 
theorists stress the importance of the psychological processes that take place during 
this interaction. 
According to the social theory of learning, learning takes place in the social 
environment. The theory combines concepts of behaviourism, cognitivism and 
humanism. Social learning theory explains learning as a product of social interaction 
(Bandura, 1977; Merriam and Caffarella, 1999). 
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According to Bandura (1962) and Vygotsky (1978), learning occurs in a social 
context through the use of models and processes such as imitation. This requires 
attention, retention, reproduction of knowledge, and motivation from the learner. 
Furthermore, social learning theorists introduce the concept of coding the meaning of 
words and applying it to the behaviours derived from the social environment 
(Bandura, 1962; Vygotsky, 1978). 
2.6.2.5 Experimental Learning Theory 
The fifth and final theory of learning, experimental learning theory (ELT) was 
developed initially by Dewey as discussed by Beard and John (2002) and further 
refined by Kolb (1971; 1984). In complementing the prior four theories of learning, 
Dewey (1938) applied learning to experience which he termed a ‘theory of education 
reform’. He argued that learners’ active participation through experience is essential 
in learning activities and criticised educators of his time for failing to provide direct 
experience from which students could learn. Dewey suggested that without this 
direct experience, learning is incomplete (Dewey, 1859-1952). Advocates of ELT 
argue that it provides a holistic approach to learning (Dewey, 1938; Kolb, 1971, 
1984) through treating learning as a circular process in which changes in knowledge, 
behaviours, and attitudes are derived from experiences. Kolb (1971, 1984) argued 
that learning is the creation of knowledge and meaning, which occurs through the 
active extension and grounding of ideas and experience in the external world, and 
through an internal reflection about the attribute of the experience and ideas. ELT 
establishes a link between learning and knowledge through Kolb’s contention that 
knowledge is the result of a combination of acquiring experience and the 
transforming of such experiences into knowledge. 
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This section has provided an outline of various definitions of learning and reviewed 
the five most important theories of learning. The next section will develop our 
knowledge of learning further by considering the learning processes identified in the 
theories of learning as they apply to teams or workgroups in detail. 
2.7. Learning Processes 
Team or workgroup processes involve the interaction of individual members with 
other group members and the environment. These processes occur as team 
members share knowledge, experiences and information through undertaking group 
tasks. These processes may allow learning to take place either directly or indirectly. 
Moreover, how different group members learn may vary from one individual to 
another, and indeed differ between teams. These learning styles are further explored 
in this section. 
The term “learning styles” refers to the way in which individuals absorb processes, 
comprehend and retain information (Hammond et al., 2001). Further, learning styles 
have been described as the predisposition to adopt a particular learning strategy 
regardless of the specific demands of the learning task (Schmeck, 1983). Based on 
the above, there are multiple learning styles such as visual, auditory, read-write and 
kinesthetic, which may occur as a result of individual personality, information 
processing ability, pedagogy, andragogy or instructional methods (Claxton and 
Murell, 1987). The visual learning style is based on learning through visual aids, 
such as graphs, charts, maps and other forms of pictorial representations. 
Alternatively, auditory learning is a style in which learners acquire knowledge 
through listening. While read-write learning style is a form of learning through 
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reading texts and writing, the kinaesthetic-tactile learning style is the form of learning 
through touch. 
In agreement with Claxton and Murell (1987), scholars like Merriam (2008) and 
Knowles (1980) have argued that the individual learning style varies from one person 
to another due to the need to suit the age, context and needs of the individual 
learners. These three variables (age, context and learners needs) will eventually 
determine the conceptual lens for understanding learning (Hager and Hodkinson, 
2009). Research about learning context focuses on the social environment where 
learning occurs and the needs of learners or purposes of learning (Knowles, 1980). 
The literature on learning, especially about the age of the learners, can be divided 
into two. On the one hand is the pedagogy which is concerned with the art and 
science of learning in children. On the other hand, is the andragogy which focuses 
on adult learning. While the stream of research on children learning is well 
developed, research about adult learning (andragogy) is still an ongoing (Knowles, 
1968). 
2.7.2 Adult Learning 
The historical path of adult learning can be linked to the work of Knowles (1968) 
when he proposed “a new label and a new technology” of adult learning to 
differentiate it from pre-adult learning. Knowles described adult learning as “the art 
and science of helping adults to learn”. In European related literature, adult learning 
translates to andragogy and scholars who have interest in differentiating the field of 
adult education as a separate entity of learning from other domain of learning are 
now rallying behind andragogy (Merriam, 2001). 
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While the early literature on education considers adult learning as a cognitive 
process or a form of learning in which the mind accepts the information and converts 
such to knowledge, current literature on adult learning focuses on the cognitive, age, 
context and needs of adults. The notion of the early literature on adult learning 
follows Thorndike et al.’s (1928) approach when they considered adult learning from 
a behavioural psychology perspective, which often leads to a change in human 
behaviour (Merriam, 2008). Based on their perception, Thorndike et al. (1928) 
suggested the need for adults to undergo “timed condition test on various learning 
and memory tasks”. However, evidence from their study indicates that the test on 
timed condition directly compares adults to young people and findings from much of 
the research suggested that younger people are more likely to learn better (Merriam, 
2001). 
In the twenty-first century, there is the recognition that learning is a multidimensional 
phenomenon and a complex social problem that is difficult to reduce to single or 
simple explanation. Therefore, adult learning is considered as an ever-changing 
mixture of knowledge. This notion correlates with Merriam’s (2008) definition of adult 
learning. Merriam defined adult learning as a form of learning where adults 
continuously re-arranging the existing knowledge (experience) and adding new 
pieces of knowledge to meet learner needs at a particular period. Similarly, Biggs et 
al. (1987) described adult learning as social capital which evolves from experiences 
and understanding of the social interactive processes with the ability of learners to 
apply specific knowledge acquired into a wider perspective. Based on this 
explanation, adult learning could be described as the process of knowledge 
construction in different social-cultural contexts by adults to resolve specific 
problems. Considering these definitions, adult learning is more than cognitive 
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process alone but learning activity which focuses on problem-solving and takes 
social-cultural context and learners emotional conditions into account (Merriam, 
2008). 
Adult learning is a relatively new concept which falls within the field of lifelong 
learning. It constitutes a small fraction but has made a number of important 
contributions to the human community (Field, 2009). While elaborating on the need 
to move beyond the metaphor of transfer of learning, Hager and Hodkinson (2009) 
argued that adult learning is an “emerging paradigm”. Under the context of emerging 
paradigm, adult learning takes place through human practice and culturally grounded 
activities. Therefore, knowledge learnt through adult learning is considered as a 
product of social construction that subsumes the individual learners (Hager and 
Hodkinson, 2009). 
Noteworthy, scholars have failed to agree on the scope of adult learning. While 
Stephen (2006) described the process of adult learning as “lived experience”, 
Merriam (2008) argued that adult learning centres on the age, social-cultural context 
and needs of the learners. Other scholars such as Knowles (1980) extends the 
argument further and conclude that the scope of adult learning captures the adult 
level of involvement in planning and directing of learning. Though scholars have 
argued about the scope of adult learning from different perspectives, there seem to 
an agreement between them regarding the problem-solving approach of adult 
learning, the concept of learners’ autonomy and the capacity of learners to determine 
their own learning. The argument about the scope of adult learning relates to some 
of the notable assumptions about adult learning. Scholars have used a variety of 
assumptions and principles to establish how learning takes place in adults. 
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Generally, there are five main assumptions underlying adult learning as suggested 
by Knowles (1980). The first assumption about adult learning focuses on the 
description of the adult independence, self-concept and the capacity to determine 
his/her own learning (Knowles, 1980). This assumption is based on the tenet that 
adults are mature, independent and self-directing. Hence, adults feel accepted, 
respected, supported and enjoy the spirit of mutuality in the course of knowledge 
sharing and transfer. This is due to the recognition that adults have personal 
responsibilities, especially in relation to the management of other aspects of their 
lives. In order to accommodate other personal programmes, they are playing a 
greater role in directing and planning their individual learning (Merriam, 2001). 
The second assumption about adult learning relates to the accumulation of life 
experience. Experience has been regarded as the reservoir of knowledge, which is a 
rich resource for learning (Biggs et al., 1987). This assumption considers adult 
learning from two different perspectives. On the one hand, there is the assumption 
that accumulated human experience is the bible for knowledge creation (Field, 
2009). Therefore, adults tend to rely on the use of previous experience in the act of 
knowledge creation. On the other hand, there is the assumption that adult learning 
subscribes to a lifelong learning which depends on the continuous accumulation of 
new knowledge to resolve new types of phenomena (Merriam et al., 2014). 
The third assumption about adult learning has been closely linked to the dynamic 
nature of human society and the continuous change in adults’ social role. While it is 
widely-held view that some adults are willing to acquire more knowledge for the 
elevation at work, some adults are more interested in knowledge acquisition for the 
performance of  duties in their new roles (Biggs and Telfer, 1987). The fourth 
assumption about adult learning focuses on the problem centred approach. This is 
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commonly adopted in adult learning because adults usually have interest in the 
immediate use of knowledge in problem-solving activities. In the context of this 
thesis, this may mean that, learning in boards is being used to perform boards 
specific task in the day to day activities. The fifth and final  assumption about adult 
learning focuses on the internal factors that motivate adults to learn (Knowles, 1980). 
Based on the assumption that individuals are different in terms of preference and 
personality (Nonaka, 1994), factors that motivate adult to learn will vary and may be 
better explained by adult learning theory. 
Since adult learning has been considered as a separate domain from childhood or 
adolescence learning under the field of education, scholars have made numerous 
attempts to identify theory or theories of learning that underpin adult learning. 
However, due to the multidimensional nature of adult learning, scholars have failed 
to reach a consensus regarding the specific learning theory that can stand-alone 
uphold adult learning. While buttressing this argument, Tuinjman (1995) posited that 
“attempt to construct a stand-alone theory for adult learning apart from the existing 
learning theories at other stages in the lifespan can result in a grave error”. Some of 
the adult learning theories proposed by scholars include andragogy and self-
directing. 
Knowles (1928) proposed andragogy as the first theory of adult learning. As stated 
earlier, andragogy is “the art and science of helping adults learn”. It assumes 
learners acquire knowledge by drawing on life experience to establish knowledge as 
adults reach maturity and become self-directing. Andragogy evolves from the 
humanistic psychology. It considers individual learner as autonomous and growth-
oriented (Knowles, 1980). Andragogy as a theory of adult learning has been 
subjected to criticism by some scholars due to its lack of attention to the context in 
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which learning occurs (Merriam, 2008). Scholars like Grace (1996) criticises 
andragogy for placing the importance of mechanistic style of knowledge acquisition 
over the meaningful creation of knowledge. Therefore, andragogy theory is accused 
of failing to consider organisational and social barriers to learning, and also for 
ignoring learning in a wider context. In summary, criticism against andragogy can be 
broadly categorised into two, namely – technological approach to learning and 
ignorance of the context. 
Another scholar who also contributes to the debate about the theory of adult learning 
is Mezirow (2000). Mezirow argued in support of Knowles on andragogy as a theory 
of adult learning but suggested two other theories. These are self-directed theory 
and transformation theory. According to Mezirow (2000), self-directed learning theory 
holds the position that adults are capable of playing important roles in the planning, 
delivery and in choosing appropriate evaluation method for their own learning. Also, 
Mezirow describes transformation theory of adult learning as the theory of learning 
which assumes that learners have the intellectual capacity to ponder and reflect on 
their experiences. This is because adult learning allows the learner to consider the 
nature of the existing social context and structure, which, in turns, influences the way 
adults construe their knowledge and reflect on the dynamics involved while making 
meanings, modifying and organising the meanings of their experiences (Mezirow, 
2000). 
In her contributions, Merriam (2008) incorporated transformation theory into the self-
directed learning theory when suggesting andragogy and self-direction as the only 
two theories of adult learning. Since the discussion of andragogy has been 
considered in the earlier paragraphs, the next paragraph will focus on the discussion 
of self-directed learning as a theory of adult learning. 
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The self-directed learning theory evolves from the work of Knowles through his 
description of andragogy. Though the idea of self-directed learning theory evolves 
from the work of Knowles, Houle et al. (1979) are considered the pioneers of self–
directed adult learning theory. 
They described self-directed adult learning theory as a descriptive learning which 
consists of three major components; goals of learning, processes of learning and 
adult learners. Houle et al.’s (1979) argument depends on the tenet that the 
predominant philosophical orientation which self-directed learning relies upon is 
humanistic in nature (Sisco, 1990; Knowles, 1975; Long, 1992; Tough, 1979). In 
relation to the humanistic perspective, the focus of adult learning is strongly attached 
to individual self-development and this form of learning places much emphasis on 
learners rather than the context. Hence, learners are expected to take responsibility 
for their own learning. (Caffarella, 1993). Further, Merriam (2008) elaborates on self-
directed learning theory when she argues that goals of adult learning are closely 
related to the philosophical orientation of learners, which, in turns, makes rationales 
and methods of learning vary from one person to another. 
Under the humanistic theory, there are three different philosophical perspectives 
guiding scholars perception about the self-directed learning: progressivism, 
behaviouralism and critical perspective (Caffarela, 1993). The progressivism 
philosophical perspective focuses on learners experience as an important aspect of 
learning and emphasises the notion that learners are primarily responsible for their 
own learning (Caffarela, 1993). Adult educators who subscribe to the progressivism 
perspective of the humanistic theory are more likely to argue that adults have the 
capacity to be self–directed. This assertion is in line with personal responsibility 
orientation model developed by Brookfield (1986). PRO model is built on the belief 
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that human nature is good, proactive and capable of accepting responsibility. 
Brookfield (1986) and Mezirow (1985) regarded PRO model as the first goal of self-
directed learning. 
The behaviourist philosophy perspective focuses on the processes of knowledge 
acquisition. It assumes that learners have the capacity to develop a learning plan for 
their self-directed learning (Caffarela, 1993). Often behaviourist philosophy 
perspective includes learning objectives, selection of appropriate techniques for the 
achievement of learning objectives, and evaluation methods to gauge what has been 
learnt. Merriam (2008) described this as the second goal of self-directed learning 
and compared behaviourist perspective of the humanistic theory to emancipatory 
and social learning of self–directed. 
Since andragogy has been criticised for its ignorance about the context of learning, 
then, there is the need for the adoption of philosophical perspective which will take 
account of learning strategies, phases of the learning process, learning content, 
learners involvement and the environmental factors which are impacting on learning 
while mapping the process of self-directed learning (Merriam, 2008). 
The critical perspective is the third perspective of the humanistic philosophy of 
learning (Caffarela, 1993). This perspective is concerned with the way learning 
brings about change in the social, political and economic direction by questioning 
previous assumptions learners held about their work and the world they live 
(Merriam, 2008). According to Brookfield (1986), this perspective centres on the 
adult form of learning and involves critical reflection. Brookfield (1986) argues that 
the critical perspective focuses on the “critical reflection of a contingent aspect of 
reality, the expectation  of alternative perspective and the meaning of the systems, 
and the alteration of personal and social circumstances”. This is regarded as the 
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third goal of self-directed learning which is otherwise known as transformational 
learning (Merriam, 2008). 
Brookfield (1986) postulates critical reflection is an important process in 
transformational learning which involves an understanding of historical, cultural and 
biological rationales which cause the needs, interest and wants of the adult learners. 
Considering the power and ability of the adult learners to engage in critical reflection, 
self-directed learning is regarded as a prerequisite for independence.  This is 
because it enhances learners’ capability to function and sheds light on the process of 
learning in adulthood (Caffarella, 1993). 
2.7.3 Process of Learning in Adulthood 
The self-directed learning theory in adults has made significant contributions to our 
knowledge by shedding light into the processes of learning (Houle 1962; Tough, 
1967; Caffarella,1993; Knowles, 1980). The self-directed learning process could be 
linked to the learning project conducted by Tough (1967) which indicates that most 
adults learn a great deal outside a structured learning arrangement or from outside 
the educational institutions (Brookfield, 1984; Caffarella and O’Donnell, 1987). Under 
this process, adults acquire knowledge from the external environment. Also, with or 
without the support of tutors, adults are capable of acquiring job skills, gaining 
insights into how to manage family or home and pursuing personal interest (Tough, 
1979). Importantly, self-directed learning does not translate to unsocial learning but a 
process of learning where learners seek assistance from human and materials 
(Knowles, 1975). Also, under self-directed learning, adults have opportunities, either 
to seek self-help or to attend workshop or training programmes in form of the formal 
education system as part of their self –directed learning (Tough, 1979). 
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To widen our knowledge, scholars (Tough, 1979; Knowles, 1975) have described 
three different scenarios that are commonly used in the adult learning   process. The 
first and most commonly used adult learning process scenario has been regarded as 
“linear stepwise process” by Caffarella (1993). Under the linear stepwise process of 
adult learning, adults are able to identify their learning needs, and then make 
decisions regarding the appropriate activities; methods and techniques to facilitate 
learning. Caffarella (1993) argued that the linear process of learning provides a close 
reflection of the process of learning in formal institutions of learning. 
The second scenario which is being used to understand the process of adult learning 
is proposed by Berger (1990). Unlike the linear stepwise scenario, the second 
scenario regarding the process of adult learning is curvilinear in nature. Hence, it is 
based on the occurrences, chances and opportunities within the environment. 
Therefore, this scenario stressed that adults do not necessarily need to sit down to 
design or plan what they intend to learn. Rather, adults do learn mostly through 
accidental (unplanned) experience (Berger, 1990; Candy, 1991; Danis and 
Tremblay, 1987). However, the assumption that adults do not plan what to learn 
does not necessarily translate to the fact that adults lack learning pattern (Merriam, 
2008). The pattern of learning in adults varies from one person to another. 
Imperatively, the second scenario regarding the process of learning in adult provides 
clear irregularity in the pattern of adult learning picture and complexity surrounding 
self-directed learning (Caffarella, 1993). 
The third scenario which is being used to explain the process of learning under self-
directed learning is proposed in research conducted by Cavaliere (1992). Cavaliere 
(1992) discovered five different stages of adult learning: acquiring, modelling, 
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experimenting and practising, theorising and perfecting, and actualising (see figure 
1). 
 
Figure 1: Five Stages of Audlt Learning, Source: Cavaliere, 1992 
 
While the acquiring stage is concerned with how the adult learners identify and 
recognise the need to acquire knowledge to solve a problem, the modelling stage 
focuses on how adult learners try to have a clear understanding of the problem by 
observing and comparing the phenomenon with an issue of a similar nature. 
Therefore, at the modelling stage, adult learners are likely to develop a prototype of 
the problem. At the experimenting and practising stage, adults have gained a better 
understanding of the phenomenon; the focus will then shift to the continuous 
refinement of available ideas on how to best acquire the much-needed knowledge. 
While theorising and perfecting stage is concerned with how adults perfect their 
knowledge and skills, actualising is the stage where adults would receive 
acknowledgement for the products of their learning (Caffarela, 1993). 
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Learning usually happens at multiple levels. For some individuals, there are 
occasions when learning takes place independently, whilst at other times learning 
happens through interaction with others (Bandura, 1977; Nonaka 1994). Interactions 
take place whenever groups or teams work together. These occur in a range of 
activities both inside and outside the work environment. These interactions often 
happen within the working environment, academic settings, or even within networks 
of friends and peers, and from routines embedded in organisations (Borgatti and 
Cross, 2003; Gersic and Hackman, 1990; Reagans and Zuckerman, 2001, Seger, 
1994 and Webb, 1982). Independent learning has been regarded as a single-loop 
process, whereas double-loop learning emerges from interactions between different 
individuals (Kirton, 1994). Further, Kirton (1994) argues that double-loop learning 
involves the breaking of old mindsets and the discovering of new ideas to help 
organisational transformation. On a similar theme, Ambrosini and Bowman (2009) 
suggested that through double-loop learning firms can develop capabilities that can 
resolve external environmental threats. These two processes (single-loop and 
double-loop) seek to explain why people engage more in effective communication to 
make necessary changes in workplace arrangements. 
2.7.4 Workgroup Learning 
Both the field of the educational research and the education system have 
experienced changes which have impacted on how we study and engage with 
education in the workplace in two different ways (Illeris, 2003). 
While the first way of dealing with changes in the labour market relates to the shifting 
from teaching to the concept of learning and competence development in industry, 
the second way of dealing with labour market education relates to the development 
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of the vocational training which has moved towards the direction of workplace 
learning or work-based learning (Illeris, 2003). 
Researchers have been dwelling on the work of Argyris and Schon (1974), and later 
(Schon, 1987) as the source of inspiration for research into reflection.  Workplace 
learning emphasises the need to move away from the metaphor of acquisition, 
possession and transfer to “reflective practitioner”. This leads to the shift in how 
researchers view knowledge as a product which people are sharing among 
themselves to the establishment of knowledge through the notions of “reflective-in 
action and reflection on action” (Bente et al., 2016; Boud and Hager, 2011; Hoyrup 
and Elkjaer, 2006; Hopwood, 2014). This is regarded as the notion of knowing or 
performative learning, which is directly opposite to the idea that learning is only a 
cognitive process. Under the performative learning, knowledge is not considered as 
product people possess in their hands. Instead, knowledge is considered as an 
activity which is being shared in a collaborative manner (knowing in practice) 
(Gergen, 1991). 
The concept of knowing in practice serves as the foundation for the embodied social 
process, human and material, aesthetic, emotive, ethical and embedded practice 
according to Gherardi (2006). Noteworthy, this development leads to the discussion 
of what employees do and how the concept of knowing evolves (Hopwood, 2014) 
These include body language and the context which these actions unfold. Based on 
knowing through practice, Streumer (2006) and Gustavsson (2009) argued that 
understanding of the knowing in practice can be best achieved through workplace 
learning which occurs in everyday work practice. Researchers who are interested in 
advancing understanding of workplace learning and the concept of learning have 
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been examining the definitions of workplace learning and the potential for change 
processes. 
Scholars have defined workplace learning in different ways. For instance, Ellstrom 
(2001) described workplace learning as learning that occurs in work practices due to 
changes brought by individuals into organisational level problem-solving processes. 
Similarly, Jacobs and Park (2009) defined workplace learning as activities that are 
initiated by employees in the workplace which subsequently result in the creation of 
knowledge and skills. Also, Nicolini (2002) described workplace learning as the form 
of learning that relies on social interaction and learning that evolves from the regular 
practice as a result of connectedness in actions. These connectednesses are 
temporal, spatial, bodily and material dimensions. Examples of workplace learning 
include the expenditure of physical and cognitive or emotional efforts. 
Critical consideration of the above definitions shows that workplace learning is a 
creative learning that occurs within the working environment. This form of learning is 
socially constructed through the process of social interaction and based on the 
practice in everyday actions, individuals work identities  and personal perceptions of 
actors (Lave and Wenger, 1991; Germain and Grenier, 2015). In summary, 
workplace learning could be described as the processes of learning which occur 
within specific organisational contexts and subsequently lead to the acquisition and 
assimilation of an integrated cluster of knowledge, skills, values and feelings which 
may result in individuals and workgroups refocusing and eventually cause a 
fundamental change of behaviour.  Imperatively, employees can be constrained in 
relation to what they are able to learn, the type of learning decisions they are able to 
make and can be limited in terms of influence they can make in the workplace 
(Germain and Grenier, 2015). 
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Apart from causing a fundamental change in behaviour which has been identified as 
a major benefit of workplace learning (Lave and Wenger, 1991), scholars have also 
submitted that workplace learning emphasises the importance of close interaction 
between individuals and requires social mediation and negotiation (Pea, 1993). 
Other benefits of workplace learning include the provision of opportunity for 
individuals to employ critical reflective assessment of one assumption and 
fundamental thinking of premises (Germain and Grenier, 2015). 
Further, while highlighting informal working class communities that focus on the 
common group orientation to create agencies of knowledge and emancipatory 
potential, Fenwick (2007) stated that workplace learning is a means of promoting 
more just, equitable, life-giving and sustainable work conditions. Similarly, Billet and 
Rose (1996) extended the benefits of workplace learning when they described it as a 
close social mediator or proximal guidance for learners to provide knowledge. This 
assertion correlates with a socio-cultural constructionist view of workplace learning 
(Lave and Wenger, 1991) and leadership learning (Riley, 2000). The following 
section focuses on the discussion of leadership learning. 
2.7.5 Leadership Learning 
Over the past five decades, there is evidence of an increased discourse which led 
some scholars to propose that leadership learning is becoming a source of 
competitive advantage (Day 2000; Gill, 2006). Since the advent of globalisation, the 
educational system in both the developing countries and developed nations has 
undergone numerous forms of reform (Riley, 2000). According to Riley (2000), while 
the developing countries have been focusing on the provision of primary education 
as a means of achieving social and economic transformation, the industrialised 
countries have been embarking on leadership development through leadership 
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learning to maintain a competitive advantage in the global economic system 
(Stephen, 2006). Noteworthy, at the initial stage, the developed countries focused on 
leadership development through formal education programmes. This idea centres on 
the leadership development through academic studies and it became popular 
because academic degrees are considered by some as a proxy for leadership 
learning in the literature (Connolly, 2003; Pfeiffer and Fong, 2002). Ironically, the 
much-supported academic degrees such as Master of Business Administration 
(MBA) failed to provide a remedy and were by themselves unable to equip leaders 
with the much-needed leadership knowledge (Connolly, 2003). This led to the 
development of leadership through learning by practice, a system of leadership 
learning through apprenticeship method which is closely aligned with the military 
training. 
The development of leadership skills and knowledge through learning can be traced 
to military organisations (Adair, 2005). In the last four decades, other organisations 
have been embracing leadership development through learning. Leadership learning 
history commences with early developmental programmes which were self-
developmental in nature. It consists of elements such as self-awareness, self-control 
and self-realisation through the adoption of experimental methodologies which are 
grounded in the theory of learning styles (Kolb, 1984; Mainemelis et la., 2002).  
Scholars have defined leaders in various ways. For the purposes of this study, 
Turner et al.’s (2018) definition of leaders shall be adopted as somebody “who has 
the capability to exert influence on others and who can play the most significant 
functions in relation to the directing groups’ affairs towards its goals, ensuring group 
cohesiveness, and holding members together to work towards collective vision which 
is anchor on common identity (Turner et al., 2018). Therefore, to ensure the 
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provision of effective leadership, there is the need for leaders to learn how to perform 
their leadership duties which involve the use of power and provision of strategic 
direction. 
How leaders garner knowledge and skills to perform their duties has become a 
subject of debate. Initially, there was the notion that leaders are born but not made. 
This notion relates to the great ‘man’ theory which is closely linked to trait theories. 
Great man theory was proposed by Carlyle (1840) who assumed that people 
naturally possess certain qualities and traits which make them suitable for 
leadership. This stance completely supports the idea that some people came to this 
world with unequal abilities, unequal talents and natural endowment to lead. Carlyle 
made the argument that highly influential people possess unique characteristics such 
as charisma, intelligence, wisdom and political skill which they may disposed to use 
on their people. 
There is a counter-argument to the great man theory regarding how to become 
leaders made by the behaviourists. According to the behaviourist, leaders are made 
but not born (Spencer, 1860). Under the behavioural leadership theory, the creation 
of leaders can be achieved through the process of learning and observation. 
Therefore, leadership is considered as the acquisition of knowledge and skills which 
can be learned by training, perception, and experience over time. Hence, leadership 
has been described as a lifetime activity and good leaders will continue to seek for 
opportunities that will aid their skills acquisition (Spencer, 1860). 
Recently, leadership learning literature appears to be focusing on how to become a 
leader through practice, contextual and situated learning. This is the notion of 
“becoming a leader” (Edwards et al., 2013) through the recognition of context, 
emotions, anxiety and desire in the process of becoming a leader (Bass, 1985). 
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Based on the new dimension of argument on leadership development, leadership 
learning can be defined as the development of individual traits or the collective 
capacity of members of an organisation to remain effective in roles and processes 
(Day, 2000). 
Following this argument scholars are now focusing on the argument that leaders are 
made. For instance, Stephen (2006) used the metaphor “lived experience” to 
describe the processes of leadership learning. Lived experience is a process of 
leadership learning which emphasise a processual and cumulative perspective of 
leadership through apprenticeship method (Stephen, 2006). 
Under lived experience, leadership learning follows naturalistic experience, mainly 
within the organisational and industry context to the processes of leadership by 
learning (Conger, 2004). The lived experience is built on the tenet that leadership 
duties consist of numerous tasks that are complex in nature and being performed in 
the ever-changing conditions. For this reason, leaders are expected to continue to 
learn every day in order to fulfil the challenges of their duties and daily business 
requirements. While supporting this argument, Morgan (1986) argued that leaders 
rely on knowledge gathered from complex situations, occurrences in the environment 
and influence of events that happen through daily engagement to develop meanings, 
practices and identities (Morgan 1986, Stephen, 2006). 
Under the lived experience, there are four different ways leaders can use to acquire 
knowledge; situated learning, identity development – becoming a leader; 
observational learning; and structured agency interaction. 
Situated learning is concerned with the socially and the culturally structured world, 
where thinking and knowing are connected through social interaction (Stepehen, 
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2006). In situated learning, the human mind has been compared to action mind 
which is constantly creating knowledge and simultaneously learning through 
interaction with the world at large (Fox, 1997). Implicitly, situated learning rests on 
the engagement and the interaction in a social environment. Interactions help 
leaders to learn and determines what leaders learn through an exchange of 
meanings and identities in relation to particular context (Mead, 1934).  Leadership 
learning relies on meaning negotiations and knowledge construction in shared 
identities (Stephen, 2006). This is because leaders form part of the interaction 
processes  through participation in the practice (apprenticeship). 
The second process of leadership learning in lived experience is regarded as identity 
development to become a leader (Stephen, 2006). “Learning to become a leader is 
an enactment of an individual and groups in society” (Lave and Wenger, 1991). 
Identity development is described as leadership learning process where leaders 
engage in knowledge and skills accumulation to become a future leader. The 
leadership identity development process of learning takes place in four different 
ways, namely possible selves, provisional selves, aspirational identity and the notion 
of becoming a leader (Stephen, 2006). 
Observational learning is the third process of leadership learning in lived experience 
focussing on the cognitive ability of leaders to learn by means of gathering 
experience through the actions of people (Bandura, 1986). Importantly, observational 
learning occurs through social interactions and influence of notable others which 
subsequently shape human attitudes, feelings and behaviours (Stephen, 2006). 
Observational learning has been considered as a powerful means of transmitting 
values, attitudes and patterns of behaviour because these provides learners with 
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access to notable people, creates an opportunity to participate and interact with the 
diverse environment (Bandura, 1986, Stephen, 2006). 
The fourth and final process of leadership learning in lived experience is structured 
agency interaction. This notion structured agency interaction emphasises the 
dynamic and regular interaction between leaders and their environment. Particularly, 
it relates to the meanings, practices, identities, individual development and agency 
enactment which always expand the structural influence (Ancher, 1995). However, 
since the social environment is dynamic, such meanings, practices and identities 
may be modified through agency interaction and action (Ancher, 1995). 
Boards have been described as the apex of organisation (Jensen and Meckling, 
1976). Therefore, directors are the leaders of the organisations who are working 
collectively to achieve organisational goals. Similarly, boards have been described 
as episodic teams whose their output is cognitive (Forbes and Millken, 1999). The 
next section focuses on the discussion of processes of creating knowledge within 
teams. 
2.8 Processes of Creating Knowledge Within Teams 
According to Argote, Gruenfeld, and Naquin (2001), team learning is the process by 
which members of a particular team acquire, share, refine, or combine task-relevant 
knowledge through interaction with one another. The literature on team learning has 
focused on how successful groups reach better decisions by assimilating the 
knowledge residing in individual members (Nonaka, 1994). Team learning or the 
processes of creating knowledge within teams is one of the processes in Input-
Process-Outcome model of small groups (Hackman, 1987). These processes are 
mediating mechanisms linking input variables such as personal, team and 
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organisational characteristics to output measures like team performance, team 
members’ satisfaction and team viability (Argote, 2001). Team learning has been 
described as a process through which a group or team creates knowledge for its 
members and for others. According to Kasl, Marsick and Dechant (1997), team 
learning is an interrelated set of processes (mechanisms) in which collective thinking 
and action play a central role. Similarly, team learning has been defined by Watkins 
and Marsick (1996) as the mutual construction of new knowledge and the capacity 
for effective and collaborative action. 
According to these definitions, team learning composes both cognitive and action-
oriented behaviours, and in teams that are performing greater levels of tasks that 
require cognitive thinking, performance is partly dependent on team members’ 
social-psychological process (Bandura 1977, Kolb 1984). Further, the presence of 
knowledge and skills whilst widely identified as an antecedent of the use of 
knowledge and skills is insufficient of itself to guarantee usage of knowledge and 
skills (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). In addition, for the transfer of knowledge from one 
team member to another to take place, a form of learning must occur (Nonaka, 
1994). Furthermore, the usage of knowledge and skills is deemed to be essential to 
improving team performance (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). Scholars have suggested 
various models of knowledge creation within teams. These are discussed in the the 
following sections. 
2.8.1 Nonaka Model of Learning 
The Nonaka SECI model of knowledge creation is a spiral, continuous, dynamic 
pattern of knowledge creation, and a visual representation of overlapping, 
continuous processes that take place either in a team or an organisation (Nonaka, 
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1994). The process of creating knowledge within teams usually starts through 
individual members’ efforts and the combination of members knowledge result in 
team knowledge. Nonaka (1994) argued that knowledge creation occurs at the 
individual level as a ‘justified true belief’ and is expanded through social interaction to 
include a diversity of perspectives that ultimately represents shared knowledge at the 
team or organisational level. According to the Nonaka spiral model (1994), 
knowledge creation within teams consists of four different stages: socialisation, 
externalisation, combination and internalisation. 
Socialisation is the first stage in the process. It is the stage in which tacit knowledge 
is shared through face-to-face communication or shared experience. The sharing of 
knowledge could take place in a formal setting like a classroom or through an 
informal system. An example of the medium of sharing information between 
members of a team is dialogue. Dialogue is a process of sharing vital information 
between members and it helps members of teams to develop trust which in turn, 
enhance the good relationship. Also, a team that embraces dialogue will develop a 
strong understanding of the unique expertise of each team member (Senge, 1990). 
Further, dialogue between team members depends on certain characteristics of the 
members such as reflection and inquiry skills. Senge (1990) argued that reflection 
and inquiry skills are the pillars or foundations of dialogue. Senge’s (1990) argument 
is based on the premise that dialogue is grounded in the individual ability to reflect 
and to make a personal inquiry. Dialogue covers deeply contemplative self-
questioning (Bohm, 1990; Cayer, 1997) which allows team members to share 
insights, observations and consider ideas on merit rather than on the basis of 
seniority, power, affiliation or caucus (Dixon, 1997). 
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Externalisation is the second stage in the process of knowledge creation (Nonaka, 
1994). It involves the conversion of tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge. Tacit 
knowledge is based on experience and observation whilst explicit knowledge is the 
knowledge from books, journal articles and seminars. Writing down useful 
experiences and observations to ensure better application development means 
changing tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge. 
The third stage, combination, is the combining of explicit knowledge with explicit 
knowledge through the organising and integrating of knowledge within teams. It 
involves the conversion of existing explicit knowledge or creation of new explicit 
knowledge from existing explicit knowledge through a combination of views, opinions 
and perspectives to create knowledge (explicit – explicit) and utilises it as part of the 
knowledge network of the team (Argote, 2001). There are two sets of activities which 
are responsible for knowledge creation at this stage: converting tacit knowledge into 
explicit knowledge; and moving knowledge from the individual level to the group or 
team level (Shaw and Perkins, 1991; Fiol and Tyles, 1995).  Combination allows 
teams members to be sharing ideas, opinions, views and specialised knowledge for 
the team tasks and effectiveness. 
Internalisation is the fourth and final stage in the process of knowledge creation. At 
this stage, knowledge is converted to learning by performing concrete actions 
(Explicit – Tacit). The internalisation stage appears to correlate with Dechant et al.’s 
(1993) suggestions that team learning is a process through which people invest in 
ways to cope with obstacles, surprises and discontinuities in the course of working 
together. At this stage, entire teams can collectively use knowledge provided by 
members in its strategic tasks. This position correlates with Dechant et al. (1993) 
who argued that knowledge creation within team involve collective effort and actions 
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of individual team members. Similarly, Watkins and Marsick (1993) argued that 
knowledge creation within teams is a collective effort. They argued that teams are 
crucibles through which opposing ideas can be merged together and confronted with 
ideas that otherwise would have remained within the heads of individuals and not be 
linked together in new combinations. 
2.8.2 Nandkeolyar Models of Learning (SMM and TMS) 
Another scholar that provides models of knowledge creation within teams is 
Nandkeolyar (2008). He proposed a shared mental model (SMM) and a transactive 
memory system (TMS) as differing models of knowledge creation within teams. The 
SMM is concerned with how members of the teams shared quality and valuable 
information. This is a model which focuses on information sharing within the team 
that considered information sharing among team members as an antecedent to 
effective team performance. 
According to Nandkeoylar (2008), there are two types of SMM: task-mental model 
and team-mental model. 
The task mental model is the form of knowledge structure held by members of a 
team related to the provision of specific explanations about expectations of the team 
about specific team task. The task mental model is useful for coordinating teams’ 
actions and effective for adapting individual team members behaviour in relation to 
the demands of the tasks. According to the task mental model, teams with a clear 
identity will have higher expectations from their teammates because members have 
belief in their teammates and are knowledgeable of individual members’ abilities 
(Wenger et al., 2002). The team mental model is the second type of shared mental 
model and is a common mental model of all team members. Rather than focusing on 
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an individual team member, the team mental model represents the mental 
capabilities, tasks relevance and attributes of all team members. The team mental 
model is useful in that it allows the identification of what task that can be assigned to 
a team through the observation of team members’ mental level in the common 
model. 
The second model of knowledge creation within teams developed by Nandkeoylar 
(2008) is the Transactive Memory Systems (TMS). The TMS is defined as the extent 
to which group members agree on the availability of specific knowledge. Therefore, 
the TMS is concerned with the accuracy of the judgement of team members about 
the specific knowledge possessed by an individual member on a specific board task. 
The TMS is focused on the attributes of the individual team members. Examples of 
individual team members attributes under the team mental model include 
professional experience, expertise and academic qualifications (Austin, 2003; 
Hillman, 2003). 
Empirical studies carried out by Liang et al. (1995) and Moreland and Myaskovsky 
(2000) showed that TMS has three components that are very important to achieve 
team effectiveness: specialisation, credibility and coordination. Specialisation is the 
level of knowledge differentiation within the team and the product of the division of 
labour which will facilitate the team’s access to valuable information and leads to 
increased team effectiveness (Liang et al., 1995). Credibility is the second 
component of the TMS and refers to the individual team members’ belief regarding 
the competency of their colleagues. Coordination is the third component of the TMS 
and involves members’ ability to work together effectively (Hammond et al., 2001). 
Team coordination depends on the level and the process of sharing information 
within the teams (Hinsz et al., 1997). However, due to differences amongst team 
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members, there may be a problem of ineffectiveness and teams may be unable to 
achieve their objectives, unless there is efficient coordination through effective 
communication processes (Chang, 2005). 
In a conceptual paper, Wenger et al. (2002) argued that the transactive memory 
system depends on the efficient information sharing process. Further, they contend 
that knowledge cannot easily be shared between and within the groups because the 
process of sharing information involves interaction and the exchange of ideas 
between individuals. In their view, politics, time pressure, leadership style, hidden 
agendas and power competition can hinder knowledge sharing processes between 
teams (Wenger et al., 2002, Nandkeolyar, 2008). Additionally, it has been 
acknowledged that when a team attempts to learn or solve problems, teams’ 
members often have divergent suggestions, views, and ideas on how to best resolve 
problems that are confronting their teams. Divergent views of team members on how 
to best solve problems may delay decision-making processes. On the other hand, 
differing views can also present teams with a variety of solutions that can be crucial 
to problem-solving. Therefore, scholars have argued that the lack of alternative 
viewpoints within a group might impede the discussion of critically important tasks 
(Tjosvold, 1985; Argyris and Schon, 1974, 1978). 
Considering the components of the transactive memory system and the need for 
team members to work together (Austin, 2003), individuals within the team must be 
ready to interact and share quality and valuable knowledge among team members 
(Senge, 1990). The outcome of sharing information among members of teams is 
regarded as the creation of knowledge within the team. 
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There are several studies on learning in teams (e.g. Argote et al., 2003; Nonaka, 
1994) but to my knowledge none study on learning in boards. Given the paucity of 
research about learning in the boardroom, this study seeks to investigate how board 
members learn and share knowledge. This is necessary because learning concepts 
and the application of team learning theories will further enhance our understanding 
of how boards best utilise their available knowledge and skills. Drawing on the 
review of the literature on boards of directors and learning theories and processes, 
the following four questions for this research have been identified. First, how do 
boards assess and evaluate the presence of knowledge and skills? Second, how do 
boards acquire, share, and use knowledge? Third, what enables and hinders new 
knowledge acquisition and the sharing and usage of knowledge. Fourth, how do 
behavioural processes affect learning in boards? 
2.9 Summary 
This chapter has reviewed four of the most widely used theories in traditional 
corporate governance research. These theories largely focus on the examination of 
the relationship between the boards of directors and firm performance. These 
theories, and in particular agency theory, have led to a vast amount of empirical 
research on the impact of board structure and composition on firm performance. The 
results have been highly equivocal in support of there being any clear relationship 
between the composition of the board of directors and firm performance. This lack of 
clear support for the various theoretical predictions led to considerable criticism both 
of the theories and of the methodological approach adopted, that of using archival 
data and quantitative analysis to try and establish causal relationships between 
board structure and firm performance (Dalton et al., 2011; Dalton et al, 1998; Daily et 
al., 2003; Fogel and Grier, 2007; Forbes and Milliken, 1999; Hermalin and Weisbach, 
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2003; Huse, 2005; Johnson et al., 1996; Krause and Semadeni, 2013; Rhodes et al., 
2000; Pye and Pettigrew, 2005; Roberts et al., 2005). 
This criticism led to the emergence of an alternative approach to study boards. 
Drawing on Forbes and Milliken’s (1999) conceptual model, more recent board 
research has examined board processes and how they impact upon the success of 
boards in carrying out their various tasks (Minichilli et al, 2009; Pugliesi et al., 2009; 
Ruigrok et al., 2006; Van Ees et al., 2008; Wan and Ong, 2005; Zona and Zattoni, 
2007). However, whilst this stream of research has shown some promising results, it 
has also not found consistently supportive results. Further, these studies whilst 
opening up the black box of the board have not developed much beyond examining 
board processes and their outcomes. 
There has been little research into the determinants (or antecedents) of board 
processes. The review of the board process literature presented in this chapter 
helped identify this gap in the literature. This research thus aims to broaden the 
process-based approach by examining the antecedents of an important board 
process that is widely identified in the literature, that of the use of knowledge and 
skills, and more specifically about how learning takes place in boards. 
In the next chapter, the research methodology will outline the methodological 
approach and methods employed to investigate these questions. 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter focused on the review of the literature on boards and learning, 
especially, the mainstream perspectives in corporate governance research and 
within his boards of directors, new directions in board research in relation to board 
processes and behaviours, learning theories, concepts, models and learning 
contexts. The review of the literature led to the identification of a research gap in 
relation to learning in boards, and research questions were subsequently developed. 
This chapter focuses on the discussion of research paradigms, research 
approaches, research strategies and research methods (Guba and Lincoln, 2000), 
and then apply these to the context of this research in order to justify the 
methodological choices, especially in relation to grounded theory. Further, 
discussion will take place on the methods employed, including the selection of 
respondents, data collection via semi-structured interviews and data analysis. The 
ethical issues arising in this research will also be discussed. The chapter will 
commence with a discussion of research paradigms. 
3.2 Research Paradigms 
Paradigm is a term regularly used in the social sciences, and whilst there is broad 
agreement on its meaning, the ways in which paradigms have been classified or 
categorised and described have been numerous. The concept of paradigm was 
proposed by Kuhn (1962) in his book titled “The Structure of Scientific Revolutions”. 
He described paradigm as the mental window through which the researcher views 
the social world; how a researcher understands the social world determines the 
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individual interpretation of concepts, assumptions, and categorisations deployed in 
the research. 
While supporting Kuhn’s position, Saunders et al. (2007) described paradigm as a 
way of examining a social problem from a particular perspective. In the same vein, 
Bailey (1987) described a paradigm as a perspective or frame of reference for 
viewing the social world. Denzin and Lincoln (2000, 2005) defined a paradigm as a 
set of beliefs that guide actions or worldviews of the researchers, or what they called 
the “interpretive bricolar”. 
The differences in how scholars view the social world are responsible for the 
difficulty in establishing what is actually considered to be ‘valid’ knowledge or ‘truth’ 
(Guba and Lincoln, 2000). For instance, a researcher who wants to establish the 
‘facts’ about efficient production processes may have a different view on the way 
production should be carried out compared to the researcher who wants to establish 
knowledge on production processes by investigating how humans construct their 
interactions because such processes based on feelings and attitudes (Saunders et 
al., 2007, 2011). Apart from the significant difference in how they view the social 
world, they may need to choose different research approaches, research strategies 
and methods. Finally, there may be major differences about what is the most 
important question, and how best to address it during the investigation (Saunders at 
al., 2011). The differences in the world views of the researchers (paradigm) can be 
divided into three main concepts: ontology, epistemology and methodology. Out of 
these three branches of the research paradigm, the argument on how to create 
knowledge frequently centres on ontology and epistemology (Guba and Lincoln, 
2000). 
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3.2.1 Ontology 
Ontology is concerned with the form and nature of reality. It raises the question of 
assumptions which the investigators have about the way the world operates and on 
our understanding of ‘how things are’ and ‘how things work’ (Guba and Lincoln, 
2000). Essentially ontological questions are those that seek to establish what is 
‘real’. There are two opposing ontological positions that researchers hold. On the 
one hand, there is the position that there is a single objective reality that can be 
discovered by carefully studying its constituent parts (Brannick and Coghlan, 2007). 
On the other hand, scholars have contended that there are multiple realities 
constructed by social actors (Guba and Lincoln, 2000). Social phenomena occur as 
a result of the perceptions and outcomes of the behaviours of social actors, and that 
social interaction perpetuates and shapes social phenomena. Thus, there is no 
single ‘truth’ as multiple social realities are continuously constructed and interpreted. 
3.2.2 Epistemology 
Epistemology is the second concept that differentiates paradigms and deals with the 
nature of the relationship between the researcher and what is being studied. For 
instance, if the researcher assumes that there is a single “reality”, the researcher is 
likely to be distant from the study or take steps to ensure that his/her values do not 
‘contaminate’ the research. Such an objective epistemological position assumes that 
there is the existence of a ‘real’ world (Guba and Lincoln, 2000). Researchers that 
subscribe to an objective epistemology are more likely to take the position that the 
researcher and the study are two separate entities. In contrast, researchers that take 
the position of subjective epistemology are more likely to take the stance that there 
cannot be a clear separation between the researcher and the study (Saunders et al., 
2011). 
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These concepts of ontology and epistemology allow researchers to make a variety of 
assumptions on how to conduct research. Therefore, how to best create knowledge 
depends not only on the objective of a particular study and the specific research 
problem but also how individual researchers view the social world (Blumberg and 
Schinder, 2008). As scholars view the social world in different ways, the next 
paragraphs will provide an explanation about the four competing paradigms in social 
research. 
3.3 Competing Research Paradigms 
Guba and Lincoln (2000) argued that there are four research paradigms: namely 
positivism, post-positivism, critical theory and constructionism. Positivism denotes 
the ‘traditional view’ on how to conduct research and is associated with both 
qualitative and quantitative research. Historically, positivism has dominated research 
in the natural sciences and has also substantially influenced social science research, 
including disciplines such as economics and psychology. Positivism focuses on the 
verification or falsification of hypotheses to create knowledge, establish facts or 
universal laws. Regarding the nature of the truth (ontology), positivists assume that 
there is an external objective reality upon which inquiry can occur. In terms of the 
relationship between the researcher and the phenomenon studied (epistemology), 
positivism assumes that the researcher and the phenomenon are two different 
entities. In other words, the investigator should not influence the outcomes of the 
study and vice versa. The procedures for conducting research under the positivism 
view are typically rigid and highly structured (Saunders et al, 2011; Guba and 
Lincoln, 2000) in order to avoid biases, such as may be found in laboratory-based 
experimental studies.  
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As such, positivist researchers emphasise the need for replicability. Reality is 
singular, and providing research protocols are valid and replicable, positivists 
typically seek to generalise their results. 
Postpositivism is the second form of paradigm and it is closely related to positivism. 
Regarding the nature of the truth (ontology), the post-positivism paradigm assumes 
that reality exists but is only imperfectly apprehensible. This is because of limitations 
in human cognition and the fundamentally complex and multi-faceted nature of social 
problems that we investigate. Postpositivists claim that reality should be subjected to 
the scrutiny to facilitate possible apprehension and that there should be an 
opportunity to verify facts, and/or falsify propositions. Postpositivists also nuance the 
epistemological claims that positivists make. For instance, post-positivists argue that 
whilst in principle research should be objective, in reality, it is practically impossible 
to maintain a complete separation between the researcher and the phenomenon. 
Critical Theory is the third paradigm and it seeks to understand a current 
phenomenon by interpreting it within its historical context. Rather than looking at the 
problem from the periphery or viewing the problem from its present state, critical 
theorists believe in viewing phenomena from a historical perspective. Critical 
theorists always consider the underlining historical source of a research problem and 
consider its socio-economic and political structures to establish a reality. Under the 
critical theory, both the investigator and the research subject or object are assumed 
to be engaging in a form of interaction which aligns with the researcher’s values 
(transactional and subjectivism). Therefore, findings of studies that adopt a critical 
theory paradigm are regarded as value mediated. Under the critical theory, what can 
be known is intertwined with the interaction between a particular researcher and a 
particular object of investigation. This position of critical theorists presents 
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challenges to the traditional dichotomy between ontology and epistemology because 
of the need to engage in dialogue over methodology (Guba and Lincoln, 2000). To 
uncover past events becomes paramount to the transformation of ignorance and 
misapprehensions of facts (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994; 2003). Hence, critical theorists 
seek for dialogue which should be dialectical in nature between the researchers and 
the subjects (epistemology) to reconstruct the previously held constructions. 
Constructionism is the fourth paradigm and the researchers that subscribe to this 
ideology could be referred to as constructionists. Constructionists assume that there 
are multiple realities, born out of human intellect, and these may be conflicting 
(Denzin and Lincoln, 2000). Under constructivism, knowledge is neither singular nor 
static, rather it continuously changes, as a result of new interpretations, 
improvements in the degree of awareness of the researchers and the research 
subjects, and because of the dynamic nature of the society. 
Typically, researchers contrast the positivism and constructionism paradigms 
because of their diametrically different ontological and epistemological positions. 
First, positivism assumes there is a single reality, but constructionism assumes there 
are multiple realities. Second, constructionism assumes that knowledge is the 
product of the interaction between the researcher (social actors) and the 
phenomenon. In contrast, positivism assumes that both the researchers and 
phenomena are separate entities (value free). Third, findings of a study that adopt 
constructionism will be based on subjective interpretations because social actors 
tend to give social accounts of an event or interpret situations in line with their 
different experiences, cultures and understanding. However, positivism assumes 
there is objective reality. Fourth, in terms of methodology, constructionism usually 
adopts hermeneutic/dialectic methods such as flexible in-depth interview methods 
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which are aimed at the reconstruction of previously held knowledge (Guba and 
Lincoln, 2000). In contrast, positivism typically seeks to establish a relationship 
between variables by testing hypotheses and embrace rigid methods such as 
experimental procedures. 
 
Issue Positivism Post-positivism Critical Theory Constructivism 
Inquiry aim Explanation: prediction and control Critique and 
transformation 
Understanding 
reconstruction 
Nature of 
knowledge 
Verified 
hypothesis as 
established facts 
/laws 
Non-falsified 
hypothesis that is 
probable facts 
Structural/historical 
insights to research 
Individual 
reconstruction 
coalescing around 
consensus 
Knowledge 
accumulation 
Adding to edifice of knowledge, 
generalisation, cause-effect –linkages 
Historical-
revisionism; 
generalisation by 
similarity 
Informed and 
sophisticated and 
reconstruction; 
vicarious 
experience 
Values Influence denied - Excluded Influence included - formative 
Ethics Extrinsic- tilt toward deception Intrinsic-moral tilts 
toward revelation 
Intrinsic; process 
tilt toward 
revelation-special 
problem 
Table 1: Research Paradigms, adapted from Guba and Lincoln (2005) 
Whichever research paradigm is adopted and used for a particular study will be 
based on three perspectives (Guba and Lincoln, 2000, 2005). These perspectives 
include the application of research findings which relate to the examination of studies 
from two categories of research (pure research and applied research). Also, the 
choice of paradigm closely relates to the research objective of the study which 
focuses on the rationale for conducting an investigation. 
The final perspective in the choice of paradigm is the mode of enquiry which refers to 
the ways researchers acquire the knowledge, results and reach the conclusions. 
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According to Creswell (2000), the way researchers acquire knowledge, results and 
conclude their investigation is known as a research approach. The next section will 
discuss different research approaches. 
3.4 Reseach Approach 
Research approach can be described as the mode of enquiry for conducting 
research studies which relate to the view of the researchers on how to best create 
knowledge. Broadly, there are two types of research approach: deductive and 
inductive (Creswell, 2008; Denzin and Lincoln, 2003, 2005; Saunders et al., 2011). 
3.4.1 Deductive Approach 
The deductive approach has a long history in philosophical writings and has been 
established by Auguste Comte in the nineteenth century. The deductive approach is 
also known as the traditional, positivist, functionalist or empiricist approach. The 
deductive approach follows a logic way of thinking about a particular research 
problem because it allows the researcher to think logically from a general issue to a 
specific instance. Therefore, deductive approach to knowledge creation is suitable to 
establish the relationship between variables. This approach was established as a 
result of philosophical traditions of various scholars which include Bentham, Comte, 
Descartes, Hume, Locke, and JS Mill (Cottingham in Monk and Raphael, 2000; 
Quinton in Monk and Raphael, 2001; Russell, 1946). In terms of paradigm, 
researchers that subscribe deductive approach are more likely to believe that there 
is a single truth (objective-ontology) or existence of a reality. Also, in terms of 
epistemology, researchers that subscribe to deductive approach are more likely to 
hold (dualist view) the assumption that both the researchers and the research are 
separate entities. Regarding research methodology, deductive approach closely link 
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to a rigid, structured and predetermined set of procedures to explore information 
(Saunders’s et al., 2007; Creswell, 2008). Therefore, deductive approach to research 
involves the development and testing of hypothesis, hence, it lays emphasis on the 
measurement of variables by relying on large sample sizes to validate research 
findings (Bailey, 1987, Creswell, 2002; Saunders et al., 2007). 
Scholars have used different nomenclature to describe characteristics of the 
deductive approach. Harding (2013) argued that deductive approach has three 
characteristics. First is the measurement nature of deductive approach which reflects 
the idea that it is possible to measure the relationship between research problems. 
Second is the causality view of deductive approach which allows researchers to 
assume that some social issues could have an impact on the others (for instance, 
disposable income could have an impact on spending power). Third and final 
characteristic is the generalisation of research findings or wider application of 
research outcomes to the society at large. 
Based on the characteristics and the processes for conducting research in deductive 
approach, scholars have highlighted some of the associated weaknesses. Bryman 
(2012) argued that deductive approach has the following weaknesses. First is the 
inability of the deductive approach to distinguish between people and institutions. 
Therefore, human beings are treated like any other substance in physical science 
under deductive approach. The second weakness of deductive approach is the lack 
of power or instrument that could genuinely measure social reality because the 
approach focuses on the accuracy of statistical data. Scholars have argued that 
deductive approach possesses an artificial and spurious sense of precision and 
accuracy. According to Guba and Lincoln (2000), the deductive approach creates an 
artificial and spurious sense of precision and accuracy. The third weakness of 
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deductive approach is the over-reliance on procedures which tend to impede the 
connection between research and everyday life. Human society is changing and 
people are responding to the changes in the society. In deductive approach, 
analyses of the relationship between variables often produce a stable view of a 
social life due to a rigid and fixed research structure. The fourth weakness of 
deductive approach to research is the absence of social interaction between the 
researchers and the study. This study intends to uncover the processes of acquiring 
knowledge in boards through the collection of data from the personal experience of 
social actors. Therefore, the adoption of alternative research approach (inductive) 
will provide an opportunity to adopt a flexible research strategy and flexible method 
to collect data in natural settings (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; Saunders et al. 2011), 
through interaction between the researcher and social actors which is vital for the 
achievement of research objectives. 
3.4.2  Inductive Approach 
John Stuart Mill described the inductive approach as a scientific approach which he 
perfected from the inductive techniques of Frances Bacon’s problem-solving 
methodology (Christians, 1994). An inductive approach to research follows logical 
ways of creating knowledge through broad generalisations from specific 
observations. In his pursuit of truth, Mills argued that generalising and synthesising 
are necessary to advance inductively from the known to the unknown. Unlike the 
deductive approach that always seeks to create knowledge by means of measuring 
the relationship between two (or more) pre-specified variables, an inductive 
approach to research seeks to create knowledge through a process-oriented style. 
Hence, it is regarded as a research approach built on the dualism of means and 
ends. Studies that adopt inductive approach are more likely to adopt flexible 
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research strategies and flexible methods of data collection. Denzin and Lincoln 
(2005) argued that an inductive approach to knowledge creation has some 
characteristics. 
Flexibility, openness and unstructured style of enquiry has been regarded as the first 
characteristic of an inductive approach. The emphasis on the natural settings and 
sociocultural context of research has been regarded as the second characteristic of 
the inductive approach (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000). Third, the inductive approach 
allows a full description of events, the narration of feelings, perceptions and 
experiences of the respondents (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; Kumar, 2014). Fourth, 
findings of studies that adopt inductive approach will be communicated through 
descriptive, historical narrative, ethnographic prose, and phenomenology. Fifth, the 
aim of studies that adopt an inductive approach to research is to explore the real-life 
phenomenon. Therefore, an inductive approach is used to conduct a deep 
investigation (Guba and Lincoln, 1994) due to the flexibility of its processes. Based 
on the opportunity offered by an inductive approach to researchers to select flexible 
research strategy and employ flexible research methods, researchers are presented 
with grace to select flexible research strategies such as grounded theory and flexible 
data collection methods such as in-depth interview to uncover real-life experiences 
of social actors (Fontana and Frey in Denzin and Lincoln 2000). 
Harding (2013) summarised characteristics of an inductive approach to research to 
three underpinning principles. Harding (2013) argued that there are three main sets 
of principles that underpin an inductive approach to knowledge creation. First is the 
naturalism principle which is concerned with the collection of data from the natural 
settings. Collection of data in natural settings allows researchers to generate data 
from original sources. Also, the collection of data from natural sources helps 
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researchers to collect information that is likely to reflect the true behaviour of people 
or provide a true account of events. Hence, Harding (2013) advocates for collecting 
responses in a natural setting for studies that seek to address the social problem 
instead of using questionnaires or a rigid technique. 
The ability to carry out many investigations into a series of events that leads to the 
main research problem through the adoption of various research methods has been 
described as the second principle of an inductive approach (Denzin and Lincoln, 
2000). A combination of methods presents researchers with opportunities to tackle 
an issue whilst being cognisant of all ramifications. This is regarded as the holistic 
principle. Further, the combination of methods and flexible research strategies 
associated with inductive approach allow researchers to probe for more information 
from the respondents. The third characteristic of an inductive approach is seeing 
through the eyes of others. This relates to the creation of opportunity for researchers 
to understand the social phenomenon from the perspectives of the respondents. The 
diagram below provides a snapshot of the main steps in an inductive approach. 
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Identification of general research question is the first step in the process of an 
investigation under inductive approach. This is either by identifying a gap in the 
literature or the discussion of the current social phenomenon. Selection of 
prospective respondents (subjects) or targeted audience and identification of place 
of the research activity is the second step. A collection of relevant data and analysis 
of data are the third and the fourth steps respectively, while the consideration of 
conceptual framework or formulation of the theoretical work is the fifth step. 
Development of thesis is the sixth and the last step. However, there are situations 
under inductive approach where consideration of conceptual and theoretical 
framework may lead to tighter specification. Eventually, this may result in the 
collection of more data before the development of thesis (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; 
Saunders et al., 2007; Creswell and Plano Clarke, 2007; Bryman, 2012 and Kumar, 
2014). Knowledge of strengths and weaknesses of the inductive approach to 
research can enhance our understanding of how knowledge can be best created 
through “top-down” logic. 
General Research Question 
Selection of Relevant site(s) and Respondents 
Collection of Relevant Data 
Interpretation and Analysis of Data 
Consideration of Theoretical Framework 
Tighter Specification of Research Question 
Development of Research Thesis 
Collection of 
Additional data 
Figure 2: Main Steps of Inductive Approach, adapted from Saunders et al. (2011) 
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3.4.3 Strengths and Weaknesses of Inductive Approach 
Flexibility is the first strength of inductive approach. Unlike the deductive approach 
with a single strategy (e.g. survey), the inductive approach offers researchers more 
flexible research strategies such as performance ethnography, grounded theory, and 
phenomenology to conduct an investigation. The second benefits of an inductive 
approach to research are the adoption of flexible data collection methods. Flexible 
data collection methods such as observation, unstructured interview and in-depth 
semi-structured interview methods create opportunities for respondents to 
demonstrate what is important to them, rather than focusing on the concerns of 
researchers (Denzin and Guba, 1985). The flexibility of associated research 
strategies and research methods in the inductive approach made it suitable for 
uncovering deeper investigation such as learning in individuals, teams and 
organisations studies (Bluhm et al., 2010). Third, the inductive approach to 
knowledge creation provides researchers opportunities to develop new theoretical 
frameworks and elaborate the existing management theories (Lee et al., 1999). 
Fourth, through the collection of data from the original sources, researchers can 
calibrate the understanding of a problem and uncover the prevalence of individual 
experiences which can be subsequently applied to a larger population (Creswell, 
2008). Fifth, an inductive approach is an alternative approach to deductive approach 
and help researchers to foster the provision of alternative opinion. 
Therefore, researchers do not need to follow the deductive approach to conduct 
studies but have the luxury of an alternative approach. This opportunity helps 
researchers to compare and contrast between deductive and inductive approaches. 
Sixth and final, an inductive approach to research offers researchers’ opportunities to 
expand and retest empirically supported theories to establish causal mechanisms 
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that cannot be tested through deductive approach (Dale et al., 1998; Creswell, 2002; 
Bryman, 2004; Seale, 2006). 
Regardless of the strengths, the inductive approach has some notable weaknesses. 
Some of the identified weaknesses of inductive approach are the difficulty to 
replicate, the risk of too much impressionistic and subjective interpretations, non-
empirical results and a lack of transparency (Bryman and Bell, 2007; Bryman, 2012; 
Guba and Lincoln, 2000; Creswell, 2008; Miles and Huberman, 1994). 
Further, scholars such as Bryman and Burgess, (1999), Creswell, Plano and Clarke, 
(2007) have labelled inductive approach as a research approach which is not 
straightforward. They argued that the flexible nature of the inductive approach has 
not only resulted in the creation of blurred lines between qualitative and quantitative 
research studies but has also strengthened the argument for the claim of the best 
approach to generate theory (Creswell and Plano Clark, 2007). 
The desire to balance the argument between the deductive approach and the 
inductive approach, and to provide necessary remedies to cater for the weaknesses 
of two approaches led to the argument in favour of the pragmatic approach which is 
also known as mixed methods approach. 
3.4.4 Pragmatic Approach 
A clear implication of comparison and analysis of strengths and weaknesses of 
deductive and inductive approaches indicate learning all we need to know through 
one of the research approaches will be difficult (Smith 1975). Since there is no single 
best approach to conducting research, the possibility of increasing the scope, depth 
and power of research by combining the two approaches becomes inevitable. 
Hence, a pragmatic approach becomes the third approach (Creswell, 2003). The 
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intellectual roots of a pragmatic approach have been traced to a study carried out by 
Campbell and Fiske (1959) on ‘mixing methods’. The pragmatic approach became 
known from the 1990s onwards and started establishing itself alongside with the 
deductive and inductive approaches (Johnson et al., 2007). 
The pragmatic approach is defined in various ways by numerous scholars. For 
instance, Creswell and Plano Clark (2007) defined the pragmatic approach ‘as a 
research approach with philosophical assumptions as well as methods of inquiry’. 
This is because the pragmatic approach subscribes to mixed methods research 
which allows researchers to combine methods. Therefore, the pragmatic approach 
focuses on the available opportunities to achieve complementary strengths and non-
overlapping weaknesses. Despite the differences in the perception of the scholars, 
there seems to be unanimous agreement among the scholars that a pragmatic 
approach is a participatory approach (Creswell and Plano Clark, 2008). 
The pragmatic approach evolves from the pragmatism philosophy that is linked to 
the work of Pierce, James, Mead and Dewey (Cherryholmes, 1992). Other scholars 
that have recently worked on pragmatic approach are Rorty (1990), Murphy (1990), 
Patton (1990), and Cherryholmes (1992). Pragmatists argued that knowledge claims 
arise from actions, situations and consequences but not on conditions as argued by 
the postpositivists. Further, the proponents of pragmatic approach focus on what 
method of research works and capable of providing solutions to the problems instead 
of a particular method of research. For instance, Tashakkori and Teddle (1998) and 
Praton (1990) emphasise the importance of focusing on a research problem in social 
research and use of the pluralistic approach to acquiring knowledge about the 
problem. Additionally, the pragmatic approach emphasises the importance of 
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research questions, the experience of the researchers and practical implications, 
actions and understanding of the real-life problem. 
A pragmatic approach to research paves the way for the use of multiple methods 
because it subscribes to different worldview and diverse assumptions of the 
researchers as well as various forms of data collection and analysis (Creswell, 
2000). Due to multiple assumptions, views and different methods of data collection 
and analysis in pragmatic approach, pragmatic approach to research have 
characteristics which can be considered in seven different ways (Creswell, 2000). 
These are: 1) lack of commitment to a particular research philosophy between 
qualitative and quantitative; 2) provision of opportunities for researchers to make an 
informed choice in relation to available methods; 3) presentation of techniques and 
research procedures that best meet their research needs; 4) opportunity for 
researchers to use multiple approaches to collecting and analysing data rather than 
subscribing to a single philosophy (Guba and Lincoln, 2005); 5) opportunity for 
researchers to combine different methods to present the best understanding of a 
research problem; 6) research approach that focus on the truth and what works at a 
time; and 7) the philosophy that always bases study on intended consequences 
(Cherryholmes, 1992). 
Similarly, Denscombe (2008) offers different facets of pragmatic approach, these 
include: fusion of approaches as a third alternative, treating of pragmatism as a 
common-sense way, and treating pragmatism as a new orthodoxy which presents 
desirable and inevitable opportunity for social researchers to combine both strategies 
in presenting adequate answer (Greene, Kreider and Mayer, 2003). However, these 
facets are not mutually exclusive, and there may be a degree of overlap. 
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Since a pragmatic approach focuses on the idea of linking research methods with 
the research paradigm, this has provoked an academic argument on whether it is 
possible to combine two different approaches in a study. This is an argument that 
relates to the nature of the “truth” (ontology) and researchers are seeking more 
knowledge on the possibility of combining different research paradigms. While some 
researchers held the rigid view that there is the boundary between the paradigms 
which is the reason why it is difficult to combine them (Holmes, 2000), some 
researchers want to understand the meaning of combining different associated 
research approaches (deductive and inductive approaches). This argument has 
been described as the purists’ stance on pragmatic approach or ‘incompatibility 
thesis’ (Creswell, 2015; Rossman and Wilson, 1985). 
Denzin and Lincoln (2005) argued that there are three schools of thoughts about the 
pragmatic approach. These are purist, situationists and structuralist. The purists 
argue against mixing paradigms with methods, and the situationists maintain that 
certain methods are suitable for specific situation or studies. Finally, the structuralists 
are concerned with the idea of integrating multiple methods in a single study, they 
argue that researchers need to seize opportunities presented by different 
approaches in understanding the social phenomenon (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005). 
Creswell and Plano Clark (2007) buttressed this argument, but they proposed three 
dimensions to resolve the debate about pragmatic approach to research. These are 
namely: Timing dimension – which relates to the particular order in which the 
researcher will collect and use the data. There are two main types order of data 
collection under timing dimension - concurrent and parallel. Concurrent occurs when 
quantitative and qualitative data are collected at the same time. The parallel order is 
when one set of data is collected before the other. Weighting dimension is 
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concerned with the relative importance, priority or weight attached to either of the 
approaches. The two likely possibilities are attaching equal weighting to both 
methods and unequal weighting – a situation where one approach is carrying more 
weight. The mixing dimension concerned with how to mix deductive and inductive, 
with a focus on how to mix the two sets of data. The possibilities are either to merge 
the two of sets of data. This could be a connection in some way or embedment of 
one method within the other. 
Undoubtedly, there are two major merits for a pragmatic approach in a single 
research project. First, pragmatic promotes the adoption of numerous methods of 
data collection for different purposes in a research project. This will enhance the 
opportunity to address the most important issues. Second, pragmatic approach 
paves way for the use of triangulation to cancel out differences in research methods 
(Saunders et al., 2007). Apart from the methods, the chosen research approach is 
likely to determine the associated research strategy. 
3.5 Summary 
Choosing the research paradigm for a study will likely dictate the associated 
research approach. Researchers that subscribe to the positivism or post-positivism 
paradigm will likely adopt the deductive approach. Such scholars may likely intend to 
add to the edifice of knowledge when carrying out an investigation. Similarly, 
researchers that subscribe to constructivism paradigm and critical theory paradigms 
are likely to embrace an inductive approach which is closely linked to qualitative 
research. Finally, researchers that aim at balancing the arguments and want to 
complement the weaknesses of the two research approaches are likely to adopt a 
pragmatic approach. Such studies are less concerned about the argument of specific 
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research paradigm and research approach, but with emphasis on strategies and 
methods. 
3.6 Research Strategies 
Research strategy comprises numerous assumptions of skills and practices which 
researchers intend to use to move from paradigm to the empirical world and specific 
research methods. The strategy of inquiry links researchers with specific approaches 
and methods for collecting and analysing empirical materials (Janesick in Denzin 
and Lincoln, 2000). During the late 19th century and throughout the 20th century, 
quantitative research strategies were invoked by positivist and post-positivist 
perspectives. Some of the associated strategies with the deductive approach are a 
true experiment, quasi-experiments, correlational studies, and the single subject 
experiments (Campbell and Stanley, 1963; Coper, Heron and Howard, 1987). 
Recently, quantitative research strategies include more robust and complex 
experiments with various variables and treatment, such as elaborate structural 
equation model. 
This is concerned with the incorporation of the causal path and the identification of 
collective strength of multiple variables. Based on the new strategies of enquiry, 
experiments and survey are the two most popular strategies associated with 
quantitative research. Experiments compose of a true experiment which is 
characterised by random assignment of subject to treatment. Also, it can involve the 
use of a non-randomised strategy such as quasi-experiments. The survey focuses 
on the cross-sectional and longitudinal studies with the aid of questionnaires or 
structured interviews in data collection (Bebbie, 1990). 
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Non-experimental research strategies which are closely aligned with qualitative 
research are the most widely used in social science because of the associated 
characteristics such as holistic, natural settings, and focus on human experience 
(Janesick in Denzin and Lincoln, 2000). Scholars have failed to reach consensus on 
the number and types of qualitative research strategy, as a result of numerous 
associated characteristics. Walcott (2001) identified nineteen strategies of qualitative 
research but Creswell (1998) re-classified it to five main strategies. These include: 
ethnography, phenomenology, grounded theory, narrative strategy and case study 
(Creswell, 1998). Further, Miles and Huberman (1994) suggested three types of non-
experimental research strategies. First is the ethnographic strategy which is used to 
study cultural group(s) in a natural setting over an extended period. The common 
method of data collection under ethnographic strategy is observation. 
Phenomenology is the second form of qualitative research strategy and focuses on 
the understanding of human experience through participants’ contributions. 
Participants experience is very vital under in phenomenology and researchers that 
adopt this strategy need to focus on the study of a small number of subjects through 
extensive and prolong interaction to gain relationship of meaning (Nieswiadomy 
1993). Grounded theory is another strategy and since it is adopted in this thesis, the 
following section will discuss it in more detail. 
3.6.1 Grounded Theory Strategy 
Grounded theory research strategy is concerned with the attempt to provide an 
explanation of action, derive an abstract theory of a process, action or interaction 
grounded in participants view. Grounded theory strategy focuses on the use of 
multiple stages of data collection, refinement of questions and the interpretational 
categories of information (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Grounded theory was 
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proposed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) and has been described as being at the front 
of qualitative research (Suddaby, 2006), Glaser and Strauss (1967) argued that 
grounded theory strategy provides researchers with systematic inductive guidelines 
for collecting and analysing data to build middle-range theoretical frameworks that 
explain emerging concepts in relation to data. 
Grounded theory falls under both the objective and subjective branches of 
paradigms. Regarding the objective stance, grounded theory helps researchers to 
provide detailed information (step by step) on how knowledge is developed and uses 
this transparent approach to underpin positivists assumptions that research inquiry 
proposes a set of technical procedures and adopt verification (Glaser 1992; Staruss 
1987) system which moves it closer to postpositivism. Also, the grounded theory 
proposes giving voices to the respondents; discovering and acknowledging 
differences between views of the researchers from respondents’ views; and 
recognising the art and as well as science in the analytic process (Strauss and 
Corbin, 1998). This is a dimension of a subjective position that provides 
constructionists access to first-hand knowledge of empirical world because it 
occupies the middle ground between postmodernism and positivism.  Therefore, 
grounded theory offers accessible opportunity to advance qualitative research 
(Charmaz, 2006), which assumes there is the presence of multiple realities and the 
recognition of dual efforts of the researchers and the respondents in the art and 
science of knowledge creation. The collaboration between the researcher and the 
respondent in grounded theory is a power which underpins open-ended practice 
(Charmaz, 2006). 
Grounded Theory is built upon two main concepts. Theoretical sampling is the first 
concept and is concerned with the collection of relevant data to achieve research 
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objectives. In theoretical sampling, researchers need to make decisions about the 
type of additional data to collect in relation to the theory being constructed (Glaser 
and Strauss, 1967). The second concept which grounded theory is built upon is 
constant comparison method.  This is a systematic analysis of the data collected 
through the in-depth interview (Suddaby, 2006). Analysis and collection of data in 
grounded theory are being carried out simultaneously. Data analysis involves 
comparing data with data to discover differences and similarities which can be used 
to create categories, themes and build theoretical framework (Charmaz, 2006). In 
summary, a constant comparative method of data has been referred to as the heart 
of grounded theory strategy because it moves from one step of the analytic process 
toward the development, refinement, and interrelation concepts (Barbour, 2008; 
Harding, 2013; Silverman 2011). Charmaz (1996) suggested six steps of grounded 
theory inquiry: 1) Simultaneous collection and analysis of data; 2) A two-step data 
coding process; 3) Comparative methods; 4) Memo writing aimed at the construction 
of conceptual analyses; 5) Sampling to refine the research emerging theoretical 
ideas; and 6) Integration of the theoretical frameworks. 
The process of data collection and data analysis in grounded theory is not linear but 
flexible, although some researchers recommend five different stages of data 
collection and coding system of analysis (Silverman (2011). The first step is the initial 
coding and memo writing. This is regarded as line by line coding which focuses on 
comparing new codes with the olds. Consequently, the initial coding process will lead 
to necessary adjustments, alterations and evaluations of data. Focusing coding is 
the second stage in data collection and analysis in grounded theory, while a 
collection of more/new data and theoretical sampling is the third stage. The 
theoretical saturation is the fourth stage where researchers will stop data collection 
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and analysis because no new theme or category emerges. At the fifth stage, the 
investigation seems to be nearing the end because fresh data or new setting will no 
longer yield any new insight. Sorting, integrating memos and theory writing is the last 
stage which allows researchers to refine the links between categories and develop 
concepts (Silverman (2011). Advocates of grounded theory highlighted some of the 
associated benefits of this inquiry strategy. 
3.6.2 Benefits of Grounded Theory Strategy 
Scholars have identified numerous benefits of grounded theory, especially, in social 
research. First, grounded theory strategy of inquiry will reaffirm studying social actors 
in their natural settings and focus on the examination of what is actually happening 
and the interpretations giving to them by the actors (Connelly, 2013; Suddaby, 
2006). Second, benefits are the rejection of the notion of falsification and hypothesis 
testing (Sudaby, 2006). Instead, grounded theory strategy of enquiry focuses on the 
emergence of theoretical frameworks through organic processes (Connelly, 2013). 
The third is the opportunity for researchers to adapt grounded theory strategy when 
conducting an investigation through either quantitative or qualitative research 
(Goulding, 2004). The ability to replicate research study is the fourth benefit of 
grounded theory strategy. Through the grounded theory transparent step by step 
procedures, accounts of how learning takes place within boards can be understood. 
The effectiveness of grounded theory in investigating a social phenomenon with the 
aim of developing an explanatory theory is the fifth benefit. This strategy of inquiry 
has the tool of investigation which can offer two different dimensions in interpreting 
words. First, it is capable of providing explanations according to other people’s 
perspectives. This process is known as “rigour” in grounded theory - which offers 
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qualitative researchers a clear set of guidelines from which to build interpretive 
frameworks that describe the relationship between various concepts (Glaser and 
Strauss, 1967; Suddaby, 2006). Second, it is effective in using structure developed 
as a framework for studying a phenomenon (Lingard, 2013). Moreover, grounded 
theory is suitable for understanding the process by which the social actors construct 
meaning from inter-subjective experience. The main data collection methods that are 
closely aligned with the grounded theory approach are the in-depth interview method 
or the semi-structured interview method which allow investigators to conduct a deep 
investigation in a flexible manner. The debate about research strategy has extended 
to mixed research methods. 
3.6.3 Triangulation 
Like quantitative research and qualitative research which have associated research 
strategies, advocates of mixed methods research have used different forms of 
triangulation nomenclatures to describe mixed methods strategy. This has added to 
the complexities and complications surrounding research strategy. For instance, 
Tashakorri and Teddlie (2003) identified nearly forty different types of mixed 
methods strategies in the literature. However, Creswell and Plano Clark (2007) made 
significant contributions through simplification of mixed methods research strategies. 
They devised a four-way classification of the main mixed methods strategies. First, 
embedded strategy in which one data set plays an assisting role in a research-based 
primarily on the other type of data. Embedded research strategy rests on the 
assumption that a single source of data is insufficient. Hence, different research 
questions need to be answered through various types of data. 
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Second, explanatory strategy is another form of mixed methods strategy which is a 
two-phase mixed method research strategy. In explanatory strategy, the researcher 
uses qualitative data to extend fundamental knowledge from quantitative study. 
Therefore, explanatory research strategy always starts with the quantitative method 
and follows with the qualitative method. The logic behind the explanatory strategy is 
based on the need to build a sound foundation for the understanding of knowledge 
through explorative qualitative methods before embarking on the building of 
quantitative investigation (Myers and Oetzel, 2003). 
Triangulation is the fourth form of mixed methods strategy which is the combination 
of methods to study the same phenomenon (Denzin, 1978; Denzin and Lincoln, 
2005). History of triangulation in social science can be linked to the work of Campbell 
and Fiske (1959) on ‘multiple operationalism’. Denzin and Lincoln (2005) described 
four types of triangulation research strategy as data triangulation, investigators 
triangulation, theory triangulation and methodological triangulation. According to 
multiple operationalism concepts, more than one method should be applied to 
validate the process to guarantee reflection of the trait through variance rather than 
of method. The triangulation metaphor evolved from the navigation and the military 
strategy that relates to the use of multiple reference points in locating an object’s 
exact position (Smith, 1975). Under geometry, the core knowledge and multiple 
viewpoints promote accuracy. The proponents of triangulation argued that a 
combination of methods enhances researchers’ belief about validation. This is the 
most popular form of triangulation and labelled by Denzin and Lincoln (1978) as the 
triangulation between the methods (or across).  This strategy involves a combination 
of multiple methods to investigate the same dimension of a research predicament. 
Another form of triangulation is within the method. This is research strategy which 
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uses multiple techniques within a particular method. Creswell (2003), Creswell and 
Plano (2007) and Tashakkori and Teddlie (2003) state four defining characteristics of 
Triangulation:1) Application of quantitative and qualitative methods within the same 
research study; 2) A research design that explicit the sequencing and priority which 
is giving to quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis; 3) 
Comprehensive account of the relationship between qualitative and quantitative with 
focus on how Triangulation; and 4) Pragmatism as research philosophy. 
Based on the above characteristics, triangulation may occur in two ways (Bryman, 
2012). First, as a result of the plan and unplanned strategy (mixed methods). 
Second, triangulation may occur by comparing data collected through either 
quantitative or qualitative strategy. Creswell (2008) proposed six models of 
combined strategy: sequential explanatory strategy, sequential exploratory strategy, 
sequential transformative strategy, concurrent triangulation strategy, concurrent 
embedded strategy, and concurrent transformative strategy. Review of studies 
revealed five broad rationales why business and management researchers use 
triangulation (Bryman 2006, 2012). These are: 1) Triangulation improves the 
accuracy of data and provision of general picture of issues; 2) Production of robust 
information from complementary forms of data sources; 3) Triangulation helps to 
mitigate against bias in single method approach as a means of compensating for 
particular strengths and weaknesses associated with specific method; 4) 
Triangulation as tool for developing the analysis and building on initial findings of 
contrasting forms of data; 5) Triangulation helps to foster sampling or identification of 
respondents for an interview. 
Triangulation is built on the argument that an appropriate research strategy must 
focus on methods, by ensuring the methods of data collection are capable of 
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achieving research objectives and guaranteeing collection of accurate data in order 
to enhance the usefulness of results (Saunders et al., 2007). However, a 
combination of methods become useless, especially, one method of data collection 
is the most suitable and appropriate to answer research questions. The next section 
focuses on detailed evaluation criteria for social research. 
3.6.4 Evaluation Criteria for Social Research 
There are three prominent criteria for evaluating social research, namely – reliability, 
replication and validity (Bryman 2012. Pg45). These are also known as challenges to 
research designs and are well developed in quantitative research (Creswell, 2002; 
Denzin and Lincoln, 2003). Reliability is concerned with the question of whether the 
devised measures for concepts in the social sciences are consistent. Reliability is 
often associated with quantitative research or studies that adopt the deductive 
approach; however, it can be applied in qualitative research as well. Reliability can 
be interpreted in three different ways: 1) stability; 2) internal stability; and 3) inter-
observer consistency (Bryman, 2012). 
Replication is the second criteria to judge social science research and it is similar to 
reliability criteria because it is concerned with the act of reproducing research. 
However, replication might not be possible, especially, when a researcher fails to 
spell out details information about the research procedure. Blumberg et al., (2008); 
Podsakoff and Dalton (1987) have both argued that reliability and replicability are the 
same because both reliability and replication are concerned with the accuracy and 
precision of a measuring device or procedure. 
Validity is the third criteria for evaluating social science research and it focuses on 
the integrity of the findings and conclusions that are derived from a particular 
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research study (Bryman, 2012). Discussion of validity usually centres on 
measurement validity in research. Therefore, validity is concerned with to what 
extent is the result of a study can be applied or generalised (Blumberg et al., 2008; 
Podsakoff and Dalton, 1987). There are four ways of appraising measurement 
validity which otherwise serves as means for measuring the validity of a measure 
concept (Creswell, 2002): 1) measurement validity; 2) internal validity; 3) external 
validity; and 4) ecological validity. The measurement validity is concerned primarily 
with the quantitative research and aim at searching for social scientific concepts. It is 
about recognising the correct operational measures to the concept under 
investigation (Bryman, 2012; Blumberg et al., 2008; Kumar, 2014; Podsakoff and 
Dalton, 1987). 
The internal validity focuses on the issue of the causal relationship between two or 
more variables. This validity relates to the conclusion which subsumes a causal 
relationship. Under this validity, it is very common to refer to factors which cause an 
impact as the independent variable and the effect of the dependent variable 
(Bryman, 2012). In contrast, the external validity is concerned with the generalisation 
of findings beyond the specific context. If the research is not externally valid, it would 
only apply to the respondent’s’ alone and considered as non-valid. Finally, the 
ecological validity focuses on whether the common scientific findings apply to 
people’s everyday natural social settings. Yin (2009) described these four basic tests 
to evaluate the quality of research strategy as construct validity, internal validity, 
external validity and reliability which is the same as ecological. These criteria are 
more closely align with quantitative studies and scholars are suggesting different 
criteria for evaluating qualitative research. 
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3.6.5 Reliability and Validity in Qualitative Research 
Reliability and validity are considered as important criteria in establishing and 
assessing the quality of quantitative research. Therefore, there have been academic 
arguments on how to effectively measure validity and reliability in qualitative 
research. Scholars have been advocating for the adoption of three different methods 
of measuring validity and reliability in qualitative research (Manson, 1996). The first 
method is the adaptation of reliability and validity in quantitative research to establish 
and assess qualitative research (Manson, 1996). Instead of considering validity to 
measurement, qualitative researchers argued that focus should be on ‘rigour’ and 
wider potential of research’ which is achievable through appropriate methodology 
(Manson, 1996). The argument in support of rigour in qualitative research is 
anchored on four criteria to evaluate qualitative research proposed Yardley (2000). 
These are commitment and rigour, transparency and coherence, sensitivity to 
context and impact. 
However, simple direct application of quantitative research criteria to qualitative 
research has faced criticism because qualitative researchers have concerns about 
the relevance of validity and reliability in qualitative research (Seale, 2006). One of 
the main concerns is that validity is considered similar to statistical measurement 
and qualitative research is about words and meaning. As opposed to measuring the 
validity of quantitative research, qualitative researchers proposed alternative ways of 
assessing the validity and reliability of research. 
The second criterion for evaluating qualitative research is the use of alternative 
criteria to judge and evaluate qualitative research. For instance, Lincoln and Guba 
(2000) proposed two main criteria for judging and evaluating qualitative research: 
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trustworthiness and authenticity. Trustworthiness consists of four different criteria – 
credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability. These criteria are parallel 
to forms of validity in quantitative research such as internal validity; external validity; 
reliability and objectivity. The second aspect of alternative criteria for evaluating 
qualitative research is authenticity. Lincoln and Guba (2000) suggested criteria of 
authenticity which eventually raise issues relating to the ongoing debate on 
establishing and assessing the quality of qualitative research. These criteria include 
tactical authenticity which is about how the research empowered members to take 
necessary steps for engaging in actions. Another criterion is educative authenticity 
which seeks to provide answers as to how the research has helped members to 
widen their knowledge about the perspectives of other participants in the social 
settings. An ontological authenticity criterion which is the third and it seeks to provide 
an explanation of how research has helped members to gain a better understanding 
of their social environment. Catalytic authenticity is the fourth criteria and concerned 
with how the research acts as an impetus to cause members to become an agent of 
change. Fairness authenticity focused on the viewpoints among members.  Fairness 
tends to consider how research fairly represents the view of stakeholders in the 
social settings. These authenticity criteria are thought-provoking but have not made 
any significant impact because the associated arguments on wider impact remain 
controversial (Lincoln and Guba, 2000). 
Similarly, Tracy (2010) recently suggested eight ‘big –tent’ criteria for excellent 
qualitative research. Tracy considered high qualitative research to be associated 
with the following characteristics: a worthy topic, rich rigour, sincerity, credibility, 
resonance, significant contribution, ethics and meaningful coherence.  Lack of 
agreement among the scholars on how to establish and assess the quality of 
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qualitative research on either of these two approaches (adapting validity and 
reliability or alternative criteria for evaluation) further provokes debate and 
subsequently leads to the third approach for evaluating qualitative research. 
Third, Hammersley (1992) proposed a subtle realism which means it is impossible 
for the researchers to be certain about the truth of any study. Hammersley argued 
that difficulty in gaining direct access to the reality is the rationale. The validity of a 
study can be judged by the adequacy of evidence offered in support of the 
arguments (Hammersley, 1992). Therefore, validity and reliability of qualitative 
research will not be achieved unless such a study represents true and accurate 
features of the phenomena that it is intended to describe, explain or theorise 
(Hammersley, 1992). It is noteworthy that none of the three positions – adapting 
quantitative research criteria, alternative criteria and Hammersley’s subtle realism 
represent the complete stance of the argument. In essence, the differences between 
the three positions reflect the extent of divergence on how the position of the realist 
is broadly accepted or rejected in qualitative research. 
In order to resolve argument on criteria for evaluating research studies, some 
scholars have argued that the criteria for assessing and evaluating qualitative 
research can be based on five congruence related views. These are seeing through 
the eyes of the people being studied, description and emphasis on context, 
emphasis on the process, flexibility and limited structure, concepts and theory 
grounded in data (Armstrong 1993; Skeggs 1997; Pelligrini 1997; Dancin, Munir and 
Tracey 2010). The adoption of Hammersley (1992) criteria means the researcher will 
have to choose a flexible data collection method which will allow social actors to 
describe, narrate their experience and give personal views or meanings to concepts 
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being studied. The next section will provide detail discussion of the available data 
collection methods in social research. 
3.7 Methods of Data Collection 
It is a widely held view among the scholars that the method of gathering and 
analysing data must be capable of achieving research objectives (Creswell, 2008). 
Therefore, researchers are required to consider different types of data collection 
methods in relation to the degree of predetermined nature of the study (Bryman, 
2012). For instance, the choice of method by individual researcher should be based 
on whether the information can be collected in advance or information needs to 
emerge from the data during the study (Saunders et al., 2009). There are various 
methods of data collection in social research. 
Questionnaires or structured interview is the first type of data collection method. This 
form of data collection method is commonly used in quantitative research with the 
intention to ensure that each interviewee is presented with exactly the same set of 
questions and follow the same order (Creswell 2008). There are some weaknesses 
of a questionnaire which include dishonesty, lack of conscientious responses, 
differences in understanding and interpretation of questions, hard to convey feelings 
and emotions, some questions are difficult to analyse, participants may have a 
hidden agenda and absence of personification. In contrast, there are three main 
methods of data collection methods in qualitative research. These are observation, 
text and visual analysis and qualitative interviews. 
Observation method has been described as a real-life systematic recording, 
description, and interpretation of events or people's behaviours (Saunders et al., 
2007, 2011). Observation ranges from highly structured observation scored on 
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written guides to completely unstructured ‘hanging around’ (Needleman and 
Needleman, 1996). Often, observation data is recorded in the form of field notes, and 
the investigator always assumes the role of a participant observer. Therefore, data 
collection through observation requires the subjects to give their consents by 
accepting researchers’ request. Observation falls under the ethnographic qualitative 
research which often takes years to complete. The process of data collection through 
observation usually consumes time and this is a major problem. However, a very 
short observation period may yield unexpected and very useful qualitative insights 
that may enhance knowledge (Needle and Needleman, 1996). 
The second major data collection method in qualitative research is texts or visual 
data collection. Text and visual method of data collection involve the collection of 
relevant documents or text and analyse them. The documents include records, 
letters, lists, surveys, reports, publications, journal, memos and minutes. Data from 
these sources are classed as non-records or facts, as social constructs that convey 
meanings (Needleman and Needleman, 1996). They are all classed as secondary 
data and access may be easy or problematic. In some situations, access may 
depend on the negotiating skills of the investigator. Another problem with this 
method is data analysis which appears to be the most challenging part (Saunders et 
al., 2003; 2007). 
The interview is the third major data collection method in qualitative research which 
has been described as a purposeful discussion between two or more people to 
generate data (Andrea Fontana and James H Frey in Denzin and Lincoln, 2000, 
2005). Interviews are the instruments used in research to gather valid and reliable 
information about research questions; therefore, research interview is expected to be 
consistent with research questions and objectives (Creswell, 2003). Based on the 
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link between research interview and objectives, a useful interview instrument 
requires a format and logical arrangement which is different from a pre-coded survey 
questionnaire (Needleman and Needleman, 1996). Research interviews can range 
from highly structured to almost entirely unstructured (Saunders et al., 2003; 2007). 
There are two types of qualitative interview, namely, unstructured interview and 
semi-structured interview (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000). An unstructured interview is 
the first form of an interview and does not reflect any preconceived theories. This 
form of interview requires little or no organisations and can simply start with an open-
ended question and subsequently progress upon initial responses. An unstructured 
interview is used to carry out ‘in-depth’ investigation where there is no established 
knowledge, or virtually nothing is known (Andrea Fontana and James H Frey in 
Denzin and Lincoln, 2000). A semi-structured interview is the second form of an 
interview and has been described as Merton’s focus interview which goes beyond 
open-ended question and allows flexibility for unanticipated questions. This type of 
interview consists of numerous key questions that aid focus on the specific 
information which the researcher is trying to explore from the respondents.Unlike the 
questionnaire, qualitative interviews have unique characteristics. These include: 
• Qualitative interviews often encourage respondents to ramble, respond to 
questions without interruption for an extended period. 
• Qualitative interviews provide interviewers with the opportunity to probe, ask 
new and unplanned questions which emerge during the interview from the 
respondents. 
• Qualitative interview promotes flexibility and researchers can vary the order of 
questions. 
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Similarly, there are two types of respondents in interview data collection method: 
individuals (e.g. board member) and the focus group (Board of Directors). This study 
targeted individual members of the profit-making organisations, public institutions 
and non-profit organisations and the specific responses will be analysed to 
determine the processes of acquiring knowledge and skills in boards. 
Depending on the research question and the objective of the study, collection of data 
through a single method of research might not be effective, hence, the support for 
methodological triangulation (Creswell, 1994). The associated data collection 
methods for methodological triangulation are a semi-structured interview, 
questionnaires, survey, observation, in-depth interview, visual and text analysis of 
data. The level of flexibility enjoyed in methodological triangulation helps researchers 
to mitigate against the weaknesses of other methods (Mertens 2003; Tashakkori and 
Teddlie, 2003). 
Having provided detailed information about the research paradigm, research 
approach and strategies, and the associated methods of data collection, there is the 
need to examine various arguments about knowledge claim. It is important to note 
that the argument about knowledge claims directly relate to the suitability of a 
particular paradigm, preferred approach, the strategy of enquiry and the associated 
choice of data collection method (Saunders et al., 2012). Table 2 below provides a 
summary of the information on research paradigm or alternatives knowledge claims 
that have been adopted in corporate governance. 
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Research 
Approach 
Knowledge Claims Strategy of Inquiry Methods 
Quantitative Post-positivist 
assumptions 
Experiment design Measuring, attitudes, rating 
behaviours 
Qualitative Constructivists 
assumptions 
Ethnographic design Field observations 
Qualitative Emancipatory 
assumptions 
Narrative design Open-ended interviewing 
Mixed 
Methods 
Pragmatic assumptions Mixed methods design / 
Triangulation 
Closed-ended measures, 
open-ended observations. 
Table 2: Four alternatives Combinations of Knowledge Claims, Source: Creswell and Plano Clark (2007) 
3.8 Qualitative Research in Corporate Governance 
Over the last four decades, much of corporate governance research has focused on 
the relationship between board characteristics and firm performance. Additionally, 
most of the studies on board of directors that were conducted in the previous 
decades adopted a quantitative methodology (Gabrielsson and Huse, 2004; Durisin 
and Puzone, 2009; Johnson et al., 1996; McNulty et al., 2013). It is a widely held 
view that studies that adopt quantitative methodology are more likely to embrace 
deductive approach and quantitative methods of data collection such as structured 
interview or questionnaires (Guba and Denzin, 2005). The deductive approach 
favoured in quantitative methodology depends on the use of survey strategy or 
anchored on the use of a proxy surrogate measures using large –archival scale data 
(Huse, 2004). 
The deductive approach to research has been highly favoured by the corporate 
governance researchers according to the review of publications conducted by 
scholars. For instance, Gabrielsson and Huse (2004) examined the development of 
corporate governance research and reviewed 127 empirical journal articles 
published between 1990 and 2002 in six main scientific journals. Findings of their 
review indicated that 99 percent of the journal articles published between 1990 and 
2002 employed quantitative method. Johnson et al. (1996) also highlighted the 
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dominance of quantitative methodologies and deductive approach in corporate 
governance research. 
Similarly, Durisin and Puzone (2009) conducted a review of more than 1000 
publications and 48,000 citations on contributions to corporate governance. Durisin 
and Puzone (2009) concluded that the majority of corporate governance articles 
employed a quantitative method and depended on deductive theorising. In the same 
vein, Pugliese et al. (2009) analysed 150 peer-reviewed articles published in 23 
management journals up to 2007. These authors employed content analysis to 
describe how research on boards of directors and strategy has evolved over time.  
Their findings indicated that research on boards of directors relied on the normative 
(deductive approach) and structural approaches (rigid structures). 
Moreover, Zattoni and van Ees (2012) reviewed journal articles published in 
Corporate Governance: An International Review, one of the leading journals in the 
field. Their findings showed that the majority of journal articles published between 
2008 and 2010 adopted a deductive approach to corporate governance research. 
Recently, McNulty et al. (2013) carried out a review and content analysis of 78 
qualitative corporate governance studies between 1986 and 2011. 
Findings from this study showed that only one qualitative journal article was 
published before 1990 and thirteen qualitative journal articles were published after 
the 1990s. Additionally, results of their review further indicated only fifty-eight 
qualitative journals articles out of their sample were published between 2000 and 
2009, whereas eleven qualitative journal articles were published between 2010 and 
2011. They concluded that studies that adopt qualitative method are increasing and 
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they encouraged researchers to consider the adoption of qualitative approaches in 
corporate governance research for their richness. 
Through quantitative research methods, much has been learnt about the board of 
directors, especially, on board characteristics and firm performance (Hermalin and 
Weisbach, 1991). However, despite a sustained effort, evidence suggested 
corporate governance studies that adopted quantitative method, a deductive 
approach to research, and archival data have not been successful in linking board 
structure and composition to performance (Daily et al, 2003; Hambrick et al, 2013; 
McNulty et al, 2013; Kiel and Nicholson, 2007). 
The dominance of quantitative method in corporate governance research has been 
linked to various reasons. First is the notion of “publish or perish” among the 
academics. “Publish or perish" is a phrase that is being used in academic institutions 
to indicate the pressures on scholars to continually publish in order to start or sustain 
their academic career. Therefore, frequent publication remains one of the few ways 
scholars are using to demonstrate their talent. The notion of “publish or perish” 
appears to be putting pressure on researchers; therefore, researchers are more 
likely to adopt the easiest research method (archival data) of research. 
Difficulty in gaining access to boardrooms is another problem scholars are facing 
and this is not only making them to avoid qualitative research method, but also to 
favour quantitative research method. Pettigrew (1992) argued that gaining access to 
boardrooms is problematic because boards are conscious of both their reputations 
and intangible property of their respective organisations. Therefore, boards are very 
protective and are not generous in providing access to boardrooms, which, in turn, 
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make qualitative data collection difficult. Instead, corporate governance scholars 
have relied on the use of archival data to proxy board behaviours. 
Collection and interpretation of qualitative data are consuming more time than the 
quantitative data (Bansal, 2013). Unlike questionnaire which can be completed within 
five to fifteen minutes, it usually takes about an hour to complete a qualitative 
interview with a respondent. Also, unlike the quantitative data collection which does 
not require an investigator to physically be present in the natural settings, data 
collection for qualitative studies will require researchers to travel to different 
destinations to meet targeted audience in natural settings (directors) and travelling 
will take more time (Bluhm et al., 2011) to complete research. 
Though the conduct of quantitative research does not require direct access to 
boardrooms and the collection and analysis of quantitative data consumes less time, 
the associated methods of collecting quantitative data are rigid in nature and rely on 
the use of statistical analysis to explain a phenomenon. This makes it unsuitable to 
carry out a deep investigation where we may not know in advance how or which 
constructs to focus on (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000). Research in corporate 
governance has relied on quantitative methods and this has resulted in what 
scholars termed as path dependence theorising (Bansal, 2013), which has two 
significant weaknesses. 
First, path dependence can narrow the field of vision by preventing the opportunity to 
discover balance in the arguments. Second, path dependence theorising may 
prevent the discovery of new theoretical frameworks. The excessive use of deductive 
approach in corporate governance research indicates that there are too much 
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deductive theorising and too little inductive theorising in corporate governance 
studies (Bansal 2013; Johnson et al., 1996; Pettigrew, 1995; Zona et al., 2013). 
Johnson et al. (1996) argued that one of the rationales which may be responsible for 
the absence of evidence about the existence of a relationship between board 
characteristics and firm performance is the use of quantitative research methods. 
Also, Pettigrew (1992) argued that the use of deductive approach in board research 
means researchers were using simplistic input-output models which omitted the 
processes of interaction. Pettigrew’s argument showed that deductive approach is 
not suitable for deep investigation or rigour and may not be effective to understand 
the human processes that underlie interactions between directors. 
Based on the weaknesses of quantitative research methods which have been 
enumerated above, there has been a fairly unanimous consensus among academics 
on how to advance corporate governance research by matching the methodology to 
the research questions through ‘process-oriented’ approach which invites either new 
quantitative designs or qualitative methods (Nicholson and Kiel, 2007). It involves the 
use of flexible research strategies to ensure collection of data from natural settings 
and focuses on the creation of knowledge by grounding results of studies in the data. 
A number of studies have adopted qualitative methods. For instance, in their study 
on board task evolution - a longitudinal field study in the UK - Machold and Farquhar 
(2013) employed a multiple case study design and collected data through 
observations and document analysis. They encouraged corporate governance 
researchers to carry out research that is very close to the phenomenon. Following 
the tradition from Pettigrew (1992), Samra-Fredericks (2000), Pye (2000), Parker 
(2007), Maitlis (2004) or Pugliese et al. (2015) have all developed qualitative 
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research designs that have shed new light on board interactions and board 
dynamics. 
There are benefits for using qualitative research method in the study of boards or 
corporate governance research. First is the capability of qualitative research method 
which allows researchers to conduct a deep investigation into a social problem. This 
will help corporate governance scholars to provide an insight into board behaviour 
and board processes (Zona et al., 2013). The second benefit of qualitative research 
method is the opportunity to employ an inductive approach to the study of boards. 
The inductive approach will facilitate the creation of knowledge from natural settings 
through actors’ accounts (Bansal, 2013). This study seeks to investigate processes 
of learning in boards and falls under the new stream of corporate governance 
research (board processes). Therefore, understanding how learning takes in boards 
(learning processes) would require deep investigation which is only possible through 
the adoption of a qualitative approach. In line with qualitative research tradition, 
researchers that subscribe to qualitative research methods are more likely to 
embrace constructionism paradigm, the next paragraphs provide rationales for 
chosen constructionism paradigm and inductive approach. 
3.9 Justification for the Chosen Research Paradigm 
A review of the literature on corporate governance clearly indicates that positivism 
paradigm used to be the norm, at least until the 1990s. Since then, there has been 
debate on the need to consider the adoption of alternative research paradigm 
(Pettigrew, 1992; Johnson et al., 1996; Nicholson, 2007; Hambrick, 2008; Huse, 
2011; McNulty et al., 2013; Bansal, 2013; Pettigrew, 2013; Zattoni et al., 2013). 
Although there is no unanimous agreement among the scholars on whether a 
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particular paradigm is the better than the other, the choice of paradigm depends on 
the belief and the perception of the individual researcher; and especially on how to 
best create knowledge in relation to the specific research and the preferred mode of 
inquiry (research approach). 
Similarly, there seems to be a consensus among the researchers that all paradigms 
are valuable if applied appropriately and properly managed. The concern that 
overrules the debate about the choice of paradigm should be both relevant to the 
research question and rigour in its operationalisation (Bansal, 2013, McNulty et al., 
1995, 2013). This study focuses on learning in boards and evidence from learning 
literature indicates that learning is a cognitive activity and emotional activity which is 
taking place in the social environment (Bandura, 1977; Kolb, 1984). Also, learning 
has been described as an activity that takes place at different levels which may not 
be neatly disentangled (Ellis et al., 2003). Directors are different in terms of their 
cognitive ability, expertise, personality and factors that motivate them to learn 
(Walker et al., 2015). Therefore, the processes and styles of learning may be 
differently constructed by different actors. 
Since learning is a personal activity, understanding the processes of learning in 
boards will require the individual director to give a personal account of their preferred 
methods and styles of learning, and how knowledge is being shared. Hence, in order 
to develop a deeper level empirically grounded understanding of the phenomenon of 
learning in boards will depend on the collection of data from individual directors 
within natural settings, and the construction of knowledge from a variety of 
responses from the participants. 
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Practically, it is impossible for a study to fit exactly with one orientation as a result of 
interrelation and interdependence between ontological and epistemological branches 
of the research paradigms. Apart from the methodology which is concerned with how 
to conduct research, both ontology and epistemology are the two ways concerned 
with how researchers think about research paradigm. Each way of thinking in relation 
to objectives and nature of the truth and relationship between the researcher and the 
study presents vital differences which will impact on the thinking about the research 
processes. Positivism, post-positivism and critical theory and related ideology 
paradigms have weaknesses which make them unsuitable for this study. 
Positivism paradigm is first among the four competing paradigms and concerned 
with the naïve assumption that there is an objective external reality upon which 
research inquiry can converge (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994; Robson, 2002). The aim 
of positivism paradigm is to conduct studies that will provide an explanation about 
research problem through the relationship between variables. Positivists are 
concerned with facts rather than impressions (Saunder et al., 2009). 
Epistemologically, positivists assume that the researchers and the studies are 
different entities and an objective assumption that enables researchers to determine 
how things really are and how things actually work (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). 
Positivist researchers will lay emphasis on the quantifiable observations and 
statistical analysis in the verification of hypothesis to establish facts or laws. Under 
positivism paradigm, research cannot be influenced by the researcher’s value, and 
the conduct of the study cannot influence the investigator as well (value free). 
Findings of studies that embrace positivism paradigm are meant to add to the edifice 
of knowledge. Therefore, positivists always look for cause and effects linkages in 
order to generalise findings of the studies. Researchers that adopt positivism 
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paradigm may likely employ deductive approach and experimental or manipulative 
methodology for verification of the hypothesis (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). 
Positivism paradigm assumes there is a single reality and more suitable for 
conducting an investigation in pure science research. Therefore, positivism cannot 
be adopted as appropriate research paradigm for this study because this study falls 
under social science and belief in multiple realities. According to the literature on 
learning, there are many ways to acquire knowledge. This shows the naïve 
assumption of positivism in social science (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005). Additionally, 
positivism paradigm assumes human being can be treated like other objects in the 
laboratory and failed to realise that human beings are social actors who interact with 
their studies (Saunders et al., 2007). This study will be conducted through interaction 
between the researcher and the study. Similarly, positivism paradigm assumes 
human environment is static or constant akin to scientific experiments. A static view 
of positivism about social life failed to accommodate the dynamic nature of social 
environment and change of situations that could affect the processes of learning 
(Hussey and Hussey, 1997). Denzin and Lincoln (1994) argued that researchers 
cannot be completely value-free without any form of interaction with the research 
study. Methodologically, positivists are likely to embrace rigid research strategy and 
structured method of data collection. The rigidity of research instruments will impede 
collection of particular data needed in this study. Hence, there is the need to adopt 
research paradigm that offers flexible strategy and flexible methods to gain deeper 
insight into research on the processes of learning in boards. 
Postpositivism is the second type of paradigm in qualitative research (Denzin and 
Lincoln, 1994). Like positivism paradigm, post-positivism research paradigm 
subscribes to realism (Cresswell, 2009). Postpositivism assumes an objective reality 
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which can be apprehended only through imperfectly and by probability. In other 
words, there is a reality which is independent of the mind. This means, “what senses 
unveil as a reality, is the truth” (Saunders et al., 2009). Under the post-positivism 
paradigm, knowledge creation is through a scientific approach, and the realistic 
approach to knowledge creation suggests that it is possible to approximate reality. 
Therefore, collection and understanding of data will be based on the same reality 
(Saunders et al., 2009). Post-positivist researchers like to conduct studies which aim 
at providing an explanation for research phenomenon through prediction and control 
on the relationship between formulated hypotheses. Not only that, knowledge 
creation under post-positivism paradigm usually depends on the falsified hypotheses 
which are probable facts or laws. Postpositivists always claim value-free or absence 
of researchers’ value in the conduct of the study or vice versa (modified dualism). 
Methodologically, post-positivists tend to tilt toward deductive approach and are 
likely to embrace modified the experimental or manipulative method of data 
collection (questionnaire). 
Similar to positivism paradigm, postpositivism assumption about a single reality 
appears to correspond with the ‘traditional view’ about knowledge creation. This 
assumption makes it unsuitable to conduct research on how boards’ members 
acquire knowledge. As mentioned under arguments against positivism paradigm, 
post-positivism also believe in objective reality. However, in social science, there are 
multiple realities. Additionally, established learning literature shows that learning 
takes place in a social environment which is constantly changing. 
Also, the dynamism in societal nature may cause people to change their behaviour, 
whereas post-positivism takes a static view of human society. Moreover, researchers 
that adopt post-positivism paradigm will not only depend on the collection of data 
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from the natural sources but will also focus on the use of research instruments that 
measure the relationship between variables. Therefore, rather than engaging in 
verification of data like positivists, post-positivists concentrate on the falsification of 
hypotheses which may affect the validation of findings. The researcher holds the 
belief that if facts can be collected from social actors in a natural environment on 
learning, there is no reason to engage in study that will not stand the test of time due 
to falsification of data (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005). 
Critical Theory is the third qualitative paradigm and it subscribes to historical realism 
and assumes there is the existence of virtue or a reality which can be linked to the 
socio-economic and political structure of the past, which are now inappropriately 
taken as ‘real’ Denzin and Lincoln (1994). Critical theory paradigm aims to uncover 
and excavate those forms of historical and subjugated knowledge, to criticise, seek 
for transformation, restitution of establishments and achieve the emancipation of 
contemporary issues (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). Therefore, ontologically, critical 
theorists subscribe to historical realism and do not only trying to answer questions 
bothering on ‘how’ to resolve the contemporary problem but it also trying to answer 
‘what’ cause such problems by linking present issues with the past. 
Epistemologically- (transactional and subjectivists) critical theorists assume there are 
subjective interpretations of reality. Further- critical theorists argue that there is an 
element of interaction between the researchers and studies, and researchers’ value 
is unavoidably influencing the inquiry. 
This position of critical theorist challenges the traditional dichotomy between the 
ontology and epistemology branches of research paradigm and makes researchers 
that adopt this paradigm valued mediated.  Methodologically- studies that adopt 
critical realism and related ideology position may likely embrace dialogical and 
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dialectical methodology. Triangulation of methods with the appropriate approach is 
very common. In particular, critical theorists are likely to use observation and 
interviews methods. 
Critical Theory assumes that reality is apprehendable. Also, critical theorists aim at 
creating knowledge by a gradual process that grows and change through the 
dialectical process of instinctual revision, and regularly erode ignorance and magnify 
more informed insight. Epistemologically, critical theory paradigm embraces 
transactional position and relies on the subjective interpretations to provide an 
explanation for research phenomenon. Based on the existing literature on learning 
and types of learning under social science, the existence of single reality appears 
inappropriate for this study. Both the ontological assumption (reality) and the aim of 
critical theorists are not in conformity with this research aims and objectives. Critical 
theorists tend to generalise findings of research in relation to the similarities. This is 
another limitation in the application of findings of studies that adopt critical theory 
paradigm that makes it unsuitable for this research. Observations tend to form part of 
the methods being used under critical paradigm. Learning is a cognitive activity that 
cannot be easily observed. Therefore, there is a need to choose a paradigm that 
does not align with observation to cater for the socio-psychological aspect of 
learning. Triangulation of methods with observation inclusive made the adoption of 
mixed methods useless in relation to the aims and objectives of this study. 
The limitations of the three paradigms (positivism, post-positivism and critical theory) 
on the ontological assumptions, nature of knowledge creation, knowledge 
accumulation, and values and ethics, to meet the requirements of this very particular 
study on learning in boards, led me to adopt constructionism as the most suitable 
paradigm that encapsulates the philosophical assumptions behind this research. 
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It is widely held view that the choosing paradigmatical assumptions will influence the 
selection of appropriate research approach (Saunders et al., 2009). The next 
paragraphs will focus on detailed discussion of the chosen research approach. 
3.9.1 Justification of the chosen approach 
The deductive approach usually starts with a theory, followed by hypotheses, and 
research strategy (Bryman, 2012). Therefore, researchers that embrace quantitative 
research are more likely to adopt deductive approach (Saunders et al., 2012). 
Deductive approach is suitable to test the existing theory and possibly discover 
causal factors. Hence, deductive approach typically involves measuring the strength 
of correlation between variables. Robson (2002) described five stages of deductive 
approach as follows: 1) Deducing hypothesis from the theory; 2) Expressing the 
hypothesis in operational terms; 3) Testing the operational hypothesis; 4) Examining 
the specific outcome of the inquiry; 5) Modifying the theory in the light of the findings, 
if necessary (Robson, 2002). 
For clarification, this study on learning in boards requires the adoption of research 
approach that is flexible and will allow researchers to collect data from the natural 
settings. Therefore, the deductive approach is not suited for a number of reasons. 
First, measurement – a deductive approach always reflects the idea that social 
problems are measurable like a natural problem in the sciences. Additionally, in a 
deductive approach, it is assumed that a social problem always impacts on the other. 
Regarding this particular study, the researcher is not interested in linking variables to 
establish the causal factors (causality) but solely interested in investigating how 
processes of learning take place in the boards (Harding, 2013).  
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Second, the deductive approach views human nature and its social environment as 
static but they are not. Hence, it is difficult to predict the outcome of social science 
research through correlation of the variables.  Therefore, research on learning in 
boards requires an approach which is flexible and can take care of dynamism of 
social environment (Pettigrew, 1992; Johnson et al., 1996; Forbes and Milliken, 
1999). Third, the aim of this study is to explore real-life information on how learning 
takes place on the boards. The researcher intends to achieve this objective by 
conducting a deep investigation to uncover real-life experiences of the research 
participants through a flexible research strategy and flexible research methods rather 
than using rigid methods associated with a deductive approach. 
The inductive approach usually starts with data collection and will be followed by the 
development of theoretical frameworks or explanation of data. Inductive approach is 
closely linked to qualitative research (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994; Saunders et al., 
2007; 2009). Further, studies that employed an inductive approach are likely to be 
concerned with the context and use smaller samples. This study is a perfect example 
of such study because it focuses on a small group of participants which might be 
more relevant than a large number (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008b; (Saunders et al., 
2012). 
The decision to adopt an inductive approach for this study is based on the 
opportunities it offers to the researcher which include: the chance to make sense of 
social environment by constructing what learning means, and how learning takes 
place through actors’ accounts that will be provided by the board members. Also, 
adoption of inductive approach will allow the researcher to use a flexible research 
strategy such as grounded theory and flexible research method (semi-structured 
interviews) to conduct a deep investigation on learning in boards (Harding, 2013). 
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Moreover, the inductive approach will help the researcher to investigate learning in 
boards in all ramifications (Harding, 2013). Further, instead of relying on proxy 
surrogates to generate research findings, an inductive approach will help the 
researcher to collect data on learning from boards’ members’ accounts of events to 
develop the meaning of learning and how learning takes place within boards through 
actors’ eyes (Martin and McIntyre, 1994). 
3.9.2 Justification of Grounded Theory Strategy 
Grounded theory is a research strategy that allows researchers to develop a 
theoretical account of the features of a topic while simultaneously grounding the 
account in empirical observations or data (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005). As a research 
strategy, grounded theory attempts to capture the world in a particular area, explore, 
observe and analyse topic under investigation (Glaser and Strauss 1967). Therefore, 
grounded theory places emphasis on studying processes of research and focus on 
what people are doing, which eventually leads to the understanding of multiple layers 
of meaning of their actions (Strauss and Cobin, 1990).  Essentially, this research 
strategy involves the sequential arrangement of research questions to achieve 
research objectives. Usually, it employs an in-depth interview as data collection 
method to build trust and achieve detailed data.   Unlike other qualitative research 
strategies that focus on the production of thick description of concrete behaviour 
without filling, extending or refining theoretical concepts or possibly making the 
theoretical connection, grounded theorists are concerned the use of thick description 
to develop theoretical questions (Charmaz, 2006). This is known as armchair 
theorising (Strauss and Corbin, 1990) which lays emphasis on the need to build 
theory or provide an explanation of the concept and an integrate explanation based 
on actual data. 
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There are two main schools of thoughts about grounded theory.  First, some 
grounded theorists believe in the possibility of discovering what is significant in 
research simply through looking. Under this school, the most important event which 
the researcher is trying to study can be seen physically. Therefore, observation 
method of research may be the most suitable method of data collection for such type 
of research. In corporate governance, some of the studies on board processes that 
focus on issues that could be observed physically include Pugliese et al. (2015) or 
Machold and Farquhar (2013). In contrast, the second group of scholars that 
subscribe to grounded theory inquiry believe that most significant issue to be studied 
may be hidden, tacit and elusive. A researcher who aims at investigating a topic that 
requires a method of research that is suitable for exploration of knowledge beyond 
physical sight may be appropriate, such as ‘how’ knowledge is being acquired within 
boards. The focus of this research centres on the cognitive activity of individual 
directors. Hence, observation is not suitable because cognitive part of human beings 
that responsible for learning process is hidden and data cannot be collected by 
‘simply looking’ (Strauss and Cobin, 1990). 
Finally, learning as a concept could be unwritten, unspoken, and hidden knowledge 
held by human beings due to experiences, insights, intuition, observations and 
internalised information. Gaining access to tacit knowledge may be challenging and 
requires a research strategy that can unveil hidden information that cannot be easily 
observed (Pettigrew, 1992, Johnson et al., 1996, Pettigrew and McNulty, 2013, 
Bansal 2013, Machold and Farquhar, 2013). Therefore, this research requires data 
from the actors’ account since the main issues are elusive and tacit. Hence, it 
subscribed to the second school of thought in grounded theory to discover 
information on learning in boards (Bandura, 1977 and Kolb, 1983; Kolb, 2004). 
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Generally, grounded theory is useful for the identification of general concepts, 
development of theoretical explanation that reaches beyond known, and provides 
new insights into various experiences and phenomena (Charmaz, 2006). Regarding 
this study, the choice of grounded theory as a method of inquiry can be justified on 
five counts. 
First, there are theories on learning, types of learning, methods of learning, learning 
within the team or group and organisational learning. Therefore, this study wants to 
utilise grounded theory and its associated step by step explanatory procedures to 
incorporate the complexities of the learning concepts into an understanding of 
learning in boards (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Second, grounded theory is a suitable 
qualitative research strategy for business and management inquiry. It will help 
researchers to ground theoretical arguments in the data to validate research 
findings. Third, the regular procedures of grounded theory strategy will help the 
researcher to provide clear explanations about how findings from this study are 
reached. Therefore, detail information of how the researcher arrives at findings can 
enhance replication of the study. Essentially, it will mitigate against the criticisms of 
qualitative approach (Denzin and Guba, 1985). Fourth, grounded theory strategy is 
very flexible and will allow the researcher to employ the constant comparative 
technique to collect detailed data and provide vivid information (Whittemore et al., 
2001). In essence, grounded theory strategy will allow the researcher to ask planned 
questions and emerging questions during the study which will foster achievement of 
deep investigation or rigour (Denzin and Guba, 1985). Considering the variations, 
manner and subjectivity in which qualitative research is being carried out, there is the 
need to achieve rigour. Fifth and final, under interpretive paradigm, there is more 
than one technique on how to implement qualitative procedures (Glaser and Strauss, 
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1967) but there is an absence of agreement upon qualitative strategy except in 
grounded theory. Grounded theory is the only strategy which allows interrelation 
between analyses and data, and the concepts out of which the theory will either be 
constructed or developed are built from data (Charmaz, 2006). 
Researchers can achieve their objectives in different ways. However, the question of 
rigour remains vital. In order to achieve rigour, this research will follow eight methods 
of research practice used to enhance rigour in the course of conducting grounded 
theory (Chiovitti and Piran, 2003). (a) Board members (participants) will guide the 
inquiry process; (b) the researcher will check the theoretical arguments against the 
suggested arguments of board members; (c) participants actual words will be used in 
theoretical frameworks (credibility); (d) articulate my personal view and insights 
about the phenomenon explored; (e) this study will analyse the criteria adopted by 
the researcher (auditability); (f) explanation of how and why board members 
(participants) for this study are selected will be provided (fittingness); (g) researcher 
will be able to describe the scope of the research and (h) describe how literature on 
learning and on board processes relates to each category that will emerge in theory 
(fittingness) (Beck, 1993). 
This study focuses on learning in boards and used interviews with board members to 
understand how learning takes place within boards. Research commenced with the 
review of board literature. The review of board literature helped the researcher to 
select an area of inquiry. Glaser and Strauss (1967) described the identification of 
field of enquiry as “seed concepts”. Further, review of literature helped the 
researcher to define the topic, raise the first question on learning within boards, and 
to identify the research participants. The participants are board members, ranging 
from non-profit organisation boards, and public sector to private sector boards. 
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Through a standard invitation letter, each participant was formally invited to 
participate in the study and asked to sign a consent form before the interview.  
Hence, participants are able to register their intention to take part in the research. 
Next is the collection of data from boards’ members- which is also known as “slices 
of data” (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). As peculiar to most grounded research, data 
were collected through semi-structured interviews. Following recording and 
transcription of the data, the next stage is referred to as coding. At this stage, data 
from the interviews were categorised into concepts evolving from the data, rather 
than being imposed by the researcher. This is known as open coding (Glaser and 
Strauss, 1990). Details of grounded categories and concepts are provided in 
Appendix 2. The researcher then considered conceptual categories of the data 
according to their properties. This is known as “axial coding” (Glaser and Strauss, 
1967) where categories were further conceptualised into theoretical constructs 
through consideration of the relationship between them. Data from previous 
interviews were constantly compared with fresh data. Further, since the method of 
data collection in qualitative research is not linear, additional slices of data were 
collected by conducting more semi-structured interviews. Also, concepts and 
constructs were subjected to constant comparison. In grounded theory strategy, data 
collection, transcribing, coding and analysis, should be done together, and this was 
the procedure followed here. This is because the separation of these operations 
might jeopardise theory development (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). The next stage is 
theoretical development where continuous comparison of data and concepts ended 
when enough categories and related concepts were defined to provide an 
explanation of what has been observed during the interviews, or when additional 
data collected did not provide new concepts. This situation in qualitative approach is 
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referred to as “theoretical saturation” (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). This is the stage 
where emerging theory will be identified. 
3.9.3 Justification of Semi-Structured Interview Method 
 Data collection for studies on boards can be achieved through questionnaires, 
observation, analysis of visual and textual materials, and flexible interviews (Peck, 
1995; Samra-Fredericks, 2000; Parker, 2008). Questionnaire method of data 
collection is a structured method that is more efficient for testing hypotheses 
(Harding, 2013). This is a rigid scientific method that is designed to follow a 
systematic structure. However, this method of data collection has some notable 
problems, such as low response rate from the respondents (Denzin and Lincoln, 
2005; Kumar, 2014), rigid structure, and can lead to loss of information because it 
involves reduction of data to numbers. Also, some data are difficult to explore 
through a questionnaire (Kumar and Zattoni, 2014). This study seeks to understand 
learning in boards context and there are studies on team learning and group learning 
(Kolb, 1983). But the researcher is not aware of any existing study or studies on 
learning in boards. Therefore, investigating how learning takes place in boards may 
lead to the confirmation of existing theories of learning, and or possible generation of 
a new theory of learning. Hence, this topic is less explored and requires a flexible 
method of data collection that is capable of collecting sensitive data through an in-
depth investigation method. Rigid nature of questionnaire method of research makes 
it unsuitable to collect data for this study. 
Similarly, the visual and textual analysis method of data collection is useful to 
generate data and theory. However, visual and textual analysis method can be 
employed if there is a body of artefacts that can be explored through that method. 
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Board meeting minutes may be suitable here but due to confidentiality issues, few 
researchers have gained access to this (a notable exception is a work by Tuggle and 
colleagues (2010)). Therefore, the researcher will be faced with the difficulty of 
exploring information that is not available under this data collection method. Further, 
this study intends to rely on participants’ accounts to collect data, to discover how 
board members construct, interpret and give meaning to the concept of learning. The 
visual and textual analysis method is also not suitable to promote interaction 
between the respondents and the researchers. Finally, this method of data collection 
prevents the opportunity to explore data more than what is available in audio-visual 
materials. 
Observation method of data collection is suitable for capturing interaction among the 
board members and more effective for studies that focus on decision processes 
(Peck, 1995). Therefore, studies that intend to explore data about power, influence 
and task performance within boards embrace observation.  Scholars that have 
published ground-breaking studies and used observation method of data collection 
include: Machold and Farquhar (2013), Samra-Fredericks (2000) or (Peck, 1995).  
This research does not aim to study interaction within and outside the boardroom 
which is physical in nature, instead, it intends to study how learning takes place in 
boards. This relates to cognitive processes and cannot be physically observed. 
Hence, observation method is not suitable for this research. This research aims to 
investigate how board members acquire knowledge in boards and centres on the 
socio-psychological aspect of board members, but not on physical interaction for 
which observation is useful. 
The brain plays a vital role in the learning process, and people’s minds are set up to 
process outside stimuli, make sense of them and draw connections. The human 
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brain develops through some predictable stages of cognitive development and 
responsible for receiving information, decoding and for providing responses (Kolb, 
2014; Bandura, 1977). Since learning takes place in the social environment and 
learning processes are cognitive, there is the need to adopt an effective method of 
data collection that will take account of the socio-psychological aspects, especially, 
in this type of study where observation of cognitive processes is practically 
impossible. Therefore, comprehensive understanding of learning in this context of 
boards can be only achieved through actors’ accounts (interviews). 
The interview can be described as the conversation between two or more people 
with the aim of collecting data. An interview is a vital tool employed by researchers to 
depict story behind the interviewee's experiences (McNamara, 1999).  There are 
three types of interview. These are namely: structured interview, unstructured 
interview and a semi-structured interview. Data for this study will be collected 
through semi-structured interviews because it will help the researcher to focus on the 
topic and enhance the ability to describe research processes (descriptive capability). 
Semi-structured interviews often start with an open-ended question which provides 
opportunities for identifying new ways of seeing and understanding the topic at hand. 
Unlike structured interviews that are rigid, a semi-structured interview is a formal 
interview that is very flexible (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005; Kumar, 2014; Saunders et 
al, 2011). 
Some of the corporate governance studies that employed semi-structured interview 
include: Dulewicz (1995), McNulty and Pettigrew (1996), Pye (2000), Kakabadse 
(2001), Miller (2002), Holland (2002). Though both unstructured and semi-structured 
interviews are effective in carrying out the in-depth interview, the semi-structured 
interview develops and uses an interview guide that focuses on the topic under 
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investigation. Regarding this particular study, the researcher is aware of the relevant 
literature on learning (Bandura, 1977; Kolb, 1984; Merriam and Caffarella, 1999). 
The semi-structured interview will allow researchers to follow topical trajectories in 
the conversation that may stray from the guide and help the researcher to provide 
‘boundary conditions’ for the participants (boards’ members) when talking about their 
experiences on boards (i.e. a focus on learning as opposed to, say, interpretations of 
legal duties). 
This research seeks to understand the process of learning in boards by obtaining the 
actors’ accounts and aim at providing interpretations of actors’ accounts according to 
the meaning given by the participants. Therefore, the semi-structured interview 
provides an opportunity to collect data from the targeted audience (directors) 
(Chamaz, 1996). The semi-structured interview method of data collection will help 
the researcher to achieve validity (Harding, 2013) because the researcher will be 
able to study participants’ body language and compare both verbal and non-verbal 
communication of the participants to justify the validity of their responses. Moreover, 
the adoption of the semi-structured method of data collection becomes inevitable 
because the researcher may not get more than one opportunity to interview an 
individual board member. Further, the semi-structured interview provides 
researchers with the opportunity to record interviews with an electronic device apart 
from taking field notes. Storing is another method of preventing data loss in this form 
of interviews. Other benefits of the semi-structured interview are the management of 
time and better control over question order, the opportunity to ensure that 
respondents answer all interview questions whilst also opening up space for their 
experiences (Harding, 2013). With a view to achieving the merits of the semi-
structured interview, Butler’s (1991) style of interviewing was adopted, otherwise 
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known as a clinical interview and Pettigrew and McNulty’s (1995) style of semi-
structured interview. A detailed discussion of qualitative data analysis (coding), detail 
description of the study and the unit of analysis are provided in the following 
paragraphs. 
3.10 Coding of Qualitative Data 
Coding has been described as the pivotal link between data collection and 
development of emergent theory to explain the data. Essentially, it is the 
categorisation of the data segment with a short name which summarises and 
accounts for each piece of data. Analysis of qualitative data involves coding and 
each method of analysis (ethnography, phenomenology and grounded theory) is 
associated with the specific method of coding. Coding in grounded theory approach 
focuses on the fragmentation of data, words, lines segments and incidents closely 
link to their analytic import.  Coding of data in grounded theory approach can be 
divided into three main types. First is the initial coding. Initial coding has been 
described as the interaction between the researcher and the participants. This form 
of coding can be line by line or word by word. The main aim of the initial coding is to 
remain open to all possible theoretical directions. Charmaz (2006) suggested four 
aims of the initial coding system; these are – what is the data study of, what do the 
data suggest or pronounce, from whose point of view, and what theoretical category 
does the specific piece of information indicates. As peculiar to other forms of coding, 
initial coding has some fundamental benefits which include: 
❖ Initial coding helps the researchers to separate data into categories and 
observe the processes. 
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❖ Fit and relevance- study will fit empirical world after the researchers have 
developed codes and fit them into categories that crystallise participant 
experience. 
❖ Careful coding helps in managing bias and removing personal motives, fears, 
unresolved personal issues to the collected data. 
❖ Initial coding softly forces the researchers to think about the study and 
interpretations that may differ from participants’ interpretations. 
❖ Identification of principal processes may explicitly render hidden assumptions 
visible. 
Axial coding is the second type of coding and concerned with the grouping of 
category and sub-categories and the testing of relationships against the data. 
Therefore, axial coding is the development of categories which help researchers to 
search for meaningful indications of themes through the coding paradigm of 
conditions, context, strategies and consequences, subcategories. Through axial 
coding, data are scrutinised to determine the conditions that gave rise to the actions 
or processes in the context in which it is carried out. Also, axial coding helps in the 
determination of conditions that precede actions or interactions and the associated 
consequences of actions and interactions (Charmaz, 2006). Benefits of axial coding 
include the identification of the condition or context which led to the phenomenon 
and explanation of action or interaction relating to the process of handling 
phenomenon. Further, axial coding highlights consequences of the actions and leads 
to the identification of implicit and explicit theoretical frameworks to identify 
categories. 
Selective coding is the third form of coding and has been described as the process 
of choosing and making core categories and relating them to other related 
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categories. Selective coding helps the researcher to develop a single storyline about 
the research topic. Charmaz (2006) argued that some of the benefits of selective 
coding include an exposition of the storyline, the capability of selective coding to 
relate core categories to subsidiary categories with the aid of paradigm model, 
validation of relationships between the core categories and sub-categories against 
data. Finally, selective coding helps the research in the refinement of the storyline 
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967). 
3.10 Summary 
The early part of this section focuses on detailed discussion of competing paradigms 
in qualitative research, research approaches, strategies of enquiry and data 
collection methods in qualitative research. Further, rationales for chosen 
constructivism paradigm, inductive approach, grounded theory strategy and semi-
structured interview method have been discussed. The next section focuses on the 
detailed description of the study. It covers a discussion about the unit of analysis, 
processes of data collection and analysis, the discovery of existing and the emerging 
themes and the theoretical saturation. 
3.11 Description of Study 
There are two different types of knowledge that could be created in social science 
research (Schonning, 2013): 1) Knowledge which is supporting and extending the 
existing knowledge; and 2) Knowledge which has never been explored or 
discovered. 
Usually, the first form of knowledge creation centres on extending the existing 
knowledge and this type of knowledge creation is the most common one in social 
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science research. The second form of knowledge creation focuses on the creation of 
new insights or the creation of new knowledge that has never been discovered. This 
type of knowledge creation is not very common. This is because the creation of 
knowledge that has never been explored may appear occasionally challenging the 
existing knowledge (Saunders et al., 2009). Although, research studies can be 
categorised according to the aim and objective, however, what matters in knowledge 
creation, especially, in social science research can be divided into two different 
themes. First is the appropriateness and validity of empirical materials. Second is the 
extent of credibility and reliability of the empirical materials. This research seeks to 
extend the ongoing research in board processes but wants to explore an area that 
has never been explored in boards’ research. Therefore, the qualitative methodology 
has been chosen for grounding its findings in the data that will be collected from the 
participants through the semi-structured interview method. 
The initial interview will be conducted to test strategy for negotiating access, sharpen 
initial questions and hunches as recommended by Harding (2013). The participant's 
list has been provided in the latter part of this thesis and access to the participants is 
obtained through the established link of the University with the research community. 
Directors that took part in the interview cut across various boards. All participants are 
required to provide an answer to the same questions (open-ended). Similarly, all 
interviewees are furnished with explicit written instruction in an attempt to identify 
how learning takes place in boards. Each interviewee is expected to elicit: (1) what is 
learning in their words (2) various forms of learning that present within boards (3) 
how members share knowledge within boards (4) what is the tool of instruction for 
sharing knowledge within boards (5) how does away day contribute to performance 
(6) is there any relationship between professionalism and knowledge. Finally, board 
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members are encouraged to describe an event that happened within boards, what 
they learn from it, and how it has impacted on their performance. To gain a deeper 
understanding of the processes of learning in boards, analysis of data was carried 
out through coding system as recommended by Charmaz (1996). 
3.11.1 The unit of analysis 
There are two units of analysis in social science research. On the one hand, the 
holistic approach which centres on the study of group behaviours and other human 
conditions in contexts.  On the other hand, the individualistic approach which focuses 
on the study of a single person’s behaviour (Creswell, 2009). Under the 
individualistic approach, a single person will be the focus. In contrast, holistic 
approach is concerned with the analysis of the complex interaction between the 
individuals in the actual context (Creswell, 2009). Arguments about the unit of 
analysis will eventually lead to a collection of data in the real population. The 
literature on learning in the earlier sections indicates that human beings are different 
in relation to their preferences, personality and factors that motivate them (Siemens, 
2013). Hence, each person learns differently (Bandura, 1977; Kolb, 2004; Merriam 
and Caffarella, 1999). Moreover, learning as a concept takes place at various levels, 
such as individual, team, group and organisational levels (Kolb, 1983). But the 
processes of learning in teams occur simultaneously at the individual level and group 
levels (Nonaka 1994). This research aimed at studying how learning takes place in 
boards which relate to both individual and team learning. But since the team has 
been described as the collection of individuals, therefore, the interview will be 
conducted with boards’ members or selected respondents from various boards, and 
they will be interviewed on how they acquire knowledge whilst sitting on boards. 
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3.11.2 Sampling Method 
Analysis of various types of boards and their aims helped the researcher to identify 
three different types of boards. These include boards of private profit-making 
organisations, boards of public organisations and boards of the third sector which 
are also known as voluntary organisations. This study also wanted to capture the 
accounts of different types of board members. The three different board members 
that were identified are executive board members (including CEOs), non-executive 
board members and chairs (both executive and non-executive) of boards. Even 
though in UK law, all directors have equal duties and liabilities, research has 
indicated that there are distinct characteristics associated with these types of 
directors which may also affect their accounts of learning (Machold et al., 2011; 
Maitlis, 2004; Hillman and Dalziel, 2003). Following the prescriptions for grounded 
theory-based research (Charmaz, 1996), data were collected from different boards 
members from different organisations, which range from the private, the public and 
the third sector. The semi-structured interview focused on the analysis of different 
types of boards and the aims of the specific organisation. This helped the researcher 
to identify different organisations, different board members and how to achieve the 
aim of this research by collecting detailed information on learning in boards. 
Before the commencement of the data collection and analysis, after the researcher 
has identified the three types of boards to involve in this study, the researcher first 
carried out a careful examination of potential respondents, using a database of 
directors. Through the established link of the University with UK boards of directors, 
respondents were purposely selected from the boards of profit-making organisations, 
public organisations and voluntary organisations. In order to benefit from the 
director's experience, only one respondent was picked from each board, and board 
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members with less than two years’ experience were not selected. Respondents were 
invited to participate in the study through formal invitation letter. Upon accepting the 
invitation, respondents were required to sign a consent form to formalise their 
intention and decision to participate.  
Based on the initial selection criteria, seventy-five board members were invited to 
participate in this study, but only fifteen directors agreed to take part. Considering the 
difficulty in securing access to board members (Pettigrew, 1992), this is a sizeable 
number and compares well to other qualitative, interview-based studies on boards of 
directors. For example, Liew (2007) conducted ten interviews on the roles of 
corporate governance reforms in Malaysia following the 1997/1998 Asian crisis from 
the perspective of corporate managers. Similarly, Mulili (2011) conducted fifteen 
interviews on exploring corporate governance practices adopted by public 
Universities in Kenya. Further, Holgersson (2013) conducted nine interviews on 
homosociality in the context of top management recruitment in Sweden. Seierstard 
(2016) conducted 19 interviews in her study on women on boards. 
Before describing the process of data collection, the table below provides a list of the 
respondents that participated in this study. Also, it provides detailed information 
about each respondent in relation to their academic qualification, types of 
directorship, gender, directors’ tenure, nationality, date and duration of the 
interviews, as well as the sector within which their focal board operates.   
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S/N Date Role Board 
Tenure 
Edu. 
Qual 
Sector Gend
er 
Venue Nationality Duration 
1 16.02.15 Non-Exe 2 Yrs  MA  Service F Uni. Premises German 35 Mins 
2 30.03.15 Elected 
Rep 
2 Yrs  PhD Service M Uni Premises Welsh 60 Mins 
3 11.11.16 Exec 3 Yrs Bsc Manufacturing M Uni Premises British 70 Mins 
4 25.11.16 Exe 20 Yrs  Bsc Manufacturing M Workplace  British 55 Mins 
5 28.11.16 Non – Exe 11Yrs  Msc Services M Workplace British 51 Mins 
6 28.11.16 Exe 10 Yrs  Bsc Manufacturing F Workplace British 48 Mins 
7 09.01.17 Exe 10 Yrs Msc Manufacturing  M Workplace British 55 Mins 
8 12.12.16 Exe 8 Yrs Msc  Care Sector F Workplace British 104 Mins 
9 23.12.16 Non- Exe 10 Yrs  Bsc  Services M Workplace British 68Mins  
10 10.01.17 Exe 6 Yrs Bsc Manufacturing  M Workplace British 59 Mins  
11 08.02.17 Non-Exe 9 Yrs Msc  Services  M Uni Premises British 40 Mins  
12 24.03.17 Exe 2 Yrs Msc  Services  F Uni Premises British 43 Mins  
13 29.03.17 Non-Exe 7 Yrs  Msc  Support- Sector M Uni Premises British 49 Mins 
14 25.04.17 Non-Exe 18 Mths Msc  Services  F Workplace  Bangladesh 49 Mins  
15 28.04.17 Non-Exe 25 Yrs Msc  Immigration 
Sector 
M Workplace British 45Mins  
Table 3: Descriptions of the Participants 
 
The next paragraphs provide a detailed discussion of ethical issues encountered in 
this study and how the researcher has managed to mitigate against the likely 
impacts. 
As is peculiar to all in-depth interviews in social research, there are ethical issues, 
especially, when conducting face to face interviews with directors. Examples of these 
ethical issues include privacy and confidentiality; consent of the participants and 
potentially power and politics between the researcher and the respondents (Allmark 
et al., 2009). Boards are groups of elites who are concerned about their reputations 
and the image of their respective organisations (Pettigrew, 1992). Therefore, 
conducting an in-depth interview with directors required me to take care of any likely 
ethical issues that may arise before, during and after the interview. For the purpose 
of this study, there are four main ethical issues that were identified and taken care of. 
First is the issue of privacy and confidentiality which centres on the participant's 
demographic information and that of their respective firms.  During interviews, the 
interviewees shared information that could affect their positions on the board. This 
information remains confidential and respondents’ identities were anonymous and 
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protected through the following steps that were taken prior to the commencement of 
data collection. 
The researcher first secured ethical approval from the ethical committee of the 
Wolverhampton University. Also, directors that took part in this study were given a 
written and verbal assurance before the commencement of each interview that their 
information and that of their various organisations they work for will be concealed by 
using pseudonyms or their initials to address them during the interview. Also, 
participants were given absolute freedom and opportunity to pause the voice 
recorder if they do not want any part of the interview to be recorded in order to 
conceal their identity. Further, respondents were given the freedom to either answer 
or refuse to answer any of the interview questions. Additionally, information collected 
from participants were used purely for this research, stored in the University 
database and will be destroyed in accordance with the University of Wolverhampton 
data protection policies and procedures. 
The second ethical issue which was observed in this study relates to participants’ 
informed consent. In order to mitigate against consent issues, directors were invited 
to take part in the study and given an information sheet outlining the purpose of the 
research, and how data will be used. Upon their acceptance, they were required to 
sign a consent form to register their intention to participate in this study. Also, on the 
date of the interview, prior to the commencement of each interview, the interviewer 
asked each of the directors (participants) if they are still happy to participate in this 
research. Moreover, participants were given freedom to withdraw from participating 
in this study at any stage of the interview. None of the participants availed 
themselves of this option. 
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The third ethical issue that was observed in this study relates to unintentional harm. 
To avoid unintended harm to the participants, the researcher provided participants 
with detailed information about the aims and objectives of the research. This is 
contained in the letter of invitation sent out to the participants. Also, on the date of 
the interview, prior to the commencement of the exercise, all the participants were 
reminded about the aim and the nature of the study and they signed explicit consent 
forms. 
The fourth and final ethical issue observed in the study relates to power and politics 
which is concerned with how to reduce the risks of exploitation on the part of the 
respondents. To appreciate contributions of each participant, especially, for providing 
researchers access into their professional life which is vital, at the end of each 
interview, the researcher sent a letter of appreciation or thank you letter to each 
participant.  This is to show appreciation and to ensure each participant is happy to 
take part in the future studies because participants should not have a course to 
regret taking part in research activity (Allmark et al., 2009). 
3.12 Data Collection 
The data for this study were collected through face to face interview, which was 
recorded using a digital device. Further, detailed notes were taken during the 
interviews (Field Notes). Each interview lasted between forty minutes to about an 
hour. Immediately after each interview, the interview recordings were transcribed 
and merged with field notes as suggested by Charmaz, (1996) and Miles and 
Huberman (1994). 
The collection of data for this research was broken down into two different stages. 
The early part of the interview required the respondents to provide detailed 
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information about the knowledge and skills needed to sit on the board. The questions 
were constructed to identify respondents’ length of experience on the board and type 
of board member they are. Additionally, the set of questions at the earlier part of the 
interview helped the researcher to identify directors’ base knowledge, the level of 
knowledge needed on a particular board. The second part of the interview questions 
focused on the learning processes, learning styles and factors that are impacting on 
learning in boards. Each set started with open questions (17), followed by a number 
of probes to elicit elaborations on responses, as indicated in Table 4 below. 
1 How long have you been a board member and how many boards are you presently sitting on? 
2 If don’t mind me asking, could you please tell me about (the/a) board you sit on? 
3 In the context of your board work, what does learning mean to you? 
4 From your experience, could you please describe an incident that happened in the boardroom? (a) What 
did you learn from it? (b) In your own view, do you think other members acquired new knowledge from it? 
(c) Looking back, would you have approached or done things differently? 
Boards meet periodically. How many times do the board (s) you sit on the meet in a year? 
5 Considering this periodic meeting, does it affect knowledge sharing among members and how? 
6 How much do you know about other board members? 
7 In the case of conflict, how do your board resolve it and have you learnt from conflict resolution? 
8 As an experienced board member, what helps you to learn from others and what makes it difficult for you 
to learn within the board(s)? 
9 Have you ever had any formal training related to your director role? if yes, what sort of train, training, how 
did you acquire it and for how long. If no, why not? 
10 Boards’ functions are strategic. These functions are being carried out through routines and systems. 
However, the current global financial crisis has presented boards with different challenges. 
(a) What do you learn about the crisis, how it affects governance and your board? 
(b) Do you think other members learn from it as well? 
(c) Has the impact of current financial crisis changed the way your boards conduct business? 
11 Could you please describe methods of communication within your board and how such methods enhance 
or limit learning? 
12 Sharing of expertise knowledge among members during rigorous deliberation at committee level are 
essential; have you learned from other members’ experience, if yes what have you learnt? 
13 Have you ever sat on a board with some members with vast experience who are not willing to share their 
expertise? If yes, can you tell me a little bit about it? 
14 Do you sit on more than one board? If yes, have you ever transferred knowledge learnt in one board and 
used it in another? If yes, can you describe the context and process? 
15 Apart from a periodical meeting where members share knowledge, have you attended any other formal 
activity (training) which is specifically design for boards as a team to learn together? (b) How relevant is 
the training/seminar to your tasks?   Would you recommend such training programme again? Why? 
16 Do you think boards members need to update their knowledge regularly? What knowledge specifically and 
why? 
17 Generally, how would you describe effects of learning on the activities within the boardroom? 
18 Closing -Is there any information you want to add? Please, please feel free or contact me. Once again, 
thank you for your support. 
Table 4: List of Open-Ended Questions 
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At the end, respondents were provided with the opportunity to add information that 
they had not been invited to talk about. 
The first phase of data collection for this research commenced with the conduct of 
two interviews with board members. This is because the researcher had little or no 
knowledge of how to conduct the semi-structured interview. Denzin and Guba (2000) 
encouraged inexperienced researcher to use the first few interviews to gather much-
needed experience to collect data from natural settings. The first interview lasted for 
about half an hour (thirty minutes) and the second interview lasted just over an hour. 
As a result, the order of the questions was amended and added further probes to 
explore responses. 
The second phase of data collection focused on the derivation of more themes, 
concepts and categories that could best explain the process of learning in boards. At 
this juncture, a comparison of the existing and emerging themes indicated the 
emergence of new constructs (e.g. on-board leadership) which were further probed 
in the next interviews. 
3.12.1 Data Analysis 
In grounded theory building, data collection and analysis need to be carried out in an 
interactive way. In other words, a collection of the new data must be influenced by 
the analysis of the previous data until the collection of data reaches saturation point 
(Ravasi and Zattoni, 2006; Charmaz, 1996). Therefore, during analysis of data, 
researchers are required to engage in a constant comparative system of themes and 
concepts from the data to facilitate the checking of interpretations robustness, and 
the possible explanations of research findings (Charmaz, 1996). 
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Based on the above, this study is on learning and employed the combination of 
traditional methods of data analysis for grounded theory as suggested by scholars 
(Glaser and Strauss,1967; Charmaz, 1996; Locke, 2001). The constant comparative 
analysis of data recommended by Eisenhardt (1989); Miles and Huberman, (1994) 
and Charmaz (1996) helped the researcher to identify some themes, concepts and 
categories. The choice of flexible data collection and analysis in qualitative research 
was informed by the associated benefits which have been discussed earlier in this 
thesis. 
During the initial coding, board members description of learning within boards were 
content analysed, and the researcher searched for common themes, concepts and 
categories across respondents’ interview scripts. Further, the line by line coding 
helped the researcher to derive first-order categories. While first order categories 
were labelled for the achievement of reach description of respondents’ information 
and help the researcher to derive interpretations which are very close to the words in 
meaning used by the respondents (Charmaz, 1996).  Some of the categories that 
were discovered include forms of learning, styles of learning, methods of learning 
and some factors that may impact on learning. The figure presents the snapshot of 
the existing themes that were discovered at the initial stage of data analysis. 
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Initial Coding (Line-by-line) Interview Extract with Respondent 1 
• Length of experience on Board Processes-  Two years I have been sitting on the board for up to two years and sitting on one board 
• Type of Board: Academic Board 
• Classification of membership – Elected Representative 
• Composition and structure:  Mixture of elected 
representatives, executive and independent directors. 
•  Power dynamics within board 
•  Duration of learning- social connections. 
It is an academic board, and there are elected representatives, independent outside board members, student representatives 
Staff representatives are not allowed to sit on certain committees. Therefore, I think there is still an element of powerful men play golf 
It takes up to two years to know how board operate; hence, I want to contest again. It takes a long time to work out dominant personalities, reasons 
for taking certain decisions, rights of members and relationship between directors.  
• Method of communication – Verbal 
• Learning method: formal training  
• Lack of opportunity/feelings 
• Routines functions 
Board members get training on what is formally available. Also, it is much easier to ask colleagues through a telephone call. At the meeting, I do 
struggle sometimes because major decisions are being made at sub-committee level, and there was no appetite for discussion on certain issues 
• Significance of power on the Board I think power is visible and very intangible. More so, the perspectives of certain individuals may appear to be dominant. 
• Learning Aids – formal and informal -listen carefully, 
challenge members, objections and suggestions and use 
accepted approach and language.  
I always listen carefully to colleagues and sometimes I challenge members or use similar discourse to establish the same credibility for concern I may 
have. However, I do feel changing the discourse to enhance understanding of governors is helpful.  Sometimes sitting in the meeting and recording 
some objections or suggestion may help in future. 
• Mode of learning – formal learning  
Decision-making process – routines  
• Understanding the underlining issue of trust  
I read the minutes of the board meetings, and quite often we are not allowed to debates. Board members only need to ratify decisions because we 
are asked to trust the recommendation of the executives which I think is too powerful. 
• Mode of learning: the element of formal- leadership courses, training 
on structure and processes. Information pack 
• Learning is majorly informal (unacknowledged)-  verbal 
communication with members during social interaction.  
• Duration of learning – takes time, centres on structure, composition 
and power.  
There is an element of formal learning such as leadership foundation courses for higher education. The training has also helped me a lot by exposing 
me to structure and processes on board. On the whole, many learnings on the board are informal and unacknowledged. It is about talking to the 
governors, communicating with the executives and managers at other levels on the coffee queues or around coffee tables. 
Duration of learning: Not enough time to learning on board Honestly, one or two years are not enough to learn. The time is too short to know much about board activities and how the board performs its 
strategic functions.  
Impediments to Learning: regular meeting may interfere with 
executives.  
I think it will be hard to meet more often considering the independence outside directors. Also, it will be tempting to the running of the institution 
rather than guiding it.  
Table 5: Existing Themes: Example of Open Coding 
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The second phase of data analysis in grounded theory study has been described as 
axial coding (Charmaz, 1996) which helped the researcher to group concepts of 
learning in boards together. During this stage (axial coding), the researcher was able 
to merge concepts that relate to the process of acquiring knowledge and skills in 
boards and concepts that relate to the process of sharing knowledge and skills in 
boards together. Further, the researcher was able to merge concepts and themes 
that relate to the style of acquiring knowledge and skills in boards, and concepts that 
form part of the style of sharing knowledge and skills in boards were all merged 
together. Finally, the researcher merged all factors affecting knowledge acquisition 
and skills in boards and categorised them as factors impacting on knowledge and 
skills. Tables 6 and 7 illustrates some of the themes, sub-themes, categories that 
were merged together to develop a theoretical framework for this study. 
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EXISTING THEMES, CONCEPTS AND 
CATEGORIES   
Merging of Existing Concepts, Themes and Categories  
Definitions of learning  Respondent- 4 “Partly learning is about the experience, operational issues, keeping abreast with legislation and current issues in the 
industry which I tend to take responsibility for.  It is a way of acquiring knowledge through formal training and social interaction with 
colleagues 
 
Respondent- 5 “Learning means the acquisition of knowledge to perform your fiduciary duties. You can get it from anywhere and in any 
form, maybe through reading textbooks or training with IOD. 
 
Respondent – 6 “It is evolutionary. Learning is about establishing fundamentals knowledge. For me, it is a holistic thing which requires 
directors to have numerous skills, knowledge and experience. I learnt much from the management because, I had a background in clinical 
management,  but I had brief knowledge in a secure unit. I worked my way up with the opportunity to work with some exceptionally good 
people. I attended some management course in the past. I learnt all management principles. Learning is part of the formal and informal 
acquisition of knowledge.   
 
Respondent – 7 It means a constant, on-going activity to enhance knowledge. There is no better teacher than experience. Hence, I am 
learning every day. The key to learning is to listen, absorb and hold information. 
 
Respondent – 9  “Learning means the acquisition of knowledge to run the board, yes. It is not just that, Boards are responsible for making 
plans, forecasting or looking ahead. Directors are looking ahead for ten years or many more years. Unlike the line manager who is being 
led by monthly targets, Directors are responsible for looking beyond their immediate future but considering future generations, markets, 
resources required to achieve future projects. 
 
Respondent - 11 
Learning can be described as adaptive or feeling of the gap in knowledge. It is about listening to others and gain from their 
wealth of experience. 
 
Respondent 12 - Learning is the glue that holds everything together. Therefore, the common cause for anyone to be on board has to be 
their learning and has to carry on endlessly. 
Learning theories- EPL, Social, Cognitive and 
Behavioural  
Respondent 1- We engage in verbal communication which is important. We report on issues almost immediately through daily meetings. 
During the meetings, we examine what we did, did we do everything we said? Do we know what we are going to do today? Any known 
barrier noticed? Within the bound of confidentiality, directors are always learning and sharing their knowledge. Even, what has been done 
on the first board, some can be applied on the second board. You are learning when you transferred knowledge. 
 
Respondent 7 - No, I have no formal training about board direction, but some of the training I had has no effect on business direction at the 
moment. I developed myself through on the job training, and I have managed to reach this height without formal education on board 
direction. I see learning as everything; my mind is wide open and up for any form of information that could improve my performance. 
Education makes me a better person. Without formal Learning or informal learning, I would not be doing what am doing today. 
Table 6: Existing Themes: Example of Axial Coding 
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EMERGING THEMES, CONCEPTS, AND  
CATEGORIES 
SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION PROCESS & SHARING, DETERMINANTS OF KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED- Board tasks,  
STYLES OF LEARNING  
Learning social context – External and Internal 
Environments 
 
 
 
Factors Affecting Knowledge Sharing– leadership 
 
 
Process of sharing knowledge – debate 
 
Factors affecting knowledge sharing  – leadership 
 
 
 
Leadership 
 
Impact of learning  
 
 
Leadership & Power  
 
 
Learning styles – observation , interaction, 
constructive argument 
 
Factors affecting knowledge sharing  – power  
 
 
Acquisition of specific knowledge – Int and Ext 
Env. 
 
 
 
 
  
Respondent 1- An additional issue is whether we need to behave corporately. UK universities are now behaving like American universities 
by investing in shining things that will attract students. I normally take the wider view of the higher education system. I believe educational 
philosophy must be given more attention than corporate philosophy. Sometimes, it is very tiring because some executives see academic 
as a pain in the backside. I am fully aware that members are infuriated when I was about to say something about the philosophy of board 
and higher education values. 
Respondent 2 - Because we have different vice chancellors to start with, and they all have very different styles of management. 
Both of them are quite adept at the leading board where they want you to go. I learnt that it is really important to get things written down in 
the minute if you want it to happen. 
Respondent 4 - I learnt that subjective argument among members could cause unnecessary division and strong personality may win. Such 
outcome may not necessarily affect business positively. Dealing with these children depends on the leadership of the board. I will ask the 
chairperson to stop conversation quicker. I am not the chairman but what we normally do is to sit down and examine the story. Often we 
have many discussions outside the boardroom to resolve sticking issues. We do much socialise by contacting directors before the meeting. 
In case, a member still doesn't agree or satisfy with the position of others, it is either such a person agrees or leaves the board especially if 
the same individual always has the same problem all the time.  
Respondent 5 -The leadership of the board I sit on should be conscious on how to develop knowledge through teaching, learning 
and development. This is because director that develops him/herself in knowledge becomes a better contributor in the boardroom. I 
have seen different chairpersons of the boards doing the same thing in different ways. Learning is an ongoing thing. Boards members need 
to have open minds because it composes of different people that are sitting together to deal with different issues. Also, they are monitoring 
and controlling different management. 
Respondent 6 -Chairman always plays the role of the big brother because of his knowledge about globalisation and use his 
position his veto to resolve vital issues. Chairman always encourage directors to examine issues with an open mind to have a robust 
discussion. 
Respondent 9- I learnt that my subordinates staff were able to learn from my experience. I shared the experience through 
interaction with them. Presently, my previous position was occupied by one of my junior because he has acquired much-needed 
experience through my leadership. 
Respondent 10 - The chairman of the board must act big and provide opportunities for all members to participate and contribute 
meaningfully. Learning takes place in the boardroom through robust argument. The dominant character on board always impedes 
learning. “Be hard on the issue but soft on the people to promote quality debates 
Respondent 12 - No formal training prepare can prepare you for unexpected challenges you face on the board. Sometimes, 
you ask yourself can you do it, especially, when you are sitting with people that are very challenging, that is probably true for 
the high-level profession. You will probably imagine in the middle of the appointment that it is not what you intend. This is 
the kind of things you find on the board. Sometimes, you may be in a situation when every member is frightened and looking 
at you, thinking, I am glad I am not you. What are you going to do? Your training cannot equip you with the knowledge you 
need. What are you going to do and how are you going to cope with such situation. 
Table 7: Emerging Categories: Example of Axial Coding 
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3.12.2Theoretical saturation 
After conducting fifteen interviews with different respondents and conducting the 
preliminary data analysis as outlined above, the researcher observed that no new 
concept, theme or category emerged apart from the ones in the prior interviews. 
Therefore, the researcher stopped conducting further interviews and concluded that 
data collection had reached the stage of saturation. In grounded theory, researchers 
are encouraged to stop sampling data and round off analysis when collection and 
analysis of data reach saturation (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Charmaz, 1996). At the 
stage, researchers are encouraged to proceed to the compilation of research 
findings. The next chapter focuses on research findings according to the description 
and meanings provided by the participants during the interviews. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH FINDINGS 
4.1 Introduction 
This research seeks to extend our knowledge about the process-based research on 
the board of directors. Recent research on boards has suggested that board output 
is purely cognitive but depends on social–psychological process (Forbes and 
Milliken, 1999). Further, process-based research on boards has established the use 
of knowledge and skills as part of the board processes. However, rather than relying 
on the assumption that the presence of knowledge and skills on boards automatically 
guarantee its usage, this research investigated how board members acquire and 
share knowledge and skills within boards. To achieve the aims and objectives of this 
study, the researcher adopted grounded theory approach and collected data through 
semi-structured interviews. 
This chapter outlines the findings of qualitative data analysis for semi-structured 
interviews conducted with board members which have been discussed in the 
Methodology Chapter. Through a grounded theory approach, the findings which 
emerged from the data coding are detailed in this chapter. This chapter is divided 
into seven sections. The first section focuses on the discussion of findings on the 
directors’ prerequisite knowledge which is also known as the directors’ knowledge 
base. The second section describes the findings of the gap in the directors’ 
knowledge, while the third section shall focus on the discussion of findings on the 
factors impacting on learning within boards. The fourth section focuses on the 
discussion of findings on the process of acquiring knowledge and skills within 
boards. The fifth section describes the findings of the process of sharing knowledge 
and skills within boards. The sixth section describes the findings of the acquisition of 
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knowledge and skills styles, the seventh section focuses on the discussion of 
findings of the knowledge and skills sharing styles. 
4.2 Directors Knowledge Base 
Directors’ knowledge base has been described as the prior set of knowledge and 
skills which directors have available to assist the boards in attaining firm-specific 
objectives (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). Typically, directors’ knowledge base is a 
prerequisite knowledge and skills which are expected to relate to the form of 
knowledge and skills needed for a particular board and industry (Forbes and Milliken, 
1999). Such knowledge must encompass functional area knowledge and skills 
which are about existing traditional business knowledge and skills of the board 
members. Examples of functional knowledge and skills include accounting, finance, 
law, marketing and other knowledge domains that link firm with its business 
environment (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). Apart from functional area knowledge and 
skills, directors’ prerequisite knowledge and skills must encompass firm-specific 
knowledge and skills or industry-specific knowledge and skills.  Firm-specific 
knowledge and skills are concerned with adequate knowledge about firms’ 
operating system and its internal environment (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). 
The business environment is constantly changing; therefore, board members need 
appropriate firm-specific knowledge and skills, in order to meet the needs of their 
organisation. Therefore, the directors’ knowledge-base is very close to the argument 
of human capital theorists. Human Capital theorists advocate for regular update of 
knowledge and skills by board members (Becker 1993; Burt, 1992; Kor and 
Sundaramurthy, 2005). Human Capital theory has been referred to as an individual’s 
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set of knowledge and skills that can be developed through education, training and 
various experiences. 
The argument of human capital theorists can be viewed from two premises. First is 
the prevention of knowledge and skills not to become obsolete. Therefore, 
experienced board members are required to update their existing knowledge and 
skills through training, education and interaction to meet the needs of their 
organisations (Becker 1993; Burt, 1992; Yasemin and Misangyi. 2008). Second, 
similarly, new or inexperienced directors will need to update their prerequisite 
functional area knowledge and skills to avoid gap in the knowledge which is referred 
to as liability of newness in team literature (Yasemin and Misangyi, 2008). Liability of 
Newness may occur when team members lack the knowledge and skills to provide 
oversight functions that could help to enhance team performance (Kaur and 
Sundaramurthy, 2005). 
Similarly, social theorists (Bailey and Helfat, 2003; Burt, 1992) are concerned about 
the individual’s ability to access much-needed resources through the process of 
interaction or relationship. Essentially, knowledge and skills acquired through 
relationships are vital in creating human capital (Coleman, 1988). Internal directors 
are relying on the outside directors for advice. Several reports have shown that 
directors who maintain a strong connection with outside directors will have greater 
social capital which includes knowledge and skills (Kor and Misangyi, 2008). Boards’ 
literature has discussed the use of knowledge and skills and highlighted both 
functional area knowledge and skills and firm-specific knowledge and skills as the 
two types of directors’ prerequisite knowledge (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). 
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There is a strong argument that the presence knowledge and skills within boards do 
not provide a necessary guarantee for the use of expertise (Forbes and Milliken, 
1999). Simultaneously, Zahra and Pearce (1989) in their groundbreaking journal 
publication argued that boards are expected to perform three different roles. These 
include service role which focuses on the provision of important advice to the top 
management team. Boards are expected to support the top management team in 
formulating strategies (strategic formulation). Finally, boards are expected to 
safeguard the interest of the shareholders by controlling and monitoring top 
management team of organisations. These tasks are complex; require high-level 
interaction among board members and acquisition of directing skills.  Therefore, if 
board members are required to perform their control and monitor functions, they are 
expected to have necessary “skills for directing”. The existing literature on boards 
only discussed two types of knowledge and skills that boards members are expected 
to have acquired. This study has found another type of necessary skill (skills for 
directing). Hence, it forms the third part of directors’ knowledge base. Board 
members may have general area knowledge and skills and firm-specific knowledge 
and skills, but unless directors have the skills for directing, the performance of 
oversight functions such as directing and control may become problematic. 
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Figure 3: Three Types of Directors Knowledge Base 
 
Functional area knowledge is the first variables in the construct on the use of 
knowledge and skills. It has been described as input variable which represents the 
knowledge and skills that are present on the boards (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). 
Firm-specific knowledge and skills are the knowledge require by boards to achieve 
certain firm objectives such as merger and acquisition, competitive advantage, 
technical advantage, legitimacy and maintenance of the relationship. 
Various scholars have conducted research on the use of knowledge and skills. 
Forbes and Milliken (1999) argued that functional knowledge relates to the traditional 
domains of business, such as Accounting, Finance, Marketing and laws.  However, 
based on the demands of the business stakeholders and the dynamic nature of the 
business environment, organisations require a wide range of knowledge for its 
survival in the global arena. Therefore, board’s members are expected to possess 
more than three or four traditional knowledge of business (Accounting, Finance, 
Marketing and Law). 
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Similarly, Kor and Sundaramurthy (2005) conducted research on the use of 
knowledge and skills within boards. Their research agenda focuses on how to 
improve knowledge and skills of outside directors through the application of 
experience-based human capital and social capital theories. Since boards consist of 
both outside and inside directors, excluding certain board members from the 
process-based research, especially executive directors, may be problematic. This is 
because the use of knowledge and skills has been described as board ability to use 
available knowledge and skills for its specific tasks. Further, the executive directors 
are an integral part of the board, alienating them in the process-based research may 
have an adverse effect on the available resources to boards.  Rather than focusing 
on the particular type of membership, this research considered boards as groups of 
individuals who are bonded together to achieve the same objectives (Zahra and 
Pearce 1989; Pettigrew, 1992; Forbes and Milliken, 1999). 
Moreover, Kor and Misangyi (2008) conducted research on how to supplement 
industry experience. They focused on the contingency of top management industry 
and experience and the contingency of firms’ liability of newness. Kor and Misangyi 
(2008) research agenda consider firm-specific or industry-specific experience and 
ignore functional and skills for directing. Board members should be able to perform 
all the three functions (Zahra and Pearce, 1989). Therefore, the research 
investigates the use of functional knowledge and skills within boards (Inside directors 
and outside directors) and specifically focus on the three aspects of Directors’ 
knowledge base. 
Additionally, since the performance of management functions belongs to the top 
management team and board members are responsible for controlling and directing 
the organisational affairs, board members are expected to possess skills for 
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directing in order to be able to direct, control and monitor top management team. 
Although, there is no existing corporate governance study that examines directing 
skills as part of directors’ knowledge base, conceptual literature on leadership 
learning has described leaders as members who have the capability to exert 
influence on others, and who can play the most significant functions in relation to the 
directing groups’ affairs towards the attainment of its goals (Turner et al., 2018). 
Also, the literature on leadership learning emphasises the need for leaders to direct 
affairs of the group to achieve group cohesiveness for the achievement of collective 
vision (Turner et al., 2018). Since boards are hierarchically leading organisations, 
therefore, this research suggests the addition of skills or directing as another form of 
skills boards members are expected to use in directing the affairs of the organisation. 
Regarding functional area knowledge and skills, this research found that board 
members are strategic-processing groups who are expected to have all types of 
knowledge and skills, rather than having only functional area knowledge and skills 
described by Forbes and Milliken (1999). 
Also, this study seeks to investigate if board members are expected to have the firm-
specific or industry-specific knowledge and skills, and what form of firm-specific 
knowledge and skills, and why?  According to the participants, board members are 
expected to have other knowledge and skills, such as market analysis, human 
resource management, and forecasting. “the directors have to be able to analyse 
markets and choose the correct segments and possibly forecast long future. This 
sort of duties requires investment, finance decision, human resources and advance 
knowledge of what the market is going to be” - Respondent 9. “I have attended 
training…on the legal aspect of corporate governance, financial management, 
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corporate responsibility. Usually, these forms of training are being organised by 
accounting and law firms” - Respondent 10. 
Regardless of the type of membership, directors are expected to have a whole range 
of firm-specific knowledge and skills to be able to perform certain board tasks. It is 
widely confirmed by the research participants that each board member needs to be 
an expert or specialist in a particular aspect of knowledge and skills, Hence, the 
participants stated that the boardroom or board roundtable is supposed to be 
occupied by highly skilled and diverse groups of people that are able to provide 
expected types of knowledge and skills needed by the firm “...Boards needed 
members with the right balance of skills and diversity. Each member of board 
supposed to specialise in a particular aspect of knowledge for the effective 
performance of board tasks” – Respondent 6. “Each member of boards supposed to 
specialise in a particular aspect of knowledge for effective performance. They need 
to update their knowledge on current legislation, use of social media or IT equipment 
in the delivery of their duties” - Respondent 8. 
Participants’ views correlated with the position of the human capital theorists (Gary 
Becker, 1994) when they argued that functional area knowledge and firms’ specific 
knowledge and skills are the cornerstones of human capital theory. Firm-specific 
knowledge and skills could be described as detail specific information about a firm, 
its operating system and internal management issues. Further, participants stated 
that board members are expected to make specific decisions on behalf of all 
stakeholders and need firm-specific knowledge and skills. According to the 
participants, such knowledge and skills related to firm survival, acquisition and 
merger, competition, technology and competitive advantage and members are 
expected to be specialist. 
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Similarly, findings of this research correlate with the position of the second part of 
firm-specific knowledge and skills literature which focuses on organisational 
competencies and decision-making processes (Doving et al., 2002). Moreover, early 
literature on corporate governance described board of directors as a passive body 
that could not really oversee the affairs of the organisation (Mace, 1972). After 
several corporate failures, the board of directors are faced with both public and 
institutional investors’ scrutiny. Therefore, rather than remaining as passive, boards 
of directors are the apex bodies in organisations and have become large, episodic 
decision-making groups that are faced with complex tasks relating to strategic 
processing issues (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). Also, board members could be 
considered as adult learners who are providing strategic directions and resolving 
organisational problems by using knowledge acquired in their day-to-day activities. 
For instance, Field (2009) argued that accumulated human experience serves as the 
source of knowledge for adults because experience has been regarded as the bible 
for knowledge creation. Also, findings of this research buttress the assumption of 
adult learning which describes adult learning as a lifelong learning that relies on the 
continuous accumulation of new knowledge to resolve new types of problems (Biggs 
and Telfer, 1987; Merriam et al., 2014). 
Boards of directors are groups of individuals and representatives of the stockholders 
that are now helping in the formulation of corporate management related policies and 
decision-making on major company issues (Eisenhardt 1989). Due to sustained 
pressure from the institutional investors and the public, and the frequent corporate 
failures, boards have become the agents of corporate direction. Board members are 
now expected to have directing skills in order to be able to perform their fiduciary 
responsibilities. 
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Directing is the process in which board members instruct, guide and oversee the 
performance of the top managers to achieve corporate objectives. Essentially, this 
study seeks to confirm whether functional area knowledge and skills and firm-
specific knowledge and skills are the only two types of knowledge and skills that 
board members need to possess. Participants stated that a directors’ job is very 
challenging and requires skills for directing to make a pragmatic decision sometimes. 
The majority of the respondents confirmed that the decision-making process on the 
boards could be frustrating, painstaking and challenging- “No formal training can 
prepare you for unexpected challenges you face on the board. Sometimes, you ask 
yourself can you do it, especially, when you are sitting with people that are very 
challenging, that is probably true for the high-level profession. You will probably 
imagine in the middle of the appointment that it is not what you intend. This is the 
kind of things you find on the board” – Respondent 14. “Director needs to understand 
the next generation and their likely market ideas. For instance, during the economic 
boom, directors will be required by the board to grow the business and required to 
shrink the business during the recession” - Respondent 9. 
Based on the above explanation, instead of two types of prerequisite knowledge and 
skills, the directors’ knowledge base is expected to encompass three types of 
knowledge and skills; 1) functional area knowledge; 2) firm-specific knowledge and 
skills; and 3) skills for directing. Discussion about the functional area knowledge and 
skills, and the firm-specific knowledge and skills are well established in boards 
literature (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). However, board members need skills for 
directing to carry out their directing, controlling and monitoring duties since the 
presence of knowledge and skills does not guarantee its usage. 
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The requirement to secure board appointment is another area of research which 
researchers are interested in. This research investigates what type of skills form part 
of the requirements to secure appointment as a member of board directors. 
Participants stated that there is no specific formal qualification required to secure 
appointment onto the boards. Some respondents confirmed that they secured board 
appointments based on their experience (firm-specific knowledge and skills and skills 
for directing) and achievements and personal success in the business world: “Apart 
from not being disqualified, there is no qualification required to be a director. My role 
as … is to ensure they are given necessary information and increase their 
knowledge base” It takes the time to develop as a director” - Respondent 11. In 
contrast, some respondents stated that their formal qualification or academic training 
(acquisition of functional area knowledge and skills) played a part in how they secure 
employment onto the boards. “I believe formal education is important to achieve 
specialist knowledge…My role as … but knowledge for day to day can be acquired 
through different sources.” Respondent 12 
Generally, respondents argued that training on company direction either through a 
University programme or the Institute of Directors can help to secure appointment as 
a director. However, whilst sitting on the board as a director, functional knowledge 
and skills serve only one purpose which is the compliance with the legal 
requirement. Respondents stated that prospective board members should have a 
proper understanding of, and competence to deal with, the current and emerging 
business issues.  
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Respondents base their argument on the premise that boards of directors are the 
representatives of the shareholders and may need to change its operationalisation 
due to the pressure from the business owners, pressure from within and outside the 
industry. 
Additionally, firm’s poor performance has been highlighted as one of the causes of 
the pressure from stakeholders. Therefore, boards need to have detailed knowledge 
and skills for directing to deal with the issues that may cause poor corporate 
performance (Kor and Misangyi, 2008). However, if no member of board specialises 
in the area of knowledge and skills required by the board, or any member has a 
considerably lower level of knowledge compared to what is needed on the board, 
then, there is a gap in the knowledge of the directors. 
4.3 Directors Knowledge Gap 
Director’s knowledge gap could be described as the disparity between the board 
members knowledge base, and the level of knowledge and skills board members are 
expected to possess for specific board task. There are two factors that help boards 
to determine director’s knowledge gap. First is the consideration of the aims and 
objectives of an organisation. While the board of the profit-making organisations aim 
at maximising shareholders wealth, boards of public corporations are concerned with 
the efficient delivery of utilities and satisfaction of the public. Similar to the boards of 
public corporations, boards of the charity organisations are concerned with the 
provision of essential services and satisfaction of the donors. 
In order to achieve the aims and objectives of an organisation, there is the need to 
conduct an assessment of director’s knowledge and skills base in relation to a 
specific board task. Hughes (2001) suggests that a careful assessment of Directors 
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level of prerequisite knowledge and skills base about a specific task will help the 
boards to identify specific learning needs or knowledge gap. Similarly, in workplace 
learning literature, Manuti and others (2015) emphasise the importance of an 
effective process of employees development through appropriate intervention in 
relation to the effectiveness of assessment method (Illeris, 2003). In the same vein, 
the literature on workplace learning emphasises the importance of close interaction 
between the individuals and requires social mediation, negotiation, critical reflection, 
assessment of members and environment (Germain and Grenier, 2015; Pea, 1993). 
This research investigated how boards usually identify knowledge gap and the 
respondents stated that:  Our Constitution tells us how many members we should 
have on board. As a board, we try to ask ourselves “what do we need in terms of 
knowledge and what skills are we looking for? This question centres on knowledge 
vacuum. Thereafter, board members will look around to search for a suitable 
candidate who can effectively do the job. This relates to the knowledge of the new 
members in a specific area of knowledge” - Respondent 14. 
The second factor that determines directors’ knowledge gap is the dynamic nature of 
the business environment. The business environment is very unstable, and the 
requirements of the business are constantly changing. In line with the suggestion of 
resource dependence theorists, often, the top management team will need directors 
advise on important business decisions (Pfeffer and Salanck, 2003; 1978). To deliver 
a high level of support to the top management team, board members require high 
the level of knowledge and expertise to perform complex board’s tasks (Forbes and 
Milliken, 1999). Ironically, boards differ significantly from each other, and some 
boards are well equipped in terms of resources than the other (Yasemin and 
Sundaramurophy, 2005). 
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Therefore, some boards may exhibit a high degree of shortage of industry or firm-
specific knowledge and skills (Carpenter et al., 2001; Finkelstein and Hambrick, 
1996) than the other. Such boards are more likely to make critical errors during the 
strategic decision-making process. 
In order to avoid making costly mistakes, boards will need to acquire knowledge and 
skills vital for the compliance and performance of boards’ tasks- “I think it has to do 
with the framework of the governance and the roles of the board. Because directors 
cannot say, I do not know. Very important for the board to search for solutions to 
corporate problems through learning, experience, interaction, constant familiarisation 
with the larger business environment, possibly by knowing the view of the customers 
about their products” - Respondent 4. 
This research investigates whether board members are constantly acquiring new 
knowledge and skills or regularly update their knowledge in order to fill directors’ 
knowledge gap, which is being created through the aims and objectives of firms and 
the dynamic business environment. To fill the vacuum in the directors’ knowledge 
gap, research participants confirmed that some directors usually fill the gap in two 
different ways. First – through knowledge and skills acquisition: 
I always like to attend seminars for knowledge. Regardless of the nature of the 
seminar, to me, knowledge is not a waste of time and seminars are very useful 
to update knowledge. Even the seminars that I attended and believe they were 
not relevant at the time, surprisingly; such seminars may be relevant after some 
time” - Respondent 9. 
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“I do around 45- 60 hours of formal training or continue professional 
development through Certified Public Directors every year. This formal training 
does not include professional reading. Therefore, I always familiarise with 
current theories and books on corporate governance - therefore, I will 
encourage any non-executives to spend time on the product line. Any non-
executive that does not want to learn, he should not be non-executive” - 
Respondent 10. 
Second, the research participants stated that, through acquisition of knowledge and 
skills from experience and personal development on the job: 
“I developed myself through on the job training, and I have managed to reach 
this height without formal education on board direction- Respondent 5 
Acquisition of knowledge through experience” - Respondent 9. 
“Partly learning is about the experience, operational issues, keeping abreast 
with legislation and current issues in the industry which I tend to take 
responsibility for, so as to fill the gap” - Respondent 4. 
“Learning can be described as adaptive or feeling of the gap in knowledge. It is 
about listening to others and gains from their wealth of experience” - 
Respondent 11. 
“I… trying to expose me to informal training through listening and interacting 
with others. I…and informal training on financial management with the support 
of my colleague” - Respondent 2. 
The participants confirmed that changes in government policy, changes in 
stakeholders’ demands and the dynamic the business environment would create a 
gap in directors’ knowledge. 
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Therefore, board members will need to acquire new knowledge and skills or possibly 
update their existing prerequisite knowledge and skills through sharing of knowledge 
and skills by interacting with experienced members: 
“We share and pull together, and our interaction is ongoing. Hence, knowledge 
sharing between us is an on-going activity. Also, we interact with those third 
parties, and we meet on a monthly basis to share information and knowledge. 
Our day to day interaction is usually focused on nearly everything that pertains 
to our business but more client-specific focus” – Respondent 7. 
Though, the aim of this research centres on how learning takes place with unique 
teams (Boards), respondents confirmed that the process of learning follows the 
principle of individuality. Implicitly, the method of learning varies among board 
members and individual board members prefer to acquire or share knowledge and 
skills through different processes and styles. While some members rely on formal 
training for the acquisition of knowledge and skills - “I have always approached my 
career with the acquisition of knowledge through formal training. After, I will then do 
the work. Some people get things or knowledge from experience on the job” Those 
people will argue that you will get experience on the job. I love to approach things 
with professional training probably because my father is an academic member” – 
Respondent 2. “I usually engage in an informal discussion with directors to clarify 
difficult issues” - Respondent 6. It is evident that some respondents prefer to read 
relevant texts on corporate direction, whilst other members prefer to acquire and 
share knowledge and skills by keeping abreast with the changes in social 
environment. 
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Individual board members preference for a particular learning process and style 
further shows that they can be different from each other in terms of personality and 
skills, as well as in terms of factors’ that motivate them to acquire or share 
knowledge and skills. Findings show that learning within boards which can be 
regarded as group learning is closely linked to individual learning. 
The discussion of team learning will not be complete without reference to individual 
learning as confirmed by the respondents: 
“Another thing which makes learning difficult is my preference for formal 
learning. I like to learn through formal systems. The higher you get in an 
organisation, confidence becomes the bedrock of the way you talk” - 
Respondent 2. 
“Another thing which makes learning difficult is my preference for formal 
learning. I like to learn through formal systems” - Respondent 6. 
“I have managed to reach this height without formal education on board 
direction. Yes,  I realised that I was only going to go far without a degree or 
professional qualifications. Hence, I proceeded on the job training to combine 
formal and informal training”- Respondent 7. 
“I learn stuff through reading and find it easy to read up on things that I need to 
know. I am a good listener and educate myself”- Respondent 5. 
Similarly, findings of this research correlate with the literature on individual learning 
(Kolb, 1971) and buttress the argument of Machold et al. (2015) when they describe 
boards as a social system that contains individuals with a mix of personalities, skills 
and motivation. Also, findings of this research strengthen Manuti and others’ (2015) 
argument that workplace learning centred on various learning dimensions and 
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processes of engaging and acquiring knowledge by individuals who collectively form 
a team. Similarly, Knowles (1980) supported the position that adult learners are 
different in terms of factors that motivate them to learn and Nonaka (1994) argued 
that adults vary in relation to their preference for learning styles. 
As is peculiar to process–based research (Bailey and Peck, 2013), there are some 
factors that may impede social interaction or impact on knowledge acquisition 
(learning within boards). The next section will itemise findings of the research in 
relation to factors impacting on learning within boards. 
4.4 Factors Impacting on Learning Within Boards 
The cognitive learning theory assumes that brain is the part of a human being that 
responsible for the acquisition and processing of information to create knowledge. 
However, human lives in the social environment and learning do not place in a 
vacuum but within the society. Since learning is a social-psychological process 
(Forbes and Milliken, 1999), before discussing the process and styles of learning in a 
social environment, this research will identify some of the factors that are impacting 
on knowledge and skills acquisition and sharing within boards. 
Boards’ activities are purely cognitive (Forbes and Milliken, 1999) and it is widely 
held view that the decision-making processes supposed to take place in an 
environment that guarantees constructive debate (Brailey and Peck, 2013). The 
existing literature on boards argued that for the purpose of board tasks, social-
psychological processes need to take place in a healthy atmosphere which is free 
from imbalances in power among board members (Pettigrew, 1995). Apart from 
supporting Pettigrew’s (1995) position on the power relation as a factor impacting on 
the decision-making process, Bailey and Peck (2013) suggested leadership style as 
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another factor that could impact on board decision-making process. These research 
participants stated that there are three factors impacting on learning within boards. 
These are namely, power relations among board members, leadership styles and 
time. 
 
Figure 4: Factors impacting on learning in boards 
 
The debate about power within boards centres on who is more powerful or who 
controls large corporation between the outside directors and the CEO of large 
organisations. This debate can be traced to the corporate governance tradition and 
writing analyses of Berle and Means (1932) as described by Pettigrew and McNulty 
(1995). Berle and Means described directors as representatives of legal owners 
(shareholders). They argued that boards of directors no longer control organisations. 
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Similarly, Mace (1971) viewed the control of large organisations from the instrument 
or position of governance. Mace argued that the chairperson controls organisation 
but not the board. In another development, managerial hegemony theorists (Herman, 
1981; Lorsch and MacIver, 1989) argued and supported Mace that the control of 
large corporations belongs to the top management team but not the legal owners. 
According to the managerial hegemony theorists, the real power lies with the 
governed (top management team). Managerial Hegemony theory advocates argued 
that the success or otherwise of large organisations rest with the top management 
team (Herman, 1981; Lorsch and MacIver, 1989). 
The argument of managerial hegemony theorists is that outside directors are 
representatives of legal owners (shareholders), but they face a problem, especially, 
on how to successfully translate legal power to an effective power over the top 
management team. Part of the claims is the notion that outside directors face co-
optation issues because of the limited time outside directors have to devote to the 
business of large organisations. Other claims of the managerial hegemony theorist 
include the superior expertise and information asymmetry by the top management 
(Mace, 1971; Herman, 1981; Lorsch and Maclover, 1989). 
Differences in the power of the board members and influence of power in the 
boardrooms have been considered as factors influencing the decision-making 
process (Pettigrew, 1995). Buttressing this argument, Bailey and Peck (2013) 
contended that power is one of the factors that determine strategic decision-making 
process. Pettigrew (1998) argued that power influences board activities in and 
around the boardrooms. Responses from the participants of this research show that 
power is playing a significant role in how board members acquire or share 
knowledge and skills within boards. 
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Research respondents stated that: 
“quite often power is more intangible. There are formal restrictions on some 
board members due to some social elements around the board. I do struggle 
sometimes because major decisions are being made at sub-committee level, 
and there was no appetite for discussion on certain issues. More so, the 
perspectives of certain personalities may appear to be dominant.  I think there 
is still an element of powerful men play golf” - Respondent 2. 
“Sometimes in the boardroom, it is about power and boardroom is a testing 
environment for power. Directors have opportunities or power to stop 
unnecessary strategies, plans and row within the board. Respect is a watch-
word on our board. Hence, we respect each other's views and allow open 
debates” - Respondent 6. 
“Directors are responsible for business, but Shareholders always use their 
power to overrule the directors. Shareholders always want to protect their 
money and may want short-term benefits over long-term goals” – Respondent 
9. 
The participants unanimously confirmed that power can enhance or impede learning 
opportunities within boards, depending on how it is used. Further, the participants 
stated that wrong or excessive use of power within the boardroom may affect the 
processes of learning, whereas the sharing of information in a respectable manner 
through democratic processes always enhance learning opportunities within boards. 
These research participants stated that power struggle can be observed within 
boards, especially on decision-making processes. Board structure is a mechanism 
that is being used by the boards to manage dominance of power. For instance, some 
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appointed or elected members are not allowed to sit on certain sub-committee within 
boards, and they are not allowed to scrutinise the activities. Also, ownership 
structure usually has an impact on the allocation of certain strategic positions or 
powerful positions, such as chairperson.  Implicitly, the process of acquiring and 
sharing knowledge and skills can be overruled by the owners of the business, 
especially, in private or family business. The findings of this research correlate with 
existing research on ownership structure and firm performance (Krivogorsky, 2006). 
Finally, the research participants submit that possession of power does not 
necessarily guarantee its wrong usage, but the willingness and the skills employed 
by the board members in exercising power play a vital role in how power is 
manifested within the learning processes among board’s members. This position is 
supported by the existing board literature on power (Pettigrew, 1995; Terry and 
McNulty, 1998). Apart from power-relation among board members, leadership style 
is another factor that can impact on learning with boards. 
The issue of board leadership specifically relates to boards structure and the role of 
the chairperson. The leadership role and influence has drawn significant attention 
from both the practitioners and the scholars (Pettigrew, 1992). As discussed by 
Pettigrew and McNulty (1995), Mace (1971) argued that the control of large 
organisation forms part of the control system under the responsibility of the board 
chairperson (Pettigrew and McNulty, 1995). While supporting the argument about the 
nature of the chairperson and the possible influence the position could have on the 
entire board members, Roberts et al. (2005) argued that the position of board 
chairperson is vital, especially on the engagement of board members. Similarly, 
Machold et al. (2011) described the board as a social system which contains 
members with a mixture of personalities, skills, and motivation. Machold et al. (2011) 
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argued that this form of diversity may influence individual and their collective 
engagement in board task performance, and determine the form of leadership at the 
helm of boards affairs. There are four different types of board chairperson: effective, 
neglect, domineering and self-serving (Machold et al., 2011). 
Based on the individual differences and different types of board chairperson, the 
chairperson’s leadership behaviours have been established to have the potential to 
influence board effectiveness through the creation of an atmosphere where 
members who feel equal. This is because to form a cohesive group; the board needs 
strong chairperson to blend the differences among board members (Machold et al., 
2011). This position correlates with the position of other scholars (Huse, 2007; 
Leblanc, 2005; Roberts et al., 2005) who argued that it is impossible for the strong 
and engaged board to have a weak chairperson or vice versa. 
Since board literature has established the relevance of board chairperson’s 
leadership efficacy in relation to the characteristics of the board of directors (Machold 
et al., 2011; Dulewicz, Gay, and Taylor, 2007; Leblanc and Gillies, 2005; Letendre, 
2004), and boards have been described as groups of individuals with a mix of 
personalities and relationships. Hence, there is an increasing amount of interest in 
how the chairpersons actually perform their role. Therefore, this research 
investigated how the chairpersons use their position to either motivate members to 
learn or promote knowledge and skills acquisition or sharing within boards. 
Participants stated that the position of chairperson is very powerful and can influence 
the process of learning either positively or otherwise: 
“Chairman needs to work very well. I am not a dominating chairman, and I don’t 
like getting rid of … by shouting at people…“Ultimately, we can vote. In the 
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case of voting, a member that loses must agree with the decision because it is 
a democratic process but the member that does not agree will have to leave. 
Also, you have to be a diplomatic and forceful person to work as board 
chairman. A domineering nature will ruin the business process, and other 
stakeholders will move on but… It cannot be dominated by a charismatic 
leader” - Respondent -12. 
“Chairman always plays the role of the big brother because of his knowledge 
about … and he uses his position to veto and resolve vital issues. Chairman 
always encourages directors to examine issues with an open mind, so as to 
have a robust discussion” Respondent 6. 
“Respect is a watch-word on our board. Hence, we respect each other's views 
and allow open debates. If there is a sharp contrast between members and we 
cannot resolve the matter through dialogue, then, the Chairperson will use Veto 
power to make a final decision on the matter” Respondent 8. 
“Because we have different chairpersons to start with, and they all have very 
different styles of management. Both of them are quite adept at the leading 
board where they want you to go” - Respondent 2. 
Participants confirmed that each chairperson of the board seems to have subscribed 
to a specific style of management they want to employ in achieving board objectives. 
Further, the research participants confirmed that any change of board leadership 
often results in a change of leadership style. Consequently, change in the style of 
leadership was found to be impacting on the level of board interaction, the amount of 
information to be shared among members, and the style of sharing existing 
information and acquiring new knowledge and skills within the boards. 
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Responses from this study buttress the existing argument on the type of board 
leadership and leadership efficacy (Machold et al., 2011). Also, the position of 
respondents on leadership for this research is supported by the conceptual argument 
on leadership learning literature. Lave and Wenger (1991) and Stephen (2006) 
argued that leadership learning is a lifelong knowledge and skills acquisition activity 
can be affected by personal identity, time and experience of individuals. 
Further, this research found that boards’ chairpersons have a decisional role, 
especially, in the formulation of strategy (Mintzberg, 1987) and these decisions are 
carried out through the democratic system. However, if members are unable to reach 
consensus on any issue through the democratic process, the chairpersons often use 
soft force under the umbrella of veto power to make the final decision. Therefore, the 
final decisions on such matters will definitely reflect the nature of the leadership of a 
particular board. The findings of this research show that effective or wrong use of 
leadership position will determine the process of learning within boards. 
Additionally, the research found that the use of force on critical issues makes the 
position of board chairperson is very powerful, and some authoritarian or autocratic 
leaders can become tyrant or dominant. Instead of engaging in constructive debate 
and democratic process for decision-making, this research found that some 
autocratic leaders will only tell board members what to do. Essentially, how a leader 
uses his or her position to create a healthy environment for learning within the 
boards will be determined by their style of leadership (Pettigrew, 1992 and Pettigrew 
and McNulty, 1995). Apart from the power-relation and the leadership style, time is 
another factor which is impacting research. While extending our knowledge on 
leadership learning, Lieb (2012) argued that leaders are adults and they have many 
responsibilities which they need to balance against the demands of learning. 
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Therefore, unlike children and teenagers, the desire of adults to perform numerous 
obligations often constitute barriers to learning. Lieb (2012) cited time as a factor 
which can impact on learning. 
The argument about time factor in boards’ research centres on the debate about the 
episodic nature of boards. Regarding boards tasks which have been described as 
herculin, scholars have argued that boards are different compared to other forms of 
the workgroup. The number of times boards meet in a year or the frequency of 
boards meetings compared to their huge responsibilities, led scholars to describe 
boards as an episodic team (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). Boards do not meet 
regularly (Forbes and Milliken, 1999) but sharing of knowledge and skills within 
boards requires cohesion among members of the boards. Most corporate boards 
hold main board meetings about six or seven times in twelve months (Huse, 2005; 
Forbes and Milliken, 1999). 
There is an assumption that if boards hold too many meetings, boards could leave 
the primary role of controlling organisations to managerial functions (Forbes and 
Milliken, 1999). Scholars who argue in favour of limited meetings or low frequency of 
board meetings rely on the strategic function of boards as the premise for their 
position. They argue that since boards are to formulate strategy and direct the 
company, and management teams are responsible for the implementation of 
strategies, frequent boards meeting will obstruct management duties and prevent 
implementation of strategies. 
Regarding frequency of boards meeting and board tasks, this research investigates if 
time as a factor is impacting on knowledge and skills acquisition and sharing within 
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boards. The majority of the participants stated that low frequency of boards meeting 
is impacting on knowledge and skills: 
“our agenda is quite packed, and we, therefore, do not normally spend awful 
time on analysing important issues during deliberation. Also, we do not have 
enough time to develop rapport. Regarding the decision on essential issues, we 
usually give priority to cases to manage our time effectively” - Respondent 11. 
“There are always delays in acquiring knowledge of what is going on. On the 
one hand, there is usually a large pack of papers for every board member to 
read…  I think I have gained experience and now able to give more sensible 
and constructive contributions than I was at the beginning” - Respondent 3. 
“What makes it difficult is the time commitment to learn.” - Respondent 5. 
Based on the responses of the research participants, low frequency of board 
meetings is impacting on knowledge and skills sharing within boards. Respondents 
stated that board agenda is often packed due to lack of regular meetings and 
members do not have enough time to deliberate on some vital issues. Additionally, 
respondents stated that the majority of vital issues are being dealt with at sub-
committee level and the main boards are only meant to ratify or validate the 
decisions of sub-committees. However, lack of regular meeting may allow decisions 
that require boards resolution to be made by either the powerful chairperson or CEO. 
Board members are expected to read packs of documentation because there is less 
time for interaction during board meetings. Implicitly, new board members or 
inexperienced members will then need to spend more time on the boards (tenure) so 
as to acquire and share knowledge and skills. Spending more time on boards raises 
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the issue about the time taken by the board to complete a process of activity, such 
as learning. 
The argument about board tenure centres on the duration or how long a particular 
director can sit on a particular board. This is the second phase of the debate about 
time factors in process-based research on boards. If boards do not meet regularly 
and directors need more time on boards to acquire valuable experience through 
interaction, then director’s tenure becomes an issue that will impact on learning and 
consequently affect board tasks. Beck and Tunny (2014) argued that time spent with 
a team or workgroup will impact on the process of the board (tenure) will impact on 
the process of activity within the team. Since boards have been described as 
episodic teams, the tenure of board directorship may impact on the process of 
learning within boards. 
Board literature has failed to support a definite position on the tenure of the directors. 
On the one hand, the corporate governance practitioners argued that since boards 
do not meet frequently, acquisition of knowledge and skills that are needed for 
boards’ tasks may require multiple board tenure (Beck and Tunny, 2014). Under the 
position of multiple tenures, directors will have the opportunity to acquire knowledge 
and skills necessary for board tasks. 
On the other hand, proponents of single tenure for directors argued that directors’ 
independence may be compromised under multiple tenures, especially, non-
executive directors. Some of their concerns relate to the possibility of too-trusting the 
executives or directors aligning with a faction of the board (Beck and Tunny, 2014). 
Another concern for opponents of multiple director tenures relates to the decreasing 
in contributions of the long-serving directors over time (Huang, 2013). Scholars that 
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support single tenure for directors focus on the independence of directors and 
uncompromised service to boards. 
For the avoidance of the trade-off between the knowledge and skills acquisition and 
the independence of directors that is vital to boards tasks such as monitoring and 
controlling (Huang, 2013), this research investigates if multiple directors’ tenures can 
enhance the opportunity to acquire or share knowledge and skills within boards. 
Data collected from this research participant confirmed that directors need plenty of 
time or multiple board tenures to acquire much-needed knowledge and skills for 
board tasks: 
“It takes time and effort to create a relationship, and the CEO needs to ensure 
that executive and non-executive understand each other- Respondent 10. 
“Honestly, one or two years are not enough to learn. The time is too short to 
know much about board activities and how the board performs its strategic 
functions. It takes the time to work out who are the individuals” - Respondent 
11. 
“We usually spend considerable time on the discussion to avoid the argument 
that will base on emotion, desire, hasty, aspiration and incomplete 
management information” – Respondent 7. 
These research findings confirmed that learning within boards cannot take place 
overnight, and the directors need a considerable length of time to build a relationship 
with colleagues. Consequently, multiple tenures will help boards’ members to 
acquire knowledge and skills. Also, this research found that sharing of much-needed 
experience between new or inexperienced board members and long-serving board 
members require social interaction which can only be possible over a long period. 
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Further, research participants confirm that the processes of decision-making within 
boards require members to know each other in terms of their behaviour, personality, 
expertise and interest. Understanding human being in the aforementioned areas 
requires a considerable length of time. Machold et al. (2011) reiterates the 
importance of understanding human behaviour, personality, expertise and interest as 
a great deal for team cohesion. Therefore, to promote team cohesion which will 
foster the creation of an atmosphere that will enhance learning, board members 
need to understand each other by working together under directors multiple tenures. 
However, maintaining the independence of non-executive directors may be 
problematic. 
Having discussed the findings of this research about the factors that are impacting 
on the process of learning within boards, the next section describes the process of 
acquiring knowledge and skills, and the process of sharing knowledge and skills 
within boards. 
4.5 Process of Acquiring Knowledge and Skills 
Board processes can be described as the decision-making activities of directors of 
organisations. Based on the existing literature on the top management team, 
scholars have identified various forms of board processes.  While Bailey and Peck, 
(2011) and Zona and Zattoni et al. (2007); Minichilli et al. (2012) identified three 
board processes (Effort norms, Cognitive conflict and use of knowledge and skills), 
others scholars identified four board processes (Effort norms, Cognitive conflict, 
presence/ use of knowledge and skills (Forbes and Milliken, 1999; Jehn and Mannix, 
2001; Van Ees et al., 2008; Ong 2001). Similarly, in his outstanding contributions, 
Farquhar (2011) identified seven different forms of board processes, namely, 
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cohesiveness, cognitive conflict, affective conflict, communication quality, effort 
norms, trust and the use of knowledge and skills. 
Regardless of the discrepancy in the number of board processes, all corporate 
governance scholars unanimously agree that the presence and the use of 
knowledge and skills form part of board processes. Like other process-based 
research on board processes, this research focuses on how to acquire new 
knowledge and share the existing knowledge and skills within boards to carry out 
boards tasks (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). Since, it is widely held view that human 
being cannot offer unavailable resources, before considering the processes of 
sharing existing knowledge and skills within boards’ internal environment, this study 
will first describe the process of acquiring new knowledge and skills from the external 
environment. 
Before knowledge and skills can be present within boards; board members must 
have acquired it. Hence, board members will need to acquire knowledge and skills 
from the firm external environment to ease the performance of boards’ tasks.  
Acquisition of unavailable aspect of knowledge and skills within boards can be 
achieved through the processes of learning known as the process acquiring 
knowledge and skills. Such processes include training and development 
(consultation for ad hoc training, planned and systematic), Networking for industry-
specific knowledge and skills and observation of global issues. 
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In order to gain competitive advantage, organisations are now striving to compete 
among themselves in the turbulence global economic environment. One of the major 
ways which organisations are now proud of, and rely on, to maintain market 
leadership is by differentiating themselves on the basis of knowledge and skills. 
Boards are the leaders of organisations, and members need to be conversant with 
the development by responding to the corporate concerns in the world at large 
(Pettigrew, 1992). As mentioned earlier in this section, acquisition of knowledge and 
skills is one of the ways to fill the gap in director's knowledge. Recently, most board 
members are now taking part in knowledge and skills acquisition programmes by 
attending training and development activities. 
The literature on training and development within boards is very scanty, but the 
literature on workgroups or teams and adult learning in the field of applied 
psychology is well developed. Since boards have been described as episodic teams 
(Forbes and Milliken, 1999), application of teams or work groups literature in applied 
psychology to the study of boards can aid our understanding. While training has 
been described as a systematic approach to enhance individuals and teams learning 
PROCESS OF 
ACQUIRING 
KNOWLEDGE AND 
SKILLS 
TRAINING AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
NETWORKING 
OBSERVATION OF 
GLOBAL ISSUES 
Figure 5: Process of Acquiring Knowledge and Skills within Boards 
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and development (Goldstein and Ford, 2002), development has been described as 
all activities that lead to the acquisition of knowledge and skills for the purpose of 
personal growth (Aguinis and Kraiger, 2009). Similarly, Lave and Wenger (1991) 
buttress this argument when they described workplace learning as the processes of 
learning which occur within in a specific organisational context and subsequently 
leads to the acquisition and assimilation of an integrated cluster of knowledge, skills, 
values and feelings which may result in individuals and workgroups refocusing and 
eventually cause fundamental change of behaviour (Germain and Grenier, 2015). 
The above assertion becomes relevant since directors are individuals and boards 
can be regarded as teams that are responsible for the achievement of specific 
objectives. 
Scholars have argued that training and development that specifically focuses on 
cognitive and interpersonal skills development leads to the job-related benefits in 
individuals and at the team level (Day, 2000; Collins and Holton, 2004). Some of the 
direct benefits identified by the research include: acquisition of new knowledge and 
skills within team –better planning, task coordination, collaborative problem solving, 
communication in novel team and understanding of task environment, teamwork and 
decision-making process (Day, 2000; Collins and Holton, 2004; Hill and Lent, 2006; 
Satterfield and Hughes, 2007).  Also, there are non-direct benefits of training and 
development to individuals and teams. These include performance, empowerment, 
planning, communication, and task coordination in teams (Salas et al., 2006; 
Jacobsen et al., 2001). 
Further, the literature on benefits of training and development has been extended to 
the organisational level and the society at large (Becker, 1962 and 1964; Sanchez et 
al., 2003; Garcia, 2005; Paradise, 2007; Brown and Van Buren, 2007). However, the 
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realisation of anticipated outcomes from the efforts invested in the transfer of 
knowledge and skills to the team can only be guaranteed through the appropriate 
methods of training (Aguinis and Kraiger, 2009). There are three methods of training 
to acquire knowledge and skills, namely: ad-hoc training, systematic training and 
planned training. 
Ad-hoc training is a type of training and development that generally describes a 
solution designed for a specific task. Ad-hoc training is designed to provide solutions 
to a specific task (Aguinis and Kraiger, 2009). Team or workgroup usually use ad-
hoc training to provide a solution to a specific task. Ad-hoc solutions cannot be 
generalised or applied to other similar problems. This research investigated if board 
members acquire new knowledge and skills through Ad-hoc training to provide 
solutions for a specific board task. Research participants stated that: 
“We use consultants a lot – KPMG, PWC, and The Lloyds to provide 
knowledge to fill the gap. They are very good in guessing and in teaching us a 
little bit about specific knowledge so as to carry on with our business…we use 
consultants. We get lawyers who advise us on different issues – such as HR 
and Takeover……. It is called due diligence and unexpected events such as 
accident, incident and crisis” - Respondent 12. 
Respondents confirmed that sometimes boards do face problems or need to perform 
a specific task in which none of the board members possesses relevant knowledge 
and skills. Hence, boards do award contract to specialist firms to deliver training on 
such specific task. Usually, such specific boards’ tasks are very uncommon, and 
boards rarely face them, but boards will require highly trained staff to provide such 
support and training. 
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Knowledge and skills can become obsolete. Therefore, team or workgroup members 
are expected to attend regular training to update their existing knowledge and skills. 
Usually, training to upgrade knowledge and skills is planned to provide a useful 
format for thinking about the activities and resources needed to guide a group of 
people (boards) towards a learning objective. Planned training has two stages. 
Creation of effective training objectives is the first stage, and the clarification of key 
topics and related concepts is the second stage (Buckley and Caple, 2009). In the 
same vein, while extending our knowledge about the adult learning process, 
Caffarella (1993) suggested “linear stepwise process” as the most commonly used 
scenario of adult learning process. The linear stepwise process of adult learning 
implies that adults are more likely to identify their learning needs, and then make 
decisions regarding the appropriate activities, methods and techniques which will be 
adopted to facilitate learning. The linear stepwise process of learning provides a 
close reflection of the process training and development (Caffarella, 1993). 
This research investigated whether board members do acquire new knowledge and 
skills by updating their existing knowledge or through planned training programmes 
for boards’ members. Respondent confirmed that there are new generation 
problems, and board members are required to attend regular planned training to 
enhance their competency- According to the participants, planned training is a vital 
instrument being used by boards to update directors’ functional knowledge-
participants stated that: 
“I attended formal and informal training on financial management with the 
support of my colleague. … I have always approached my career with the 
acquisition of knowledge through formal training. I am learning about myself 
while working with other directors who have more experience than me and who 
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have worked with Institute of Directors with a great deal of experience”- 
Respondent 2. 
“I have attended some training, and they were helpful. These are specific 
training for that organisation, but the principles are all about the governance. 
Does the formal training have to do with the governance or the actual business 
of the board? Experience will give you value to secure an appointment, but you 
might not be a good director unless you can learn new things to keep you on 
the board. Learning, training and development will expand directors’ 
knowledge” - Respondent 5. 
“I think that the quality of formal training that I received is one of the very good. 
…..Very often, somebody like me who worked as operation manager suddenly 
become an operation director. The importance of professional development and 
lifelong learning in a successful business cannot be overemphasised. Hence, 
the majority of directors who have a passion for their jobs considered learning 
as an ongoing activity” - Respondent 8. 
Planned training can be classed as continuing professional development 
programme. it is a form of training that boards are using to enhance members 
knowledge and skills. Further, planned training can be obtained from numerous 
sources, and board members can use planned training to help senior management 
team to become future board members- participants stated that: 
“any manager that works with me always has opportunities to attend formal and 
informal training to enhance their knowledge…Presently, my previous 
directorship position was occupied by one of my junior because he has 
acquired much-needed experience through my leadership. I have attended 
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training with other directors on the legal aspect of corporate governance, 
financial management, expectation or corporate responsibility. Usually, these 
forms of training are being organised by accounting and law firms. I wish to 
state that, I attended these training so as to comply with legal requirements and 
to meet the challenges of the business. Honestly, those training have been very 
useful- Respondent 10… Directors need to attend various forums and meetings 
to gain more knowledge that will enhance their performance. Using sources 
such as Aiders, IODs, CQC website, CMHT, customers, employees and Online 
sources are useful for operational management and financial management 
because this knowledge helps to enhance business” - Respondent 6. 
Systematic training is the third form of training and development programme that 
board members are using to acquire knowledge and skills. Systematic training is an 
approach to learning which follows a logical progression. There are five phases of 
the systemic approach to acquiring knowledge and skills, namely: 1) analysis of 
learning needs; 2) the design of learning objectives; 3) development of learning 
programmes; 4) implementation and delivery of learning; and 5) evaluation to 
measure the effectiveness of learning (Richey, 1992).This research seeks to 
understand if directors acquire knowledge and skills through systematic training. 
Respondents confirmed that systematic training remains one of the training 
opportunities for acquiring knowledge. For instance, respondents 2 states “I attended 
formal and informal training on financial management with the support of my 
colleague. – “I have always approached my career with the acquisition of knowledge 
through formal training”  
Based on the above, respondents indicated that training and development is one the 
main sources of acquiring knowledge and skills acquisition within boards. Planned 
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training is targeted at achieving specific knowledge and skills. Directors usually 
acquire new knowledge through formal training about how a firm is being directed 
through the University programmes or the Institute of Directors. But apart from 
training and development, networking is another process for acquiring knowledge 
and skills. 
Networking has been described as a form of informal relationship which allows the 
exchange of information and the development of professional or social contacts. 
Debate on networking in corporate governance stems from board interlocking and 
has been anchored on two different theories. Firstly, social network theorist 
(Granovetter, 1985) argued that the essence of boards interlocking is meant to 
create opportunities and gain access to resources. Hence, social network theorists 
suggest that corporate actions are embedded in social networks, and how social 
actors relate to each other, which, in turn, affect their behaviours and benefits.  An 
important benefit of networking is the opportunity to create a network of information. 
According to social network theorist, a network of information is a powerful resource 
which usually allows the development of capabilities at both individual and firms 
levels. Westphal et al., (2001) regarded networking as a scheme for promoting 
decision-making at board level. Similarly, Davis and colleagues (2003) regarded 
directors’ prior experience as “the raw material of board decision-making” which is 
available to other members through networking. 
Secondly, the resource dependence theory perspective, under which networking has 
been described as conduit or pipes that link information to useful resources 
(Podolny, 2001). Resources dependence theorists emphasise that board can provide 
top management team of a firm with valuable advice that can enhance decision-
making at top management level. Hence, boards of directors may contribute to the 
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top management team competence and experience through strategic decision 
refining (Westphal, 1999; Hillman and Dalziel, 2003; Finkelstein and Mooney, 2003). 
Networking may help the board of directors to manage complex issues through 
scanning the business environment, and sharing of advice which often glean from 
experience on other boards (Davis et al., 2003; Rindova, 1999; Richardson, 1987).  
Wageman (2005) argued that one of the important conditions that facilitate group 
performance such as boards is the ability of the group to acquire or extract individual 
knowledge and skills (Wageman, 2005). The use of knowledge and skills depends 
on the availability of knowledge and skills (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). Therefore, the 
realisation of team’s benefits depends on certain factors. First is the acquisition of 
relevant information and knowledge. Second is the active use of relevant knowledge 
and strong integration of the members’ expertise and skills. Third and final is the 
processes of acquiring knowledge and skills through networking. This argument is 
supported by the position of adult learning scholars. For instance, Caffarella and 
O’Donnell, (1987) while expanding on self-directed learning theory, stated that adults 
are capable of acquiring job-related skills, and gaining insights into how to manage 
the job and pursuing personal interest. Further, they argued that self-directed 
learning in adults follows a process where learners seek assistance from other social 
actors both the internal and the external environment (Tough,1979). 
To achieve this objective of networking (acquisition of knowledge and skills), board 
members need to maintain a relationship with their counterparts in other firms in the 
industry. This research investigates whether it is possible to acquire knowledge and 
skills through networking within the same industry environment. Respondents 
confirmed that: “I also learnt from other people that work with different organisations. 
Usually, I contact my colleagues that are sitting on different Boards to seek for 
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guidance or advice on how to fill the knowledge gap. Therefore, I maintain 
connection around the country in order to enhance the opportunity for knowledge 
development” - Respondent 11. It is about engaging with other people in and outside 
the workplace to tap from their experience and expertise as much as possible” - 
Respondent 4. “It is not be-littlie them but just recognising that you learn from other 
people who have similar responsibilities with you in other organisation” – 
Respondent 9. Also, research respondents confirm that sharing of relevant 
information among the directors of various firms within the same industry remains 
one of the major processes of acquiring knowledge and skills. In terms of 
experience, directors are different. Though board members are dealing with issues 
that are not completely the same, some of these issues are very similar, hence, 
keeping social contacts for the purpose of transferring knowledge becomes 
important. Apart from training and development, and networking for specific firm 
knowledge and skills, observation of events within the social environment is another 
process of acquiring knowledge and skills. 
In applied psychology literature, observational learning is a form of learning which 
relate to the social learning theory (Bandura, 1977). Observational learning usually 
occurs as a consequence of direct human experience. Typically, observational 
learning takes account of events in the social environment or follows the example of 
activities. An advocate of social models (Bandura, 1977) argued that through 
informal observation, human behaviour can be transmitted whether deliberately or 
otherwise. This is because individually learns through observation of activities in their 
social environment. Therefore, observation becomes a process of learning. Much of 
social learning relies on the process of observation to learn about real-life models, 
and to gain experience from the surroundings. Observational learning can inhibit new 
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behaviours in people and can lead to increase or decrease in the frequency with 
which a previously learned behaviour is revealed (Bandura, 1977). 
In international business, the concept of globalisation has presented organisations 
with multiple opportunities and threats. Similarly, globalisation has led to the 
promotion of interdependence among the nations of the world (Morrison, 2011). 
Regardless of the region, countries are now depending on each other for 
socioeconomic benefits. This may be through spillover of technological knowledge, 
the supply of labour through international work permit scheme and foreign direct 
investment. Unexpectedly, interdependence among nations may bring along some 
unintended consequences due to exposure to a foreign economy. This is known as 
external effect or externalities which could be positive or otherwise. The global 
financial crisis is a good example. It can occur in one country and have an impact on 
world economy. 
Under the globalisation concept, local firms are now able to access the global market 
through internationalisation but also face competition from global competitors. 
Therefore, to achieve the aims of the firms, boards of directors must now pay 
attention to the global events so as to benefit from the positive spillover effect of 
internationalisation and avoid negative effects of foreign direct investment. Similarly, 
Berger’s (1990) second scenario of adult learning process relies on occurrences, 
chances and experiences within the environment. Berger (1990) stressed that adults 
do not necessarily need to sit down to design or plan what they intend to learn. 
Rather, adults do learn mostly through observation (Candy, 1991; Danis and 
Tremblay, 1987). 
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Since the last corporate failure in 2008, the majority of the stakeholders, institutional 
investors and public members have been asking questions to know, if the board of 
directors learn anything if at all, from the corporate scandal that started in the United 
States. This research investigated if board members acquire knowledge and skills 
through the events that occurred within the social environment and the last global 
corporate scandals. Respondents stated that they gained knowledge and skills by 
observing events and activities that are taking place within their immediate 
environment and at a global level: 
“Observation helps directors to learn other things that you cannot learn in the 
boardroom, especially, director gain more knowledge on things that may not 
have come up in the boardroom. It helps to put what happened on the board in 
a better context. Therefore, what you understand and learn is often enhanced 
by the information you get on the board” - Respondent 3. 
“Lessons from the corporates failure and event that happened at LMU are on 
my mind that we need to examine and discuss issues vigorously” - Respondent 
1. 
“After Paris team incident, we reflected on it. Some colleagues said they are 
fully trained on this. But we have to go to the next level to prepare ourselves for 
unthinkable scenarios. We can learn from outside the UK as well. We deal with 
a lot of International Countries, and we are happy to share knowledge with 
anybody, unlike the private organisations” - Respondent 12. 
“I have worked for 12 years in Italy and US....if there is no evidence that such a 
thing has happened before, we may check another region such as China” - 
Respondent 2. 
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“UK government is likely to cut down public finance too deep in crisis period 
which normally affects businesses badly. German system or approach to the 
financial crisis is a good example. While the UK is likely to cut deep without 
limitation, German approach is that no matter how serious the crisis, there is 
the need to maintain the baseline in which the cut will be stopped” - 
Respondent 8. 
Observation of local events and global activities has become a process of acquiring 
knowledge and skills for board members. Since the advent of globalisation, firms 
across the world are now competing in the same markets and sensitive to the 
activities within the global market to gain competitive advantage. Also, the concept of 
globalisation has promoted interdependence among the nations of the world and 
enhanced firm-specific knowledge and skills. Therefore, knowledge and skills form 
part of the resources being shared between boards of local firms and foreign 
organisations. Also; boards of directors are now observing activities outside the 
boardroom, especially monitoring various governments’ business policies, monitoring 
activities of other stakeholders to achieve legitimacy and to ensure sustainability of 
their business. 
Evidence from the learning literature indicates that observational learning falls under 
the adult process of learning which is regarded as lived experience. The 
observational learning process occurs through social interactions and influence of 
notable others which subsequently shape human attitudes, feelings and behaviours. 
This form of learning is vital in transmitting values, attitudes and patterns of 
behaviour (Bandura, 1986; Stephen, 2006). 
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The process of acquiring knowledge and skills becomes imperative, especially when 
there is no board member that has the knowledge required. However, there are 
situations where few members of the boards will possess certain specific knowledge 
and skills that are needed on boards. For such knowledge and skills to circulate 
among the board members, then, there is the need to share knowledge and skills 
with colleagues on the boards. The next section will describe the process of sharing 
knowledge and skills within boards. 
4.6.Process of Sharing Knowledge and Skills 
Unlike the process of acquiring knowledge and skills, the process of sharing 
knowledge and skills takes place within the boards’ internal environment. This is 
because such knowledge and skills are available and present within boards, but not 
all members possessed it. The use of knowledge and skills has been described as 
the ability of boards to tap available knowledge and skills, and application of such 
knowledge to it tasks (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). The use of knowledge and skills 
has been closely linked to the behavioural dimension of social integration which 
focuses on groups’ ability to cooperate (Cohen and Bailey, 1997). Therefore, sharing 
of knowledge relies on the process of promoting interaction among stakeholders, 
and the process of coordinating group members’ ideas, suggestions and 
contributions (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). Hence, the coordination of knowledge and 
skills within firm internal environment usually involves different stakeholders and 
involves communication. Research participants’ identified three processes of sharing 
knowledge and skills within boards: 1) stakeholders’ interaction; 2) communication; 
and 3) constructive debate. 
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Studies on boards’ processes have identified communication as a process 
(Farquhar, 2011). In a similar development, boards’ literature has suggested that 
investigation into the nature of the interaction between board members could help 
corporate governance researchers to open the blank box (Huse and Zattoni, 2008). 
Therefore, corporate governance scholars have been encouraged to conduct 
research on the interaction between boards’ members. Responses from this 
research participants have been discussed under firm-specific knowledge and skills 
confirmed that directors need a variety of knowledge and skills and can access these 
aspects of knowledge and skills through different routes and sources. Some of the 
sources mentioned earlier include: customers, suppliers, public members, 
government officials and others (stakeholders). Again, to the knowledge of the 
researcher, no study on the board of directors has examined either interaction with 
stakeholders as part of the board processes. Regarding learning literature, especially 
on situated learning, theorists writing about lived experiences argued that constant 
knowledge creation and simultaneous learning rely on the interaction and 
engagement with other stakeholders (Fox, 1997; Mead, 1934). 
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Figure 6: Process of Sharing Knowledge and Skills 
Debate has been defined as the act of open discussion by the members of a group 
on task-related issues. On group matters, members may have different approaches 
to vital issues such as strategic decision-making task (Schweigher et al., 1989). 
Application of team literature to boards means the debate is a form of controversy 
(construct controversy) which allows board members to express their opposing 
views, preferences, or approaches in decision-making processes (Simons et al., 
1999). Essentially, debate offers board members opportunities to challenge or 
possibly oppose each other and allows members to present opposing views about a 
particular board task (Michael 1999). 
In top management team literature, debate is an important tool which group 
members normally use to weigh alternative strategies and chose a broader option 
with an efficient approach to a specific task (Simons et al., 1999). Therefore, debate 
is a constructive way of weighing alternatives options in the decision-making process 
in team decision-making process. It is devoid of conflict and aimed at identifying the 
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most effective strategy to enhance performance. However, debate may allow 
members of a group such as the board of directors to propose different approaches 
and disagree with each other’s views without offering reasons for the disagreement. 
This assertion aligns with the perspective which underpins critical reflection under 
the humanistic philosophy of adult learning (Caffarela, 1993). Critical reflection helps 
learners to bring about the change in the social, political and economic direction by 
questioning previous assumptions learners held about their work and the world they 
live (Merriam, 2008). It is a widely held view that critical reflection is an important 
process in transformational learning because it involves an understanding of 
historical, cultural and biological rationales which cause the needs, interest and 
wants of the adult learners (Brookfield, 1986). 
This research is on the board of directors and seeks to investigate if directors argue 
with each other during the decision-making process. Participants stated that the 
directors are duty-bound to respect each other, but they are free to challenge each 
other’s views through the process of constructive debate all the time. Respondents 
stated that: 
“Be hard on the issue but soft on the people to promote quality debates. It is 
good not to be confrontational. This is by employing a peaceful approach to 
resolving matters. Boards need to manage differences by asking for more 
questions on grey areas, open debate...The role of non-executives is to 
challenge, probe, or question what executives are doing… I challenge non-
executives to share their wealth of experience or to transfer ideas from their 
previous roles” - Respondent 10. 
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“On this board, we don’t challenge each other, but we promote constructive 
discussion. It is about the diplomatic system of management…I believe huge 
decisions must consider a narrative strategy for the continuation of the 
business. We …speculate, suggest scenarios and raise suggestions on what 
may likely happen in 10 and 20 years” - Respondent 12. 
Boards’ members are encouraged to choose respect as a watch-word on our 
board. Hence, we respect each other's views and allow open debates…I 
always encourage my co-directors to share information with me on issues that 
may generate hot debate in the boardroom…It is good to have different 
perspectives during the debate to challenge the way you think about things. 
Also, someone may call your attention to what you overlook, especially when 
you are the frustrated one and don’t get things done in your way-  listen, 
challenge and probe ideas of their colleagues – Respondent 14 
The debate within the boardroom could be described as a mature minds debate. 
Board members are presented with opportunities to scrutinise suggestions, ideas 
and strategies through probing and questioning. The situation may become 
challenging sometimes. However, board members are encouraged not to take issues 
within boardroom personal but as efforts to move a firm forward can generate heated 
debate. Apart from the constructive debate, the interaction between stakeholders is 
another process of sharing knowledge and skills. 
Boards of directors are groups of human beings that live in the society and 
constantly interact inside and outside the boardrooms (Pettigrew, 1992; Huse, 2005). 
Decision-making process among the directors inside the boardrooms relies on 
interaction. Similarly, the interaction between directors and other organisational 
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stakeholders such as customers, suppliers, government representatives and others 
important stakeholders often take place outside the boardrooms. Ironically, this form 
of interaction takes place within the firm internal environment and focus on 
shareholders’ interest (Hambrick and D’aveni, 1988). 
Additionally, the interaction between the boards of directors and other stakeholders 
has been linked to the corporate social responsibility. There are social concerns 
about firms’ economic environment and the social impacts (Abeysekera, 2013; Gray, 
2006). Corporations have responsibilities to those groups and individuals that they 
can affect through their activities (stakeholders), and to the society at large. 
Stakeholders are described as customers, suppliers, employees, communities and 
shareholders or other financiers. Due to the need for organisations to legitimise their 
activities and ensure their survival in the turbulence business environment (Deegan, 
2002), companies now need to operate in a way that benefits society at large in 
order to gain the support of their different stakeholders. This is known as corporate 
social responsibility. 
Since boards are responsible for the establishment of strategies and creation of 
policies that will legitimise firm behaviour, formulation of CSR practices and reporting 
becomes vital (Khan et al., 2013). Literature about shareholders value and 
maximisation of share shareholders wealth is well-documented. However, firms are 
surrounded by stakeholders who have different expectations. Therefore, 
achievement of firm’s legitimacy is not only based on the satisfaction of the financial 
donors, but also on the ability of boards to understand and formulate strategies 
which will facilitate the achievement of other stakeholders needs. 
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Understanding stakeholders needs require a cordial relationship and a great deal of 
interaction between the boards and all the firms’ stakeholders. Huse (2005) argued 
that interaction between firms’ stakeholders promote sharing of resources. This 
research investigates if the interaction between directors and firms’ stakeholders 
enhances knowledge and skills sharing. Participants stated that: 
“We share things with different organisations…, service providers, and we 
maintain an informal network with other stakeholders. As chairman, I use most 
of my time working with other stakeholders, such as health visitors, research 
students, government department, service user groups and health staff to hear 
people, evaluate the process, reflect on what we are doing and why we are 
doing it, people needs, and views. I constantly go out to meet stakeholders” - 
Respondent 12. 
Similarly, this research investigates the type of stakeholders boards members 
normally interact with and how often. Participants confirmed that are different types 
of stakeholders with different interest. Also, directors confirmed that they like to 
interact with their service users or customers and the society at large. Participants 
stated: 
“we share and pull together, and our interaction is ongoing. Hence, knowledge 
sharing between us is an on-going activity. Also, we interact with those third 
parties, and we meet on a monthly basis to share information and knowledge. 
Our day to day interaction is usually focused on nearly everything that pertains 
to our business but more client-specific focus... I listen to customers, take 
advice from through emails, and learn from my colleague and other competitors 
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to improve.   Therefore, the beauty we get from other stakeholders is that the 
knowledge is coming from someone outside our boardroom” - Respondent 7. 
This research investigated the likely benefits which boards are deriving from 
interacting with stakeholders. Participants stated that: 
“it is not be littering them but just recognising that you learn from other people 
who have similar responsibilities with you in other organisation. For instance, I 
listen and learn from customers, partners in similar roles and I will learn from 
the suppliers and learn from people who work around me. Boards’ members 
need to understand issues in the bigger context, and they need to be looking at 
the issue from more than immediate environment. We need to be alert at all 
time” - Respondent 9. 
“It is very important for the board to search for solutions to corporate problems 
through learning, experience, interaction, constant familiarisation with the larger 
business environment, possibly by knowing the view of the customers about 
their products.  I have been on away the day with other directors and always 
think away day contribute to the social interaction between directors” - 
Respondent 4. 
“One of the best ways to learn is to talk to your customers because they will tell 
you what is happening. Because directors cannot say, I do not know. It is very 
important for the board to search for solutions to corporate problems through 
learning, experience, interaction, constant familiarisation with the larger 
business environment, possibly by knowing the view of the customers about 
their products” - Respondent 5. 
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Responses from the respondents confirm that there is constant interaction between 
the directors and other stakeholders in order to facilitate sharing of knowledge and 
skills. Further, this research found that interaction with colleagues, customers, 
suppliers and the business society at large enhance director’s knowledge and skills. 
Existing studies on boards’ processes and behaviours supported the findings of this 
research on the interaction between the stakeholders. Scholars have argued in 
favour of linking the processes to the behaviour of boards and continuous and 
ongoing interaction inside and outside the boardroom. Some of the studies used 
mixed methods to conduct investigations and advocate for intermediate steps 
between boards structure and firm performance to examine boards tasks 
performance (Hillman and Dalziel, 2003; Maitlis, 2004; Huse, 2007; Stevenson and 
Radin, 2009; Minichilli et al., 2009) Nicholson and Newton, 2010; Machold et al., 
2011). 
In their effort to open the black box, reference to McNulty (2013) ground-breaking 
journal article, some scholars (Pye and Camm, 2003; Bailey and Peck, 2013; 
Brundin and Nordqvist, 2008; McNulty and Pettigrew, 1996; McNulty and Pettigrew, 
1999) have carried out process-based research and used qualitative methods such 
as participant observations or interviews. Most of these studies investigated board 
behaviour and boards processes such as the role of power, trust, emotions, status in 
and around the boardroom, decision-making processes by using formal authority or 
using persuasive techniques and concluded that there is the need for scholars to 
conduct more investigation on the board processes, especially, on the internal 
processes of the board, such as, interactions (Huse and Zattoni, 2008). Apart from 
stakeholders’ interaction and constructive debate, communication is another form of 
board process being used to share knowledge and skills. 
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Boards of directors have been described as large, episodic and interdependent 
workgroups which made them vulnerable to process losses (Steiner, 1972). 
Considering the vitality of boards’ tasks and the episodic nature of board of directors 
(Forbes and Milliken, 1999), lack of regular board meeting will lead to process loss. 
In order to prevent process loss, communication which as a socio-psychological 
process remains a pivot on which the success of boards rotates. Since boards do not 
meet very often, there is the need to employ efficient communication styles that will 
enhance sharing of knowledge and skills.  
Scholars such as Fisher et al. (1997) and Massey and Dawes (2007) have described 
communication as a multidimensional concept. Similarly, while developing a model 
of communication for marketing channels, Mohr and Nevin (1990) identified four 
facets of communication: 1) –frequency; 2) direction; 3) modality; and 4) content. 
Under communication, the frequency is considered as the amount or how many 
times communication takes place between members of an organisation or group. 
The direction of communication direction relates to whether the communication is 
flowing from the top to bottom (horizontal) or in a vertical direction. According to 
Mohr and Nevin (1990), modality concept of communication relates to the medium of 
communication and communication content is about the detail of the message 
between exchanged between parties. 
The literature on board meetings states that boards meet on an average of six or 
seven times in a year (Huse, 2005). Therefore, for the board to effectively carry out 
its responsibilities, boards need to maintain effective communication. This research 
investigated how often board members communicate with each other to share 
knowledge and skills among the directors. Respondents confirmed that: 
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“I regularly talk to the chairman of the board every week. I talk to the Non-
executives on a regular basis as well. Also, we set up conference calls, and we 
normally discuss every Friday to discuss the progress - Respondent 10. 
“We normally engage or exchange ideas through communication. We usually 
talk to each other verbally. On big discussion, we do use formal paper 
circulated on the significant subject to formalise our discussion” - Respondent 
9. 
Similarly, this research investigates the direction of communication and which board 
members are sharing knowledge and skills with their colleagues. Particularly, which 
board members usually talk or communicate with each other to share knowledge and 
skills. Participants confirmed that communication between boards’ members is both 
vertical and horizontal. Also, respondents confirmed that information flows between 
the executives and non-executives and vice versa. Also, information is flowing 
between the leadership of boards and the board members. Respondents stated that: 
“CEO will make contact with the individual director to discuss difficult issues. 
Paperwork to disseminate information will get to the individual board members 
in advance. It allows time to read and digest the information” - Respondent 10. 
“I sent them regular update every week, especially, non-executive directors. 
Non-executive members are only here once a week. I maintain a close 
relationship with CEO who helps to coordinate activities of other executives” - 
Respondent 12. 
Further, the research investigates the preferred medium of communication to share 
knowledge and skills among the directors. Respondents stated that apart from 
paperwork and there are other means of communication such as telephone, emails, 
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conference calls are being used within boards. The majority of respondents 
confirmed that: 
“Discussions in these meetings are recorded and documented. We use memos, 
emails, letter or electronic system. Informally – to be effective in what we do, I 
talk to the other directors every morning and every night. Respondent 2. 
“We normally use verbal communication, especially during the meetings. Also, 
we use analogue quite often. We have done conference calls on many 
occasions, but we prefer face to face communication” - Respondent 6. 
In order to minimise the processes losses, this research investigated how detailed 
information is being shared among directors. Responses indicated that detailed 
information is being provided through documentation. Also, participants stated that: 
“there is usually a large pack of papers for every board member to read. 
Sometimes… you need to familiarise yourself with what is there to read 
regarding reference. Information packs do not normally useful because they are 
very general. We sometimes get oral contributions, but the written document is 
always a useful thing to have. Also, it is easy if people provide an insight into 
issues of concern, and then you can find common ground through abstract” - 
Respondent 3. 
“When I need to know more about a particular topic, we used email and face to 
face conversation. “Our agenda is quite packed” - Respondent 11. 
This research found that documentation is a vital instrument of sharing information 
between the executives and non-executives members. It is a means of providing 
non-executives directors and new members with valuable information before the 
board meeting. Not only that, members can use relevant documentation as a 
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reference point, and the adoption of documentation is meant to save time during 
main board meetings. 
Directors confirmed that most boards have little or inadequate time to carry out the 
volume of tasks boards is expected to do. Therefore, CEOs usually share knowledge 
about boards’ forthcoming activities to members through documentation.  Apart from 
the sharing of information and skills through documentation, boards’ members 
always share knowledge through emails and conference calls. Conclusively, out of 
all methods of sharing knowledge and skills, the majority of boards’ members 
confirmed that they prefer face-to-face conversation because of opportunities to ask 
questions or secure clarifications on grey issues. 
4.7 Acquisition of Knowledge and Skills Styles 
The process of acquiring new knowledge and skills within boards would not be 
complete without the discussion of associated learning styles that directors are using 
to share existing knowledge or to acquire new knowledge according to the findings of 
this research. Styles of sharing and acquiring new knowledge and skills related to 
the individual board members preferred the style of learning. 
This is otherwise known as the dimension of acquiring new knowledge and skills 
(Kolb, 2004). This research found that there are three main styles of acquiring new 
knowledge and skills within boards. The next section describes three styles of 
acquiring knowledge and skills within boards, namely: observation, training and 
conversation. 
The established literature on learning holds the view that most learning in adult 
occurs in natural settings, in informal situations and outside the institutions of 
learning, i.e. outside the school environment (Kolb, 2004). Further, the literature on 
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adult learning, especially on problem-solving exercise suggested that learning in 
adults takes place in four phases (Kolb, 2004). These are namely: concrete 
experience (Feeling), observation (reflection), abstract conceptualization (thinking), 
and active experimentation (doing), Kolb (2004). 
Similarly, learning theorists (Bandura, 1977; Kolb, 2004) have argued that the four 
phases of learning styles can be categorised into two dimensions of learning: 
perceiving dimension and processing dimension (Kolb, 2004). While the perceiving 
dimension describes the best way of acquiring new knowledge which can start from 
concrete experience to abstract conceptualisation, the processing dimension of 
learning styles relates to how human beings make sense of events or things which 
range from active experimentation and end at reflective observation (Kolb, 2004). 
As previously mentioned, this research seeks to extend our knowledge about the use 
of knowledge and skills within boards. Therefore, it is a process-based research on 
the board of directors and positions itself in board process research (Forbes and 
Milliken, 1999). Rather than subscribing to perceiving dimensions of learning style, it 
belongs to the processing dimension of learning styles. 
As boards of directors are groups of adults responsible for decision-making activities 
in an organisation, and their duties exclude feelings, this research investigated 
observation under the processing dimension of learning as a style of knowledge and 
skills acquisition within boards.  Respondents confirmed that board members are 
monitoring socio-cultural and political events within the immediate environment. This 
may be through monitoring social events or observing their experienced colleagues 
to gain experience and skills. Participants stated: 
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“I learnt that my subordinates’ staffs were able to learn from my experience. I 
shared the experience through interaction with them. Presently, my previous 
position was occupied by one of my junior because he has acquired much-
needed experience” - Respondent 9. 
“I always listen carefully to colleagues and sometimes I challenge members or 
use similar discourse to establish the same credibility for concern I may have - 
this avenue provides an opportunity to interact with other directors which are 
useful” - Respondent 1. 
Responses revealed that board members are closely monitoring activities of other 
organisations. 
Responses from the participants indicated that board members usually acquire new 
knowledge and skills by observing events that are unfolding within the environment. 
For instance, an event that occurred at LMU served as a lesson to other tertiary 
institutions. Moreover, directors learn from each other by monitoring the experienced 
directors when they are making contributions. Respondents stated that board 
members must fit in: 
“Fitting in means: listen to others”, taking on board what majority preference 
and be flexible. Listening, respect  other stakeholders and use experience in 
making meaningful contributions” Respondent 8. 
“After Paris team incident, we reflected on it. Some colleagues said they are 
fully trained on this. But we have to go to the next level to prepare ourselves for 
unthinkable scenarios. We can learn from outside the UK as well. We deal with 
a lot of International Countries, and we are happy to share knowledge with 
anybody” - Respondent 12. 
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If board members learn by gaining and sharing from the wealth of experienced 
members’ by listening and observing their methods of presenting ideas, then, if the 
branch of knowledge needed on boards does not exist, what other learning styles 
directors normally use to acquire knowledge and skills to deal with new generation 
problems? This research investigates whether training forms part of learning styles 
being used by directors to acquire knowledge and skills. 
A team has been described as a set of two or more individuals that interact 
independently and adaptively to achieve a common objective or goals. Hence, the 
achievement of specific tasks may require adaptation of team training to accomplish 
the objectives of the team (Cannon-Bowers and Salas, 1998). Under the team 
training in the field of applied psychology, a number of theoretically supported 
methods of training have emerged. These include team cross-training, team 
coordination training, team self-correction training and distributed team training 
(Prince and Salas, 1993; Blickensderfer et al., 1998; Tannenbaum et al., 1998; 
Smith-Jentsch et al., 1998; Dwyer et al., 1999). 
Cross training has been described as a form of team training which allows team 
members to rotate positions so as to develop an understanding of the basic 
knowledge required to perform the duties of other members successfully (Cannon-
Bowers and Salas, 1998). Like cross team-training, designated team training is 
designed to help the team to achieve specific objectives. Direct application of team 
training literature from the field of psychology to board literature may imply that team 
cross-training can be described as a style of acquiring knowledge and skills among 
team members. 
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Inherently, this form of training can be delivered through strict regimentation and 
structured schedules to monitor the progress of the learners (Formal training). Since 
training is considered as a tool to enhance performance (Shaw, 2009), boards as 
teams will require team training for effective decision-making capabilities. Therefore, 
this research seeks to investigate if formal or informal training forms part of learning 
style to acquire knowledge and skills. 
Research participants’ responses indicated that board members do attend formal 
training to acquire specific knowledge and skills needed for specific tasks. 
Respondents stated: 
“I attended formal and informal training on financial management with the 
support of my colleague…Some people get things or knowledge through 
experience on the job...those people will argue that you will get experience on 
the job. I love to approach things with professional training probably because 
my father is an academic member” - Respondent 2. 
“I used to go to different lectures to acquire formal knowledge…I have attended 
training with other directors on the legal aspect of corporate governance, 
financial management, expectation or corporate responsibility. Usually, these 
forms of training are being organised by accounting and law firms. I wish to 
state that I attended these training so as to comply with legal requirements and 
to meet the challenges of the business. Honestly, those trainings have been 
very useful” - Respondent- 10. 
Similarly, responses confirmed that some of the training programmes are mandatory 
and are meant to comply with governance issues. Participants stated that: 
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“I have attended some training, and they were helpful. These are specific 
training for that organisation, but the principles are all about the governance. 
Does the formal training have to do with the governance or the actual business 
of the board? I think it has to do with the framework of the governance and 
roles of the board” - Respondent 5. 
“we do numbers of training per year. Also, we attend training every year to 
update our knowledge. This is called mandatory training. Some of the training is 
meant to comply with the code of conduct or practice. Such training includes 
safeguarding, infection control, and other basic understanding of the 
knowledge. Every year, we change our training programme to meet new 
challenges. Again on new problems, we get training on what is happening next 
or what is likely to happen” - Respondent 12. 
The away day is a day set aside by boards to socialise outside the regular 
boardroom. An away day is meant to promote interaction or an informal training 
opportunity for the board of directors. Generally, the away day is meant to provide an 
opportunity for conversation among directors.  The away day can be-be used for an 
informal training session where directors share existing ideas and gain new 
knowledge and skills through informal conversation. 
Since the suitability of learning style depends on the individuals whose need to agree 
to exchange knowledge mutually and cooperatively create new knowledge (Van den 
Hooff and De Ridder, 2004), knowledge-sharing or acquisition behaviour involves 
interaction between two different parties, namely: knowledge donator and knowledge 
acceptor. Essentially, knowledge and skills in social environment involve social 
interaction between the knowledge carrier and the knowledge acceptor, but the 
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nature of interaction can be either formal or informal (Hinds and Pfeffer, 2003). 
Implicitly, the interaction between two different human beings will involve 
conversation. 
Conversation is an exchange of words and forms part of communication. The 
conversation becomes important when people actually transform thoughts and words 
into meaningful actions. Forbes and Milliken (1999) argued that board members are 
only concerned about strategic policy formulation. Further, they argued that output of 
directors’ is purely cognitive. Then, how directors engage in the meaningful 
conversation becomes the subject of interest (Norton, 1978; Watzlawick, Beavin, and 
Jackson, 1967). Under team studies, this is known as group-level communication 
styles (English et al. 2004 and Barrick et al. 1998). This research investigates how 
directors usually exchange words among themselves. Research participants stated 
that: 
“I talk to the Non-executives on a regular basis as well. Also, we set up 
conference calls, and we normally discuss every Friday to discuss the progress 
of the organisation. I rely on the use of verbal communication (talking)” - 
Respondent 10. 
“We normally use verbal communication, especially during the meetings. We 
engage in verbal communication throughout the meeting. Discussions in these 
meetings are recorded and documented…… I talk to the other directors every 
morning and every night” - Respondent 4. 
Regarding the frequency and the nature of conversation, this research investigated 
other methods of conversation between directors and how often directors exchange 
conversation. Respondents stated that: 
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“we use analogue quite often. We have done conference calls on many 
occasions, but we prefer face to face communication” - Respondent 6. 
“I met executive team nearly every day and kept talking to them. 
Communication will executive team carry on in the boardroom. However, with 
non-executive directors, I usually talk to them at least one in a week” - 
Respondent 10. 
“This is how we normally communicate. Also, we use …telephone calls in the 
form of the conference call. within the bound of confidentiality, directors are 
always learning and sharing their knowledge” - Respondent 5. 
“It is done in many ways…conference calls…so we use verbal….. Weekly 
catch-up through conference calls.  Our board normally resolve issues through 
verbal communication before the meeting. We are very close, and we do tend 
to resolve bigger issues before the meeting. We talk all the time, but we are not 
bringing new things”- Respondent 8 
Peculiar to most of the boards, directors confirmed that they usually talk to each 
other in the form of face to face conversation regularly. Some directors stated that 
they may use telephone conversation and conference calls. However, for important 
conversation directors prefer face to face conversation. Respondents stated: 
“it is about talking to the colleagues, communicating with the executives and 
managers at other levels on the coffee queues or around the coffee table” - 
Respondent 1. 
“A lot of knowledge sharing takes place outside the formal board meeting. 
Every member of the board has a … The role, we talk all the time, and we 
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share information all the time. We share and transfer knowledge, experience 
and information in the day to day activities” - Respondent 2. 
“On more delicate issues, we do like face to face. Again, we catch member 
before the board meeting, after or wherever you see them” - Respondent 4. 
“I think it is a huge responsibility to be a company director. You need much 
more face to face contact as much as possible. I do not think you should ever 
send an email to anybody about an important issue” –Respondent 5 
4.8 Knowledge and Skills Sharing Learning Styles 
Unlike the acquisition of knowledge and skills learning styles which were concerned 
with the styles of acquiring new knowledge and skills by boards’ members, 
knowledge and skills sharing learning styles focus on the styles of sharing 
knowledge and skills that are being used by directors when sharing knowledge 
among themselves. Specifically, this research focuses on three different styles of 
sharing knowledge and skills, namely: visual, reading and conversation. However, 
because conversation falls into styles of acquiring knowledge and skills and as well 
styles for sharing knowledge and skills, discussion about conversation style has 
been provided earlier in this section. 
The output of boards work is purely cognitive, and most of the board decision-
making process usually takes place during boards meetings (Forbes and Milliken, 
1999). Directors have the opportunity to engage in physical interactions and share 
valuable information during boards meetings. This provides opportunities for new or 
young members, executive and non-executive directors to observe how critical 
decisions are being made. Bandura (1977) argued that there is the likelihood that 
visual observation of images or events will consciously shape human perceptions of 
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reality almost immediately. Further, Bandura argued that images are capable of 
creating unconscious memories that reside in the brain and represents the truths 
against which other information is assessed in the cognitive processes. Critical 
assessment of information through cognitive processes will aid complex creative 
problem-solving (Bandura, 1977). 
Observation could be in the form of visual observation by young directors of how 
experienced directors are making valuable contributions. Also, observation could, in 
the form of physical evidence, be presented on particular issues during board 
meetings or account of events given to the boards. Since directors are human and 
have the ability to imitate their colleagues, this research investigates if board 
members observe their colleagues and learn from it. In another word, how directors 
share knowledge and skills through visual observation of their colleagues or account 
of events outside the boardroom. Research participants stated that: 
“We do share knowledge with colleagues, transfer knowledge from countries 
and seek advice if such a thing had happened before in our organisation. The 
first step is to rely on available data. If there is no data to back up the argument, 
then we will rely on experience, especially, if it has happened before” - 
Respondent 3. 
“We asked members to support their argument with data, instead of relying on 
theoretical evidence to reach a conclusion. I learnt that subjective argument 
among members could cause unnecessary division and strong personality may 
win” - Respondent 4. 
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As long as you are open, as you move forward on the job, there are 
opportunities to share knowledge with the colleagues. I always support my 
subordinates…. when I was a director”- Respondent 9. 
Fleming (2003) argued that reading is one of many instruments for determining 
learning style in VARK questionnaire. The VARK system categorises learning styles 
into four: Visual, Aural, Reading/Writing, and Kinesthetic. Interestingly, Learning is 
an individual activity, and people learn in different ways (Kolb, 2004).  Also, many 
learners have strength in more than one learning style. Out of learning styles, 
reading helps people to comprehend and remember what they have read, and such 
knowledge and skills can be transferred into specific action. Reading can be 
categorised as a formal method of learning, but it can take place both inside and 
outside the classroom settings. 
Since directors belong to unique teams because of the nature of their task, the 
knowledge and skills required on boards may determine the appropriateness of 
styles for sharing knowledge and skills. Unlike top management teams that are 
responsible for policy implementation, board’s activity is about the strategy 
formulation. Therefore, directors may not show interest in the writing of inter memo 
to implement guidelines and writing of policy and procedures. Instead, board 
members may have an interest in reading the text and reading through other sources 
that may enhance their knowledge of strategy formulation and compliance. In 
essence, this research seeks to investigate whether reading forms part of the styles 
that are used by board members to share knowledge and skills. Research 
respondents stated: 
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“I do read newspapers, journal articles, to keep on top of the business-related 
topics…Over the years that have helped me. As director, no one will give you 
instruction to read it or attend seminars” - Respondent 9. 
CEO “usually sends paperwork to disseminate information which will get to the 
individual board members in advance. It allows time to read and digest the 
information. Then, CEO will make contact with the individual director to discuss 
difficult issues” - Respondent 10. 
“It is always easy to have something on paper. We sometimes get oral 
contributions, but the written document is always a useful thing to have. Also, it 
is easy if people provide an insight into issues of concern, and then you can 
find common ground through abstract” - Respondent 3. 
Responses from this study’s participants indicate that board members learn by 
listening to their colleagues and other stakeholders. Further, evidence suggests that 
directors learn by visually observing social events within their environment and by 
reading relevant documentations. Literature on learning supports this position when 
Fleming (2003) suggests four learning styles (VARK). Out of the four styles of 
learning suggested by Fleming, only Kinaesthetic appears not to have favoured as a 
style of learning by board members, but visual, aural and reading styles are being 
used by board members in learning processes.  However, considering literature on 
corporate governance, to the best of researcher’s knowledge, no corporate 
governance study has investigated knowledge and skills learning styles in boards. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
5.1 Introduction 
This study employed a variant of a grounded theory approach and semi-structured 
interviews to collect data on learning in boards. Further, data collected for this study 
were analysed through grounded theory coding processes which allowed categories, 
concepts and themes to flow and emerge from the data (Charmaz, 1996). Fifteen 
board members were interviewed, and transcripts from the interviews were analysed, 
using three different coding stages (initial, axial and theoretical coding) as suggested 
by Glaser and Strauss (1967). Analyses and findings of this research were reported 
in the previous chapter. 
In this chapter, a theoretical framework will be developed and discussed, based on 
the findings presented in chapter 4. The implications for board practice and board 
policy will then be discussed in chapter 6. This structure of this current chapter is as 
follows. The first part of this section focuses on the discussion of directors’ 
knowledge base and the new insight on director skills (skills for directing) that 
emerged from the results. The second part of this section focuses on the discussion 
of the gap in directors’ knowledge. The third part of this section is concerned with the 
discussion of the processes of acquiring knowledge and skills in boards. Discussion 
of the processes of sharing knowledge and skills in boards is located in the fourth 
part of this section. The fifth part of this section is concerned with the discussion of 
factors impacting on the knowledge and skills acquisition in boards. Parts six and 
seven of this chapter focus on the discussion of the styles of acquiring and sharing 
knowledge and skills in boards. 
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The findings of the study extend our current knowledge of board processes and 
reinforce the rationale for a call from scholars to adopt alternative approaches to 
research on board of directors. Especially, “the use of knowledge and skills” in 
boards has been conceptually extended and analysed because this research has 
expanded our knowledge of learning processes within boards. First, this study 
showed that the presence and use of knowledge and skills is deeply rooted in the 
acquisition of knowledge and skills (learning). Second, by examining the concept of 
team learning in a board context, the study provides detailed insights of the actual 
processes of learning compared with previous research, specifically, by establishing 
the importance of learning as the antecedent of “the use of knowledge and skills”. 
Third, this study found that learning in boards is a continuous activity which occurs 
through a circular process in the social environment. Fourth, this research 
discovered that if boards continue to acquire knowledge, and also continue to use 
knowledge and skills acquired appropriately, such boards will able to perform its 
tasks. Fifth, this study found that apart from the general knowledge area and the 
firm-specific knowledge and skills, skills for directing is another form of skill directors 
are expected to possess in order to be able to perform board monitoring and control 
task. Sixth, this research discovered that apart from power relations and leadership 
styles, time is another factor that is impacting on the acquisition of knowledge and 
skills in boards. 
As discussed in Chapters Two and Four, based on the seminal paper by Forbes and 
Milliken (1999), board members need to build upon their colleagues’ expertise, 
contributions and seek to combine their insight in a creative and synergistic way. The 
act of building on colleagues’ expertise and contributions involve certain social-
psychological processes (Pettigrew, 1992). 
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A rich body of research has been examining the impact of board processes within 
and around the boardroom (Minichilli et al., 2009; Minichilli et al., 2012; Walker, 
Machold and Ahmed; 2015; Zona and Zattoni, 1997). This stream of research 
followed board behavioural studies which are driven by a desire to understand the 
inner workings of boards (Forbes and Milliken, 1999; Gabrielsson and Huse (2005; 
Gabrielsson et al., 2007; Minichilli et al., 2009 and 2012; Zona and Zattoni, 2007; 
Machold et al., 2011; Westphal, 1999; Westphal and Stern, 2007). This study adds 
to this research stream. With the findings of this study, the researcher believes that 
our understanding of inner workings of boards has deepened our core knowledge of 
how boards acquire and share knowledge and skills for the performance of board 
tasks. Specifically, this research draws on a range of sociological, psychological and 
behavioural economics perspectives to provide a better explanation of the processes 
and styles of acquiring knowledge and skills in boards. Using the richness in the 
qualitative data, this study revealed skills for directing as the third type of director’s 
skills, three processes of acquiring knowledge in boards, three processes of sharing 
knowledge in boards, power relation, leadership style and time as factors that are 
impacting on learning within boards, variety of styles which are being used to acquire 
and share knowledge and skills, and circular nature of learning in boards. 
Gabrielsson and Huse, (2004) described research that focuses on learning as 
evolutionary because it sheds light on the processes that are taking place within and 
around the boardroom. 
The study conducted an investigation into how board members acquire knowledge 
and skills, in other words, what are the socio-psychological processes involved in the 
creation of knowledge and skills in boards. After employing constant comparative 
analysis of data, it became apparent at the earliest stage of data analysis that 
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learning in boards is both the cognitive activity and emotional activity which occurs in 
a social environment through social interaction, negotiation and reflective practices 
(Brookfield, 2006; Knowles, 2008; Mead, 1934; Merriam, 2008; Stephen, 2006). 
Also, the qualitative analysis showed that board members possess a certain level of 
knowledge prior to their employment on boards and the level of directors’ knowledge 
is referred to as “directors’ knowledge and skills base”. Further, evidence from the 
qualitative analysis indicates that the level of knowledge directors needs to possess 
for the performance of board tasks often higher than the director's knowledge base. 
The difference between the directors’ knowledge base and the expected level of 
directors’ knowledge for board tasks performance is regarded as “gap in directors’ 
knowledge” which can occur before or during board members tenure. The qualitative 
analysis showed that there is no specific academic course of study at tertiary 
institutions required for individuals to become a board member, an individual can 
become directors through the accumulation of experience. However, the social 
environment is not static and the business requirements are constantly changing 
which may require a regular change in the directors’ level of knowledge. Therefore, 
while the potential boards members can possess knowledge and skills which is fall 
short to the level required, the sitting boards’ members can suffer from knowledge 
gap due to dynamic nature of the business environment. Inevitably, the gap in 
directors’ knowledge need to be filled and the process of filling the gap is known as 
processes and styles of learning in boards. In filling the gap, the qualitative analysis 
indicated that acquisition of knowledge occurs within board external environment and 
sharing of knowledge is taking place within board internal environment in the model 
developed from this study. In summary, it is apparent from the qualitative analysis 
that both the prospective board members and the sitting board members acquire 
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knowledge from the external environment for the purpose of board tasks 
performance. 
The filling of the gap in directors’ knowledge can only be achieved through the 
processes of learning in boards. Some of the processes of learning through the 
external environment include training and development, networking and observation 
of global issues. In this thesis, these three are regarded as processes of acquiring 
knowledge and skills. In the same vein, findings from the qualitative analysis indicate 
that the sitting board members share available quality and valuable knowledge 
among themselves. In this thesis, processes of sharing knowledge and skills within 
boards have been described as constructive debate, stakeholders’ interaction and 
communication. Processes of learning in boards takes place within a social 
environment, thus there are socio-psychological factors such as “power relation, 
leadership style and time” which are impacting on the processes of learning. Again, 
in this research, these are referred to as factors affecting knowledge and skills. As 
described in the research model, learning is an individual activity and evidence from 
the qualitative analysis indicate that observation, training and conversation are some 
of the styles boards’ members are using to learn from boards external environment. 
Therefore, observation, training and conversation are referred to as “acquisition of 
knowledge and skills learning styles in this thesis”. Similarly, visual, reading and 
conversation among board members are revealed as some of the styles of sharing 
knowledge and skills. Hence, these styles are referred as knowledge and skills 
learning styles. Finally, evidence from the qualitative analysis revealed that learning 
in boards is a circular process as boards’ members continually acquire non-existing 
knowledge in boards from the external environment and sharing such quality and 
valuable knowledge with their colleagues. 
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Figure 7: The Research Model 
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The following sections will provide a discussion of these insights and the model. 
5.2  Directors’ Knowledge and Skills Base 
As discussed in Chapter Four, board members are expected to possess a certain 
level of knowledge and skills related to board tasks before becoming directors. This 
is known as the directors’ knowledge base which has been described as the prior set 
of knowledge and skills that board members possess to assist the boards in attaining 
specific objectives (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). There are two types of directors’ 
knowledge base that have been identified in the literature. First is the general 
business knowledge and skills which relate to traditional business and management 
knowledge such as legal/compliance knowledge, accounting, finance and human 
resource knowledge. Second, is firm-specific knowledge and skills. These two types 
of knowledge on boards are consistent with the types of knowledge suggested by 
Forbes and Milliken (1999), and which have subsequently been empirically tested 
regarding their impact on board task performance (Bankewitz, 2016). This study 
supports prior findings that directors’ knowledge and skills must encompass general 
business knowledge and firm-specific knowledge as suggested by Forbes and 
Milliken (1999). In line with resource dependency theory, the board is considered as 
a network of connections that are useful for the provision of resources which 
enhance performance (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978). Resource dependency theorists 
(Hillman et al, 2003; Van den Heuvel et al., 2006) argued that boards support 
management teams in the provision of necessary resources that are useful for the 
attainment of firm objectives. The respondents affirmed this position when two 
directors stated that: 
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“I developed myself through on the job training, and I have managed to reach 
this height without formal education on board direction” - Respondent 9. 
“Partly learning is about the experience, operational issues, keeping abreast 
with legislation and current issues in the industry which I tend to take 
responsibility for” - Respondent 4. 
However, the above conceptualisations refer to knowledge being present in the 
board (general business and firm-specific), rather than the types of skills board 
members may possess. In the course of this study, respondents indicated that 
directors are expected to direct and/or provide clear direction for the organisation, 
which is skills- rather than knowledge-based. This is referred to as “skills for 
directing”. According to the Corporate Governance Code (2016), part of the duties of 
boards is to direct the affairs of an organisation. Respondents argued that boards 
are the apex in the organisation and part of boards’ duties is to direct the affairs as a 
means of achieving organisational objectives. This study posits that board members 
need skills for directing in order to be able to provide direction for firms. This 
suggestion is in line with the resource dependency theory assumption that directors 
are useful for the provision of resources which enhance firms’ tasks performance 
(Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978). Respondents affirmed this position when they stated 
that: 
“Sometimes, you ask yourself can you do it, especially, when you are sitting 
with people that are very challenging. You will probably imagine in the middle 
of the appointment that it is not what you intend. This is the kind of things you 
find on the board. Sometimes, you may be in a situation when every member 
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is frightened and looking at you, thinking, I am glad I am not you” - 
Respondent 12. 
“Sometimes, I challenge members or use similar discourse to establish the 
same credibility for concern I may have. However, I do feel changing the 
discourse to enhance understanding of XXX is helpful” - Respondent 1. 
Whilst there is growing empirical evidence related to the importance of general 
business knowledge and firm-specific knowledge in boards (Bankewitz, 2016; 
Zhang, 2010), as well as the social capital of board members (Kor and 
Sundaramurthy, 2008, 2009), nobody to my knowledge has explicitly considered 
skills of directors. Even though it may be implied in the concept of ‘use of knowledge 
and skills’ developed by Forbes and Milliken (1999), we currently lack a deeper 
understanding of the type of skill sets directors ought to possess. This research 
highlights that directing skills, encompassing the ability to take a strategic ‘helicopter 
view’, being able to deal with challenges, and changing discourses, are needed for 
boards to function effectively.  In his conceptual paper, Knowles (1980) argued that 
the scope of adult learning captures the adult level of involvement in planning and 
directing of learning. Since directors are regarded as leaders of organisations and 
their roles include the provision of strategic direction (Pearce and Zahra, 1989), there 
is a need for boards’ members to possess skills for directing to be able to provide 
necessary directives. To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, no corporate 
governance study has investigated skills for directing. 
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5.3 Gap in the Directors knowledge and skills 
As discussed in Chapters Two and Four, board members’ knowledge base is prior 
sets of knowledge and skills available within boards to assist boards in the 
performance of a specific task. Qualitative analysis revealed that, sometimes, board 
members may not have the required level of knowledge and skills to perform a 
specific board task. Therefore, the difference between the director's knowledge base 
and the actual expected level of knowledge and skills required by boards to perform 
a specific task is known as the gap in directors knowledge. Further, the analysis 
made it clear that the level of specific knowledge and skills possessed by the new 
board members on some occasions may be lower compared to the level of specific 
knowledge required on boards for specific board task. This is also referred to as the 
gap in directors knowledge. To determine the gap in directors knowledge, boards 
usually conduct knowledge assessment  for both the sitting members and potential 
board members. While boards may rely on the use of annual appraisals to determine 
the gap in the knowledge of the sitting members, boards can also conduct 
assessments through interviewing to determine the gap in the knowledge of the new 
or potential board members. However, board members knowledge can become 
obsolete, especially in fast-changing environments (Zhang, 2010). Therefore, in 
order to identify directors’ knowledge gap, boards of directors need to conduct a 
systematic assessment that could measure board members knowledge base, so as 
to fill the gap in the knowledge and consequently enhance their capabilities (Senge, 
1990). 
 “We run yearly appraisal system to judge people level of learning  or fitness 
for board business. We then keep a record of learning to appraise members if 
they are still capable in what they are doing.” - Respondent 12. 
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“We are conducting yearly appraisal system in the form of competency test to 
discover a gap in the directors’ knowledge and skills. This assessment 
procedure will facilitate identification of gap which will be filled through the 
processes of filling knowledge and skills within boards” – Respondent 8. 
The outcome of this study is supported by the body of corporate governance 
research which focuses on how to harness or merge board social capital or directors’ 
intellectual capital with boards roles. This stream of research assumes that aligning 
boards intellectual property with boards roles will help in the identification of 
knowledge and skills that could enhance board roles performance. In this body of 
research, identification of gaps in directors’ knowledge will be done through regular 
evaluation. For instance, Nicholson and Kiel (2004) developed a diagnostic tool or 
framework which could help boards to evaluate its capabilities. According to 
Nicholson and Kiel, this diagnostic tool can be used to improve performance by 
diagnosing common problems within the boards through the use of appropriate input. 
They concluded that balance of the different elements of board intellectual capital will 
yield different outcomes such as board behaviours and board effectiveness. 
Similarly, Germain and Grenier (2015), Illeris (2003), Manuti et al. (2015) and Pea 
(1993) have all emphasised the importance of an effective process of employees 
development through appropriate intervention in relation to the effectiveness of 
assessment and the importance of close interaction between the individuals through 
social mediation, negotiation, critical reflection, assessment of members and 
environment method. 
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5.4 Process of Creating Knowledge and Skills in Boards 
As discussed in Chapter Two, learning is a cognitive activity which occurs in the 
social environment (Siemen, 2013) and team learning is the process by which 
members of a particular team acquire, share, refine, or combine task-relevant 
knowledge through interaction with one another (Argote, Gruenfeld, and Naquin 
(2001). To create knowledge within the team, the literature on team learning 
indicates that learning takes place at the individual level and the combination of 
individual knowledge becomes team learning. As discussed in Chapter Four, this 
study confirmed that learning in boards is the process of filling the gap in the 
(collective) knowledge and that this takes place at the individual level but in relation 
to the board as a group. Further, this study advances the argument that the 
performance of boards tasks relied heavily on cognitive, emotional and social context 
aspects of learning. Also, the qualitative analysis supports this position that 
acquisition of knowledge at the level of individual director follows cognitive circular 
processes as suggested by Nonaka (1994). In line with Nonaka’s model, individual 
board members acquire knowledge from the external environment through the 
process of socialisation and share it with other members during the interaction. The 
process of knowledge acquisition at individual level relates to single-loop learning or 
independent learning (Kirton, 1994). Eraut (2004) described this process of an adult 
as a personal learning process. Also, the qualitative analysis indicates that 
knowledge acquisition in boards takes the form of shared mental models and 
transactive mental models (Nandkeoylar, 2008) because board members acquire 
knowledge at the individual level, and share such valuable and quality knowledge 
with others, before using the knowledge for the board tasks performance. 
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The process of sharing knowledge at board level follows “double loop learning” 
(Kirton, 1994) which relies on the interaction between directors which is helping them 
to break the mindset and enhance board capabilities (Abrosini and Bowman, 2009). 
Also, learning in boards aligns with workgroup learning processes which depend on 
cognitive activity, emotional activity age, and social context. Knowledge created 
through these processes follow social construction style (Eraut, 2004). Also, the 
cultural and personal learning perspectives of adult learning emphasises the 
importance of adult past experience and social interaction in the process of 
knowledge creation within the team. Hence, boards members rely on their past 
experience for knowledge creation.  
This research found the processes of acquiring knowledge and skills and the 
processes of sharing knowledge and skills as the two broad processes of creating 
knowledge and skills in boards. 
5.5 Processes of Acquiring Knowledge and Skills 
The team literature has argued that acquisition of knowledge by an individual team 
member is guided by personality and other motivating factors (Siemens, 2013). The 
qualitative analysis indicates that board members are acquiring knowledge and skills 
from the social environment. Further, the evidence suggests that individual board 
members’ processes of acquiring knowledge and skills vary and are determined by 
the individual preferences. While some boards’ members prefer to acquire 
knowledge through formal training and development, others prefer to acquire 
knowledge through the observation of social issues or interaction with other 
stakeholders. Generally, this study found that there are three processes of acquiring 
knowledge and skills in boards. These are training and development, networking and 
observation of global issues. 
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5.5.1 Training and development 
As discussed in Chapter Four, the qualitative analysis indicates that the main reason 
why boards normally carry out knowledge assessment for board members is to 
determine the gap in directors’ knowledge. Identification of specific gap in board 
members knowledge will facilitate the filling of this gap. Important, if the missing 
knowledge within the board relates to professional or specialist knowledge such as 
law, accounting, financing, management, governance and risk management, board 
members prefer to either read relevant texts or attended structured training and 
development programme that will enhance their knowledge about the specific 
knowledge under reference. Responses from the participants are akin to the linear 
stepwise scenario method of adult learning. Under the linear stepwise process of 
adult learning, adults are able to identify their learning needs, make decisions 
regarding the appropriate activities; methods and techniques to facilitate learning 
(Caffarella, 1993). This process of learning is a close reflection of the process of 
learning in formal institutions which usually takes the form of training and 
development.  
This study advances the position that board members usually acquire general 
business knowledge and skills training and development from board external 
environment as affirmed by the respondents: 
“I used to go to different lectures to acquire formal knowledge…I have 
attended training with other directors on the legal aspect of corporate 
governance, financial management, expectation or corporate responsibility” - 
Respondent 10. 
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“I always like to attend seminars for knowledge. Regardless of the nature of 
the seminar, to me, knowledge is not a waste of time and seminars are very 
useful to update knowledge. Even the seminars that I attended and believe 
they were not relevant at the time, surprisingly; such seminars may be 
relevant after some time”- Respondent 9. 
Psychology literature has suggested some types of training which teams normally 
use to fill the gap in team members knowledge. Examples of these training include 
cross-training, team coordination training, team self-correction training and 
distributed team training (Prince and Salas, 1993; Blickensderfer et al., 1998; 
Tannenbaum et al., 1998; Smith-Jentsch et al., 1998; Dwyer et al., 1999). Also, 
under self-directed learning, adults have opportunities, either to seek help from peers 
or to attend workshops or training programmes in the form training from an 
educational provider (Tough, 1979). 
Empirically, in a meta-analysis conducted by Salas (2008), team training 
interventions are confirmed to be one of the approaches organisations can adopt to 
enhance performance. Further, Salas concluded that team training is very effective 
for improving cognitive outcomes, affective outcomes, teamwork processes, and 
performance outcomes. Similarly, Felstead et al., (2005) conducted research on 
“what has been happening to the training of workers in Britain”. Using evidence from 
eleven survey series, findings indicate that the staff at the top of the organisations 
had the greatest access to training and development.  
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5.5.2 Networking 
As discussed in Chapter Two, within boards’ literature, the argument in favour of 
larger board size is anchored on the interdependence between firms and the 
external environment through networking process (Pfeffer, 1972). According to the 
resource dependency theorists, networking helps firms to harness resources that are 
useful to resolve threat from firms’ social environments (Pfeffer 1972; Dalton et al., 
1999; Goodstein et al., 1994). Additionally, Germain and Grenier (2015) argued that 
interdependence relationship among stakeholders often lead to empowerment and 
the development of competences. Qualitative analysis indicated that board members 
are interacting with their colleagues that sit on different boards and they are 
acquiring specific knowledge by maintaining social networking. 
Further, the qualitative analysis revealed that board members are using networking 
processes to acquire firm-specific knowledge by making enquiry from boards of 
organisations that fall into the same industry category and level. Therefore, this study 
supports the position that networking is a process of acquiring knowledge and skills 
from firms’ external environment as affirmed by the respondents: 
“I also learnt from other people that are working with different organisations. 
Usually, I contact my colleagues that are sitting on different Boards to seek for 
guidance or advice on how to fill the knowledge gap. Therefore, I maintain 
connection around the country in order to enhance the opportunity for 
knowledge development” – Respondent 11. 
“It is about engaging with other people in and outside the workplace to tap from 
their experience and expertise as much as possible” - Respondent 4. 
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This process of learning through interaction aligns with the social theory of learning 
proposed by Bandura, (1977). This research held the view that interaction among 
board members gives board members opportunity to share quality and valuable 
information which enhance their general knowledge and firm-specific knowledge. 
Conceptually, Schooman et al. (1981), Baseman and Schooman (1983), Zahra and 
Pearce (1989) and Mizrachi (1996) have all argued that interlocks promote social 
interaction among directors and have strong effects on the companies, the 
participating directors and the society. Empirically, Stevenson and Radin (2009) 
investigated social capital and social influence on the board of directors. They 
concluded that social capital generated through interaction is vital for the 
understanding influence on decision-making on boards of directors. Also, while 
extending knowledge on workplace learning, Germain and Grenier (2015) 
investigated how to facilitate workplace learning and change. Using qualitative 
analysis of archival data in libraries and research centres, results of their study 
indicate that interdependence among employees helps to facilitate competence.  
5.5.3 Observation of Social Issues 
Another important finding of this study was that board members acquire knowledge 
and skills to fill the gap in directors’ knowledge by observing global social issues. 
The observational process of learning is concerned with the acquisition of knowledge 
in the social environment through observation. This finding has similarities with the 
second scenario of the process of adult learning. The adult learning process is 
curvilinear in nature and relies on the occurrences, chances and observation of 
events within the environment. Scholars like Berger (1990), Candy (1991), and Danis 
and Tremblay (1987) have all argued that adults learn through observation of social 
events. Directors are acquiring knowledge from events, developments and activities 
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that are happening in the social environment. The qualitative analysis shows that 
social events are impacting on the experience of boards members and causing 
changes in the way they deal with issues on boards. Board members affirmed this 
position and they confirmed that they are constantly monitoring socio-economic and 
political issues around the world, especially, those development that could impact on 
their firms: 
“Lessons from the corporates failure and event that happened at LMU is on my 
mind that we need to examine and discuss issues vigorously” – Respondent 1. 
Learning literature has confirmed observation as a learning process and it falls under 
the transformational dimension of learning. Observation learning occurs through the 
process of reflective observation (Kolb 1984). According to behavioural theorists of 
learning, reflection on issues within the social environment can cause changes in 
human behaviour. Therefore, this study supports the position that board members 
are acquiring knowledge through observation of changes in socio-economic and 
political development within an immediate organisational environment and at the 
global level. This is because experience gained from the social events through 
observation will equip board members with knowledge and result in a change of their 
behaviour. Learning through observation occurs at individual levels (Nonaka, 1994) 
but directors share knowledge and skills at board level through interaction. Kempster 
(2006) conducted in-depth interviews with six directors of UK multinational public 
limited companies and used critical grounded theory to investigate leadership 
learning through lived experience. Results from Kempster’s study indicate that 
directors gain knowledge through observation of events occurring in the social 
environment. 
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5.6 Processes of Sharing Knowledge and Skills 
As discussed in Chapters Two and Four, knowledge sharing among team depends 
on the level of interaction, communication and politics (Siemens, 2013). The process 
of knowledge sharing among board members depends on available knowledge 
within the board (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). Similarly, boards can be compared to 
workgroups and workplace learning has been compared to learning that is taking 
place among the employees.  Learning among the employees often occurs within a 
specific organisational context and subsequently leads to the acquisition and 
assimilation of an integrated cluster of knowledge, skills, values and feelings which 
may result in individuals and workgroups refocusing and eventually cause 
fundamental change of behaviour. Also, boards have been described as episodic 
teams and literature on leadership learning has described acquiring, modelling, 
experimenting and practising, theorising and perfecting, and actualising as five 
stages of leadership learning (Cavaliere, 1992).  
Since learning is an individual activity and evidence from adult learning and 
leadership learning indicates that the creation of knowledge within teams dependent 
on the socio-psychological processes, therefore, board members rely on the process 
of sharing knowledge to share expertise, experience and skills. Also, the concept of 
knowing in practice in leadership learning is a process of knowledge acquisition. 
Leadership learning occur through apprenticeship which is characterised with social 
process, human and material, aesthetic, emotive, ethical and embedded practice 
(Gherardi, 2006).  
As discussed in Chapter Two (Zahra and Pearce, 1989) boards are now performing 
different board tasks to achieve organisational objectives in a dynamic social 
environment. Based on the qualitative analysis, there are three processes of sharing 
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knowledge and skills in boards, namely: constructive debate, stakeholder interaction 
and communication.  
5.6.1 Constructive debates or Constructive conflict 
As discussed in Chapter Four, boards consist of elite individuals who maintain 
constant interaction and share ideas, views and suggestions through the process of 
constructive debate (Brailey and Peck, 2013; Finkelstein and Mooney, 2003) This 
position is supported by adult learning literature. For instance, Brookfield (1986) 
argues that transformation learning in adult involves critical reflection and he 
describes the critical reflection as a contingent  aspect of reality. Further, he states 
that critical reflection is about the expectation of alternative perspective, the meaning 
of the systems,  the change of personal and the social circumstances. To consider 
an alternative idea, directors need to respect mutual views, contributions and engage 
in dialogue in constructive manner. Qualitative analysis indicates that boards 
members do engage in debates to make meaningful contributions by expressing 
their views, opinions and positions on board tasks. Further, the qualitative analysis 
also revealed that in the course of deliberation, board members are required to 
respect suggestions, ideas and views of their colleagues during board meetings and 
they are allowed to probe, seek for detail explanation or challenge their colleagues 
on issues with grey areas. Evidence from the qualitative analysis indicated that 
board members are not allowed to engage in a destructive argument because other 
members of boards have opposing views on how issues should be resolved. This is 
to create a conducive atmosphere within the boardroom and create an opportunity 
for members to put different views forwards. Consequently, diverse suggestions will 
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provide an opportunity for boards to make the best choice out of diverse suggestions 
as affirmed by respondents: 
“Be hard on the issue but soft on the people to promote quality debates, it is 
good not to be confrontational. You hard on the issue but soft on the person, 
this is by employing a peaceful approach in resolving matters. Boards need to 
manage differences by asking for more questions on grey areas, open debate 
or through the casting of the vote. The role of non-executives is to challenge, 
probe, or question what executives are doing.” – Respondent 10. 
“I have learnt that a single member can make a quick decision, it is good to 
have different perspectives that may challenge the way you think about things. 
Also, someone may call your attention to what you overlook, especially when 
you are the frustrated and don’t get things done in your way” - Respondent 7. 
Analysis of data showed that board members are different in terms of their skills, 
expertise and experience. Therefore, there is the likelihood that an individual board 
member’s views on how to carry out specific board task may be different from that of 
his/her colleagues. In order to maintain a peaceful atmosphere and create an 
opportunity to hear different suggestions of  members which may enhance their 
knowledge, qualitative evidence suggests that board members are encouraged not 
to be confrontational. Instead, board members are expected to probe for more 
information by means of asking questions to clarify grey areas. This study supports 
the findings of existing research conducted by Minichilli and Zona (2008) that rather 
than attacking individuals or engaging in destructive conflict, directors are engaging 
in constructive debate in decision-making processes to gain knowledge from their 
colleagues, especially directors who specialise in different disciplines. 
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Empirically, Finkelstein and Mooney (2003) have suggested five critical goals to 
enhance board performance which constructive debate or constructive conflict is 
one. They emphasised the importance of keeping conflict constructive through 
constructive debate to avoid personal friction and tension in the boardroom. 
Similarly, Simons and Smith (1999) concluded their study that the interactive effect 
of debate on performance was stronger for several more job-related diversity. Candy 
(1991) supported this position when he argued that the capacity of adult learners to 
articulate the norms provides a solid foundation for goals consideration, use of 
personal reflective logic and exercise the ability to make choices. 
5.6.2 Stakeholders Interactions 
As discussed in Chapters Two and Four,  there is a body of corporate governance 
research which focuses on the interaction between board members and other 
stakeholders. In line with stakeholders theory, directors are maintaining interaction 
with other stakeholders not only to give legitimacy to their firms, and enhancing the 
participating director's career but also to share knowledge needed to perform board 
tasks (Hambrick and D’aveni, 1988). Similarly, in the leadership learning literature, 
Thomas (2008) argued that leaders of organisations may lack self-awareness unless 
such a leader acquires knowledge by soliciting the perspectives or views of his/her 
followers, peers and superiors. Also, Desjardins et al., (2016) argued in favour of the 
importance of transactions between the leaders of organisations and other 
stakeholders such as suppliers, customers, and other forms of multi-stakeholder 
processes as the key for innovation. Qualitative analysis indicated that board 
members are maintaining close interaction with firm's stakeholders so as to hear 
their views, concerns and suggestions on how to make production system better. 
The qualitative analysis further showed that boards that maintain interactions with 
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other stakeholders such as customers, suppliers and employees (just to mention a 
few) are more likely to gain access to valuable knowledge from stakeholders, which 
may enhance performance. This research supports the position of the stakeholders 
theory that interaction with stakeholders gives board members access to knowledge 
that enhances performance. This position correlates with Zahra and Pearce, (1989) 
view when they argued that regular interaction between the boards and other 
stakeholders will help directors to gain access to knowledge. This is affirmed by the 
respondents:  
“It is not be littering them but just recognising that you learn from other people 
who have similar responsibilities with you in other organisation. For instance, I 
listen and learn from customers, partners in similar roles and I will learn from 
the suppliers and learn from people who work around me. Boards’ members 
need to understand issues in the bigger context, and they need to be looking at 
the issue from more than immediate environment. We need to be alert at all 
time”- Respondent 9. 
“One of the best ways to learn is to talk to your customers because they will tell 
you what is happening. Because directors cannot say, I do not know. It is very 
important for the board to search for solutions to corporate problems through 
learning, experience, interaction, constant familiarisation with the larger 
business environment, possibly by knowing the view of the customers about 
their products.”- Respondent 5. 
Empirically, there is a limited number of studies that have investigated the impact of 
stakeholders interaction on board effectiveness. For instance, Scott (1991) 
concluded that knowledge shared with other competitors will lead to improvement in 
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the service and help in maintaining better performance. Also, Johnson and 
Greenings (1999) conducted research on stakeholder representation on boards. The 
outcome of their study showed that firms that embrace stakeholders’ interaction are 
more likely to enjoy a progressive social influence. Results of these studies correlate 
with the outcome of Hillman et al. (2001) study. Further, Kempster (2008) conducted 
a study on leadership learning through lived experience (a process of learning which 
is similar to apprenticeship method of learning), and findings of the study confirmed 
that knowledge sharing occurs through constant interaction among the stakeholders 
of the organisation.  
5.6.3 Communication Quality 
As discussed in Chapter Four, communication is a multidimensional concept and 
appears to be the pivot on which the success of board tasks performance depends 
upon because boards interaction relies on communication. Qualitative analysis 
indicated that boards function is strategic in nature and board members do engage in 
regular communication to formulate strategies. Evidence from this study showed that 
board members are engaging in constant communication in and around the 
boardrooms. This study discovered that board members are keeping abreast of 
business activities of their various organisations by face to face communication, 
talking to each other on phones, emails and other forms of analogue. Further, 
evidence from the data revealed that the rationale for engaging in regular 
communication among members is to share knowledge by means of updating 
members regarding the progress on specific issues in the organisation. Directors 
stated that board members must not delay sharing of quality and valuable 
knowledge. Therefore, this study posits that communication is a process of sharing 
knowledge in boards as affirmed by most of the respondents: 
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“I regularly talk to the chairman of the board every week. I talk to the Non-
executives on a regular basis as well. Also, we set up conference calls, and we 
normally discuss every Friday.” Respondent 4. 
“Discussions in meetings are recorded and documented. We use memos, 
emails, letter or electronic system. Informally – to be effective in what we do, I 
talk to the other directors every morning and every night.”- Respondent 2. 
“We engage in verbal communication which is important. We report on issues 
almost immediately through daily meetings” - Respondent 5. 
Empirically, LePine et al. (2008) concluded that communication quality is strongly 
related to team effectiveness. Similarly, Farquhar (2011) conducted research on the 
impact of board processes on board role performance and effectiveness. He 
concluded that communication quality is significantly and positively related to board 
effectiveness. The outcome of this research was also supported by research 
conducted by Beal et al (2003) on communication within the team. However, to the 
best of my knowledge, no study has investigated communication as a process of 
sharing knowledge and skills in boards. 
5.7 Knowledge and Skills Acquisition Styles 
As discussed in Chapters Two and Four, the process of acquiring new knowledge 
and skills in the boards will not complete without the discussion of the associated 
learning styles which directors are using to acquire new knowledge or to share 
existing knowledge. Also, as elaborated in Chapter Two, the established learning 
literature has argued that learning is an individual activity and members of the team 
are different in terms of their preference, experience and factors that motivate them 
to acquire knowledge (Siemens, 2013). Based on their unique and individual 
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preference, evidence from the qualitative analysis supports the position that board 
members prefer different styles of learning for acquiring knowledge and skills. The 
analysis provided by the respondents affirmed the position that board members are 
employing three different styles of learning to acquire knowledge and skills in boards. 
These are training; observation and conversation, the adoption of a particular 
learning style depend on the nature and type of knowledge.  
5.7.1 Training Style of Acquiring Knowledge and Skills  
As highlighted in Chapter Four, the qualitative analysis showed that board 
members usually attend training, seminars; workshops and they are using “away 
days” to acquire new specific knowledge and skills. Further, evidence from the 
qualitative analysis indicated that board members are acquiring knowledge through 
all the three types of training such as Ad-hoc training, planned and systematic 
training. This study suggests that training is a style of acquiring knowledge and skills 
as affirmed by the respondents: 
“I always like to attend seminars for knowledge. Regardless of the nature of the 
seminar, to me, knowledge is not a waste of time and seminars are very useful 
to update knowledge” - Respondent 9. 
“I do around 45- 60 hours of formal training or continue professional 
development through Certified Public Directors every year. This formal training 
does not include professional reading” - Respondent 10. 
“we use consultants a lot – KPMG, PWC, and The Lloyds to provide knowledge 
to fill the gap” - Respondent 12. 
There is limited research on training for the board of directors. Gabrielsson and 
Huse, (2005) argued that this aspect of research on boards is under-researched and 
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they referred to this form of research as evolutionary. However, research on team 
training shows that training on team coordination and team cross training are 
positively related to team coordination and performance. For instance, Leedom and 
Simon (1995) conducted a study on team improving coordination. They concluded 
that standardised, behaviour-based learning produced team coordination and better 
performance. Buttressing the argument on team training, Marks and Sebela (2002) 
conducted research on the impact of cross-training on the team effectiveness and 
they concluded that cross-training enhances team performance and coordination. 
However, to the best of my knowledge, there is no study that has investigated 
training as a style of acquiring knowledge and skills in boards. 
5.7.2 Observation style of Acquiring Knowledge and skills 
As discussed in chapter 1V, the qualitative analysis revealed that board members 
acquire knowledge and skills through observation styles of learning. Analysis 
indicated that board members are acquiring knowledge by observing social-
economic, cultural and political events which are unfolding in a social environment. 
This study posits that board members are more sensitive and reflecting on events 
which are unfolding in their environment that could have impacts on their respective 
firms. Therefore, board members are acquiring knowledge and skills through 
observation style of learning as affirmed by the some of the respondents: 
“Some colleagues said they are fully trained on this. But we have to go to the 
next level to prepare ourselves for unthinkable scenarios. We can learn from 
outside the UK as well. We deal with a lot of International Countries, and we 
are happy to share knowledge with anybody” - Respondent 12. 
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“We asked members to postpone the discussion and support their argument 
with data, instead of relying on theoretical evidence to reach a conclusion. I 
learnt that subjective argument among members could cause unnecessary 
division and strong personality may win” - Respondent 4. 
Empirically, several corporate governance studies have used observation method of 
learning in the study of boards. For instance, Machold and Farquhar (2013) have 
used observation to conduct research on boards of directors. However, to the best of 
researcher’s knowledge, there is no study that has investigated observation as a 
style of learning in board research. 
5.7.3 Conversation style of Acquiring Knowledge and skills 
As discussed in Chapters Two and Four, conversation is an exchange of words and 
it is a form of communication which transforms people’s thoughts into actual actions. 
Evidence from qualitative analysis indicated that board members regularly engage in 
conversation. First, the analysis showed that conversation is the means being used 
by board members to convey their views, opinions, suggestions and ideas to their 
colleagues during board meetings. Second, the analysis revealed that after board 
meetings, boards members maintain regular contact and continue to share valuable 
and quality information about organisational issues through the use of conversation. 
Third and final, out of all the styles of acquiring knowledge, conversation appears to 
be the most preferred style of learning because it allows immediate feedback and it 
is very effective to conceal confidential information. Based on the analysis, this study 
posits that conversation is a style of acquiring knowledge and skills as affirmed by 
the respondents: 
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“A lot of knowledge acquisition and sharing takes place outside the formal 
board meeting…we talk all the time, and we share information all the time. We 
share and transfer knowledge, experience and information in the day to day 
activities” - Respondent 2. 
”It is done in many ways…conference calls…so we use verbal….. Weekly 
catch-up through conference calls…and we talk all the time” - Respondent 6. 
“On more delicate issues, we do like face to face conversation” - Respondent 4. 
For convenience outside the boardroom, on vital or sensitive issues, board members 
prefer to engage in face-to-face conversation to maintain confidentiality and 
attainment of amicable resolution.  To the researcher’s knowledge, no study has 
been conducted on conversation style of acquiring knowledge and skills in boards. 
5.7.4 Knowledge and Skills Sharing styles 
As discussed in Chapter Four, boards’ members, knowledge and skills sharing 
learning styles comprises director’s styles of sharing knowledge and skills. The 
Qualitative analysis indicated that there are three different styles of sharing 
knowledge and skills in boards namely: visual, reading and conversation. However, 
because conversation falls into the styles of acquiring knowledge and skills as well 
as styles for sharing knowledge and skills, discussion about conversation learning 
style has been discussed under the acquisition of knowledge and skills learning 
styles in section 5.7.3. 
5.7.5 Visual Style of Sharing Knowledge and Skills 
As stated in Chapter 2, the social theory of learning has indicated that visual 
observation of images or events will consciously shape human perceptions of reality 
almost immediately (Bandura, 1977). Qualitative analysis upholds the findings of this 
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study in the Chapter Four and this study posits that board members often share 
knowledge with their colleagues by producing physical evidence such as minutes of 
the meetings, financial information and other related documents to substantiate their 
constructive argument during the decision-making processes. Also, board members 
often visit production lines to physically observe the production processes as a style 
of gaining knowledge. This study advances the position that visual observation is a 
style of sharing knowledge and skills on board. 
In response to calls for scholars to go behind the boardroom door and observe how 
the real business of boards is being done.  Studies that focus on how power is 
playing out in boards decision-making process such as McNulty and Pettigrew 
(1995, 1999) have been employing the use of the visual style of learning in the study 
of boards. But to the best of the researcher's knowledge, no study has investigated 
visual learning style as a style of sharing knowledge and skills in boards.  
5.7.6 Reading style of sharing Knowledge and Skills 
According to the literature on learning, reading is a form of learning style which 
relates to the sharing of knowledge and skills through the reading of prints and texts. 
Evidence from the qualitative analysis suggests that directors often fill the gaps in 
their knowledge through the reading of textbooks, academic journals, periodicals, 
periodical and legal documents. Similarly, evidence from the qualitative analysis 
established it that board often furnish members with knowledge of board activities by 
disseminating information through documentation. Such documentations include 
minute of the meeting or information packs from board secretary. Sharing of 
information through documentation means boards’ members can share knowledge 
and skills with each other through reading. Based on the evidence from the data, this 
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study contends that reading is a style of learning in boards as affirmed by all the 
respondents: 
“There is usually a large pack of papers for every board member to read. 
Sometimes, when I forget or misunderstood.”- Respondent 3. 
“I learn stuff through reading and find it easy to read up on things that I need to 
know. I am a good listener and educate myself.”-Respondent 5 “On big 
discussion, we do use formal paper circulated on the significant subject to 
formalise our discussion.”-  Respondent 2 
To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, no research has been carried out on 
reading as a style of learning in boards. 
5.8 Combination of individual learning processes and learning styles 
As discussed in Chapter Two, the processes and styles of acquiring knowledge 
among the team members have been described as the collection of Individual 
methods of learning and individual styles of learning (Kolb, 1971). 
Watkins and Marsick (1996) described learning as the mutual construction of new 
knowledge and the capacity for effective and collaborative action. Therefore, team 
learning suggests the idea that learning composes of cognitive, emotional, 
contextual and action-oriented behaviours, hence, as teams are performing 
increasingly cognitive tasks, team performance relies on team member’s knowledge 
creation abilities through the social-psychological processes. Nonaka, (1994) in his 
conceptual paper argued that knowledge and skills acquisition occurs at the 
individual level as a ‘justified true belief’ and is expanded through social interaction to 
include a diversity of perspective that ultimately represents shared knowledge at the 
team or organisational level. This research found that both the knowledge and skills 
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acquisition can only take place at individual levels but the sharing of knowledge and 
skills can be possible through social interaction between individuals board members, 
especially, when board members maintain close social interaction. Nonaka (1994) 
referred to this concept of knowledge sharing among teams as a spiral model of the 
social process. Also, Caviliere (1992) while describing the third scenario of the adult 
learning process which suggested five stages of adult learning, confirmed that the 
methods of sharing knowledge among adult rely on social context and process. 
Aditionally, Kempler (2008) process of acquiring knowledge by adults occurs within 
the social environment and through social interaction. Evidence from the qualitative 
analysis as observed in Chapter Four indicated that boards’ process of learning is 
the combination of individual board members processes and styles of acquiring and 
sharing knowledge and skills. Therefore, this study posits that learning within boards 
is the combination of individual board members preferred methods of learning and 
different styles of learning. 
Alexsander et al. (2003) investigated the degree to which individual and situational 
variables impact the acquisition of knowledge and skill within the interactive project 
team. They concluded that team learning is a relatively permanent change in the 
team’s collective level of knowledge and skill produced by the shared learning 
processes and learning styles of the team members. To the best of the researcher 
knowledge, no study has investigated the relationship between individual board 
members’ process of learning and the processes of learning in boards. 
5.9 Factors Impacting on Knowledge and Skills Acquisition in Boards 
As discussed in Chapter Four, the argument about time factor in boards research 
centres on debate about the episodic nature of boards. For instance, how do the 
number of times boards meet in a year or the frequency of board meetings and 
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tenure of directors on the boards’ impact on board tasks (Forbes and Milliken, 
1999)? Scholars have argued that boards do not frequently meet (Huse, 2005; 
Forbes and Milliken, 1999) but they need to work as a team and share quality and 
valuable knowledge and skills (Forbes and Milliken, 1999; Huse 2005; Machold et 
al., 2013). Similarly, Lieb (2012) in his conceptual paper on adult learning identified 
some barriers to adult learning. Some of the barriers highlighted include time, red 
tape and lack of information. 
5.9.1 Time 
5.9.1.1 Time Spent on Board Meetings 
The conceptual argument on the number of time directors are meeting within twelve 
months has been a subject of debate in board research. Also, there is another 
established body of research which focuses on how the tenure of directors on board 
is impacting on board performance. This study suggested that the limited number of 
times boards are meeting in a year is a factor which is impacting on the process of 
knowledge and skills acquisition in boards. The qualitative analysis indicated that 
boards usually hold strategic meetings between five and seven times in a year.  
Therefore, boards hardly have enough time to fully discuss important issues during 
strategic meetings, when boards agenda are usually jam-packed. Hence, board 
meetings are being used to ratify decisions that have been taken at sub-committee 
levels which may leads to absence of robust debate. Moreover, qualitative analysis 
illustrated that boards are using regular conversation to deal with important issues 
and urgent matters. Further, respondents stated that opportunity to challenge and 
probe the executive may disappear in the absence of enough time to guarantee 
thorough debate. This study supports the position that the few times boards are 
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meeting in a twelve month period is not enough to have robust debate on board 
tasks and also prevents members from sharing quality and valuable knowledge with 
their colleagues. Based on the above analysis, time as a factor is impacting on 
knowledge and skills acquisition in boards: 
“Our agenda is quite packed, and we, therefore, do not normally spend awful 
time on analysing important issues during deliberation. Also, we do not have 
enough time to develop rapport. Regarding the decision on essential issues, we 
usually give priority to cases to manage our time effectively” - Respondent 11. 
“There are always delays in acquiring knowledge of what is going on. On the 
one hand, there is usually a large pack of papers for every board member to 
read” - Respondent 3. 
The position of this study is supported by the work of Finkelstein and Mooney (2003) 
when they referred to lack of discussion time on boards as “brown-nosing”. 
Finkelstein and Mooney (2003) suggested adequate time for board meeting and 
encouraged boards not to overload agenda. To the best of the researcher’s 
knowledge no study has investigated time as a factor impacting on knowledge and 
skills acquisition in boards. 
5.9.1.2 On the Tenure of Directors on the Boards 
Another interesting finding of this research relates to the tenure of the directors on 
board. This study confirmed board tenure as a factor impacting on the acquisition of 
knowledge and skills. As discussed in Chapter Four, it takes time to build trust 
among team members because team members need to spend considerable time 
with one another to promote understanding with their teammates. Moreover, there is 
a body of literature that assumes that single directors’ tenure on boards can impede 
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boards’ members understanding of board processes, multiple tenures of director 
tenure is being criticised for capable of undermining board independence. Evidence 
from the qualitative analysis indicated that boards’ members always fill free to share 
knowledge or vital information with colleagues whom they really trust. The 
development of trust within board members usually takes time. Hence, the majority 
of the respondents argued that two years tenure is too small for board members to 
acquire knowledge and skills. This is because of boards’ operationalisation and 
boards’ dynamics. Therefore, this study advances that directors’ tenure on boards is 
a factor impacting on the acquisition of knowledge and skills as affirmed by the 
respondents: 
“It takes time and effort to create a relationship, and the CEO needs to ensure 
that executive and non-executive understand each other.”- Respondent 10. 
Honestly, one or two years are not enough to learn. The time is too short to 
know much about board activities and how the board performs its strategic 
functions. It takes the time to work out who is the individuals” - Respondent 11. 
Empirically, Michel and Hambrick (1992) investigated a firm’s diversification posture 
as the determinant of its integration across business units. Results of their study 
indicate that the tenure of team members is strongly related to strategy and 
cohesiveness of the group. Another study that investigated time as a factor was 
conducted by Keck and Tushman. Keck and Tushman (1993) investigated the 
configurational relationship between environmental and organisational context and 
executive team. Using longitudinal data analysis gathered from cement industry in 
the United States between 1900 and 1986, they concluded that the less change in 
team members, the greater the mean tenure, and the greater the homogeneity. 
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5.9.2 Impact of Power Relation on Knowledge and Skills Acquisition 
As discussed in Chapter Four, debate about power within boards’ centres on who is 
more powerful or who controls large corporation between the outside directors and 
the CEO of large organisations (Berle and Means, 1932; Mace 1971; Pettigrew and 
McNulty, 1995). Agency theorists argued in favour of boards of directors (Jensen 
and Mecklin, 1976, Fama and Jensen, 1983; Eisenhardt, 1989). Another group of 
scholars supported managerial hegemony position that real power lies with the 
governed (Herman, 1981; Lorsch and MacIver, 1989) because the outside directors 
face co-optation due to superior expertise and information asymmetry by the top 
management team (Mace, 1971; Herman, 1981; Lorsch and Maclover, 1989). Based 
on the above, variation in the power of the board members and influence of power in 
the boardrooms, this has been a subject of debate (Pettigrew, 1995). The qualitative 
analysis confirmed that there is variation in the power of the board members which 
can be closely linked to the tenure on the board, experience of board members, 
wealth of the individual board members and ownership structure. For instance, 
qualitative analysis stressed that business owners sometimes overrule decisions of 
other directors to protect their personal interest. Respondents submit that 
possession of power does not determine its wrong usage, but the willingness and the 
skills employed when members are exercising power play a vital role in how power is 
manifested during the learning processes in boards. This position is supported by the 
existing study conducted by Bailey and Peck (2013). Further, the qualitative analysis 
indicated that the structure and composition of the boards are being determined by 
the power variation which can be linked to the age and other demographic variables 
of board members. Finally, it is apparent from the responses of the participants that 
often the best brains are not given the opportunity to serve on the certain committee. 
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The relatively old board members are more powerful more than the young ones 
because they are using experience as an instrument to lead the younger ones. 
Another issue that bothers on power within boards relates to the amount of stake 
owned by the individual board members. In other words, the percentage of individual 
stake in the wealth of an organisation is being used to determine power which is 
visible through the allocation of voting right. 
Through the qualitative analysis, this study advances the position that power is 
playing a vital role in how board members share quality and valuable knowledge and 
skills in boards as affirmed by the respondents. 
Empirical research has examined power in the boardroom or the effect of power on 
decision-making style. For instance, Boyd (1995) used content analysis to analyse 
51 empirical studies on CEO / Board relations, Boyd concluded that there are 
different theoretical perspectives about the debate on power. Also, another important 
limitation of many governance reform initiatives is the likelihood to take an approach 
that has been labelled as ‘one size fits all’ (Finkelstein and Mooney, 2003). Similarly, 
Mallette and Fowler (1992) conducted a study on the effects of board composition 
and stock ownership on the adoption of poison pills. Using standard and Poor's 
compstat to analyse 1988 industrial files code 2000-3999, results of their study 
indicate that stock ownership by inside directors is a significant predictor of poison 
leadership. Another study that examined power relation within boards is the study 
conducted by Bailey and Peck (2013).  They investigated boardroom strategic 
decision-making style, using multi-case approach and analysed semi-structured 
interviews with 29 directors and officers of eight publicly traded companies in the 
United States of America. Bailey and Peck (2013) concluded by submitting two 
interrelated conclusions on power. First, balanced power relationship was found as a 
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critical factor determining the procedural rationality within the boardroom. Second, 
they submitted that the possession of power does not necessarily guarantee its 
wrong usage, but the willingness and the skill employed to exercise power 
determines its manifestation. Also, evidence from adult learning studies indicates 
that the use of power can impact on learning within team such as boards. For 
instance, Lim and Johnson (2002) conducted research on trainee perceptions of 
factors that influence learning transfer. Using multiple data collection methods, Lim 
and Johnson concluded that absence of opportunity to transfer learning is closely 
linked to improper use of power. Hence, they identified power as one of the barriers 
to the practice settings. 
5.9.3 Impact of Leadership Style on Knowledge and skills acquisition 
As discussed in Chapter Four, the issue of board leadership concerns board’s 
structure and the role of the chairperson. Therefore, board leadership role and its 
influence has drawn a significant attention from both the practitioners and the 
scholars (Pettigrew, 1992; Pettigrew and McNulty, 1995), Corporate governance 
scholars have argued about the nature of the chairperson and the influence the 
leadership position could have on the entire board members (Roberts et al. 2005). 
While agency theorists (Jensen and Meckling, 1976) argued in favour of the 
separation of the positions of board chair’s and the CEO, stewardship theorists 
argued in favour of combining the two positions. Evidence from the qualitative 
analysis indicates that board leadership position is very powerful because board 
chairperson positions are vested with veto power which he/she can use to overrule 
boards decisions. Further, the qualitative analysis also revealed that individual 
chairperson has a unique leadership style which they can use to influence decisions 
of the boards. Hence, this study posits that leadership style can impact on the 
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acquisition of knowledge and skills. While some leaders will use their positions to 
create opportunities for knowledge to flow so that members can make meaningful 
contributions, some leaders will use their positions to dominate board processes as 
affirmed by the respondents. 
Empirically, Malette and Fowler (1992) in their quest to identify issues that relevant 
for the understanding of the functioning boards, especially, when they face critical 
governance problems, examined some key attributes of board design and stock 
ownership. Findings of their study indicate that due to information asymmetries, a 
powerful CEO-chairperson may be able to push a poison pill through the adoption 
process regardless of the percentage of independent directors. 
McNulty and Pettigrew (1999) conducted semi-structured interviews with 108 board 
members; Results of their study indicate paradoxical outcomes. On the one hand, 
they reported that the board members should be in control when strategic decisions 
are initiated. This is because “the prime objective of the executive at the board 
meetings is to gain board “approval” for the proposed course of action” (McNulty and 
Pettigrew, 1999, p.56). On the other hand, in the same study, they reported that on 
average, about 95 percent of proposals put forward by executives was approved by 
the board of directors. McNulty and Pettigrew (1999) findings, as well as the 
theoretical arguments, fit well in with the data from learning. 
Further, Yochanan and Paul (1998) investigated learning, leadership, teams: 
corporate learning and organisational change. The result of their study confirmed 
that team leaders play a role in the corporate learning process as "learning leaders"  
Similarly, Facteau et al (1995) analysed survey of nine hundred and sixty-seven 
(967) managers. They reported that managers who receive support from their 
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supervisors while trying to utilise their previous knowledge reported a high degree of 
knowledge transfer from their previous roles. 
5.10 Learning and Information Flow Within Boards 
Forbes and Milliken (1999) suggested that the use of knowledge and skills depends 
on the ability of boards to “tap” (acquire) the available knowledge and skills for it use. 
This study further extends our understanding of the use of knowledge and skills by 
providing an indication how boards share knowledge and skills “within” social 
environment through the flow of information. The study shows how board members 
acquire knowledge from boards’ external environment and share it with their 
colleagues in board internal environment.  In conclusion, this research has thrown 
more light on the importance of learning, especially, 1) to the presence of knowledge 
and skills within boards, 2) on the processes and styles of acquiring knowledge and 
skills within boards, 3) the factors that are impacting on learning within boards and 4) 
the importance of the flow of information within boards. Therefore, this research 
underlines the importance of the learning, flow of information, process of learning 
and styles of learning in the study of boards of directors. 
5.11 Learning, Use of Knowledge and Skills and Board Effectiveness 
As discussed in Chapter Four, the qualitative analysis deficits that boards’ members 
need to possess relevant knowledge and skills to be able to perform board tasks. 
The qualitative analysis of this study affirmed that before there can be the use of 
knowledge and skills, there must be the presence of knowledge and skills, while the 
presence of knowledge is possible through the creation of knowledge. According to 
Kolb (1984), learning is the creation of knowledge. 
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5.12 Learning and Board Dynamic capabilities 
Evidence from the qualitative analysis indicates that social environment is not static 
and there is the need for firms to continually integrate, build and reconfigure their 
internal competencies to address rapidly changing environment (Teece et al.,1997). 
Therefore, for firms to meet the challenges of the dynamic business world, board 
members need to possess relevant and up to date knowledge which is needed to 
support firms in solving business-related problems. 
Hence, learning in boards could be seen as a lifelong activity which depends on the 
continuous accumulation of new knowledge to resolve new types of phenomena 
(Merriam et al., 2014). Directors knowledge and skills require regular updating in 
order to meet organisational needs in the ever dynamic world. The continous change 
in human society implies that boards members need to continously update their 
knowledge and skills in order to enhance their competence. 
5.13 Summary 
Discussion in this chapter shows that learning within boards is a circular process that 
always commences with directors’ knowledge base. The directors knowledge base is 
otherwise known as experience of the learners in learning literature (Kempster, 
2008). Further, the discussion confirmed that board members are expected to 
possess three different knowledge and skills: 1) Functional area knowledge and 
skills; 2) firm-specific knowledge and skills; and 3) the new form of director’s skills 
found in the study skills for directing. In most cases, during and after becoming board 
members, directors undergo an appraisal system to identify knowledge gap in 
relation to board tasks. Upon identifying the gap in directors’ knowledge, boards will 
fill the gap in the knowledge through the process of sharing knowledge and skills 
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which depends on social interaction. This is a double-loop learning (Argyris and 
Schon, 1974) which allows directors to share existing knowledge and skills through 
social interaction within boards (Nonaka, 1994). However, for knowledge and skills 
that are not readily available on boards, directors need to acquire such knowledge 
and skills independently before they can share it (Nonaka, 1994). Therefore, board 
members need to acquire knowledge and skills through the process of acquiring 
knowledge and skills. This is a single-loop learning where knowledge acquisition 
takes place at the individual level (Argyris and Schon, 1974). Importantly, the choice 
of the particular process to adopt in filling the gap in directors’ knowledge will depend 
on the location (internal or external environment) of the knowledge. For instance, if 
the knowledge is present within the external environment, the process of the 
acquiring knowledge and skills will be made, and vice versa. Also, in the context of 
boards operationalisation, the two processes of learning (the process of acquiring 
knowledge and skills; the process of sharing knowledge and skills) are intertwined 
and the choice of the process to adopt in filling the gap in directors’ knowledge will 
depend on whether the much-needed knowledge is available or not. 
There are three different processes of acquiring knowledge and skills within boards 
and there are different processes of sharing knowledge and skills to fill the gap in 
directors’ knowledge. While the processes of acquiring knowledge and skills within 
boards include training and development, networking and observation of social 
issues, the process of sharing knowledge and skills include constructive debate or 
constructive conflict, stakeholders’ interaction and communication. 
Each of the two processes of learning in boards is associated with specific learning 
styles. The associated styles of learning for the processes of acquiring knowledge 
and skills within boards are training, observation and conversation. In contrast, the 
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associated styles of learning with the processes of sharing knowledge and skills in 
boards are conversation, visual and reading. 
Finally, peculiar to interaction among groups of people or teams in a social 
environment, time, power relation and leadership style are some of the factors that 
are impacting on knowledge and skills acquisition in boards. The next section will 
focus on the discussion of contributions to knowledge and implications to practice. 
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 
6.1 Introduction 
This research aimed at providing a better understanding of board processes, 
especially, on the dynamic use of knowledge and skills, or learning, within boards.  
The research set out to find answers to the following questions: 
How do boards assess and evaluate the presence of knowledge and skills 
(antecedents to learning)? 
How do boards acquire, share and use knowledge? 
What enables or hinders new knowledge acquisition and sharing and using 
knowledge? 
How do behavioural processes affect learning within boards? 
To address these, a grounded theory approach has been employed using data from 
interviews with UK directors. The previous chapters reported on the findings and 
discussed these in relation to the extant literature. This chapter presents the 
conclusions of the thesis, followed by the implications for theory and practice, 
limitations and areas for further research. 
6.2 Research Objectives and Outcomes 
This study set out to develop an empirically grounded processual model of learning 
in boards, to provide a finer-grained understanding of the different dimensions of 
learning in the context of episodic strategic decision-making teams at the apex of 
organisations (Forbes and Milliken, 1999). The conceptual model presented in 
Chapter Five adds to our knowledge of boards processes with regard to the process 
of acquiring knowledge and skills, processes of sharing knowledge and skills, 
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acquisition of knowledge and skills styles, styles of sharing knowledge and skills and 
factors impacting on learning within boards. The model draws our attention to the 
following dimensions: 
❖ Learning is intrinsic to the use of knowledge and skills, that is, learning 
enriches the use of knowledge and skills within boards. 
❖ The performance of board tasks depends on the acquisition of knowledge and 
skills. Hence, there is a strong relationship between learning and how boards 
perform or are involved in board tasks. 
❖ In addition to the hitherto discussed general business knowledge and firm-
specific knowledge, this thesis highlighted the need to understand skills of 
directors, specifically termed skills for directing. 
❖ Directors’ knowledge gap is the difference between the actual level of 
directors’ knowledge and skills, and the expected level of knowledge and 
skills required to perform board specific tasks. 
❖ The qualitative evidence shows that there are two broad processes of learning 
within boards - acquisition of knowledge and skills, and sharing of knowledge 
and skills. 
❖ The qualitative evidence indicates that training and development; networking 
and observations of global issues are the three processes of acquiring 
knowledge and skills within boards. Further, communication, constructive 
debate and stakeholders’ interaction are the three processes for sharing 
knowledge and skills within boards. Board members use different styles of 
learning to either acquire or share knowledge and skills. 
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❖ Learning within boards is the combination of individual learning processes and 
individual learning styles within and outside boards. 
❖ The research identified behavioural factors affecting learning in boards, 
specifically time, power relations and leadership style. 
❖ Learning within boards is a circular process which relies on the use of tacit 
knowledge and follows four different stages – accumulation, sharing, 
internalisation and justification or quality of knowledge. 
❖ Dynamic capability- board members must possess the ability to continuously 
acquire knowledge and skills to re-configure, re-integrate and support firm to 
maintain a competitive edge. 
These findings suggest that current conceptualisations of presence of knowledge 
and skills and use of knowledge and skills (Bankewitz, 2016; Forbes and Milliken, 
1999; Zona and Zattoni, 2007) are not sufficiently fine-grained or dynamic to capture 
actual cognitive and social learning processes in boards. Further, debate about 
board task performance which has been linked to board processes will remain 
unresolved without detailed knowledge about the processes involved on how boards 
achieve competencies, share experience and utilise expertise to accomplish board 
tasks.  Essentially, the focus of board research should be directed towards how to 
use learning processes to achieve board effectiveness. In the context of boards, 
learning within boards should be further employed by testing the findings of this 
study. 
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6.3 Contributions to knowledge 
This research has made new contributions to knowledge on boards of directors in 
several ways. Firstly, this study explains the processes and styles of acquiring 
knowledge and skills within the board. The findings indicate that boards rely on the 
process of learning to acquire knowledge and skills in cases where there is a 
perceived gap. This research has highlighted enablers of learning (constructive 
debate, networking, training and development, observation of social events, 
communication, stakeholders’ interaction) that ultimately equip boards with the 
cognitive resources which underpin the decision-making processes. Thus, whilst 
input-process-output models (Forbes and Milliken, 1999; Zona and Zattoni) have 
advanced our understanding, the inner workings of boards, in this case in relation to 
learning, are less linear and more complex than those models propose. 
The second contribution was to shed light on the difference between knowledge 
(general business and firm-specific knowledge as identified in prior studies) and 
skills for directing. The latter may have been assumed to be part of ‘use of 
knowledge and skills’ (Forbes and Milliken, 1999), but have not yet been explicitly 
discussed in the scholarly literature on boards. The importance of distinguishing the 
concepts of knowledge and skills has been highlighted by scholars such as 
Thompson and colleagues (2001) in the context of service workers. The application 
of this in a board context can usefully enhance our understanding of how boards can 
better direct firms. 
The third major contribution is to draw attention to the temporal dimension of 
presence and use of knowledge and skills. As Pettigrew (2012) and Machold and 
Farquhar (2013) reminded us recently, time is an important concept in organisational 
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and board research but is rarely explicitly theorised. Learning by its very nature is 
dynamic and this study highlighted how time is important insofar as a) new 
experiences, knowledge and skills are acquired over time and b) time makes some 
knowledge and skills sets obsolete. Therefore, to consider presence and use of 
knowledge and skills as something that ‘is’ (a static perspective) underplays the 
need for boards to continually assess and evaluate shifting knowledge domains. 
Emerging research, for example, points towards the need for boards to be digitally 
capable (Bankewitz, 2016), and this research has highlighted the processes by 
which this new knowledge and skills sets can be identified and developed over time. 
6.4 Implications for Board Practice 
In order to perform board tasks, board members need to focus on the use of 
knowledge and skills. The robustness of the process of filling the gap in the directors’ 
knowledge would determine the quality of knowledge and skills available for boards’ 
tasks. Therefore, the recruitment process should be first given higher priority and 
aimed at targeting potential applicants who possess essential knowledge and skills 
that are not available or under-represented on boards. Second, the process of 
identifying a gap in the directors’ knowledge must be rigorous. Essentially, evaluation 
methods must be very effective to determine the specific missing knowledge and 
skills in relation to board specific task. Well-designed board appraisal systems can 
be helpful in this respect. 
Third, the research drew our attention to board interactions that impact learning. As 
recommended by the UK Corporate Governance Code (2016), board interactions 
should focus specifically on interactions that will evaluate learning and subsequently 
enhance boards’ task performance. To enhance performance, board members need 
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to maintain networks with their colleagues within the industry and solicit interactions 
with other stakeholders of firms. Inevitably, this will provide directors access to vital 
information that is needed for organisational growth. 
Fourth, this study reminded us about the importance of time, especially, in 
knowledge and skills acquisition within workgroups such as boards. As directors 
learn through interaction within the social environment through an apprenticeship 
style, consideration needs to be given to the time needed for board members to 
acquire knowledge, time needed to build trust and cohesion with experienced board 
members. Directors are struggling with time and this has been identified as a barrier 
to learning within boards. To promote learning in boards, board members need to 
consider time in terms of the periods being used in the construction of knowledge, 
time being used for team interactions and time dedicated to efforts made towards 
knowledge development through interaction (Hopwood, 2014). Beck and Tunny 
(2014) suggested that learning will take place within the team either by creating an 
avenue for extensive debate of issues in the board meeting or creating an 
opportunity to spend more than a single tenure on a board to gain much-needed 
knowledge. 
Fifth, boards’ members are leaders of organisations and they are responsible for the 
provision of leadership and strategic direction (Jensen and Mackling, 1976). It 
emerged from this research that leadership style can impact on learning. Therefore, 
boards’ leaders need to stimulate, motivate and create an enabling environment for 
board members to acquire knowledge and skills as suggested by Lave and Wenger 
(1991). Achievement of supportive leadership styles can be facilitated if board 
members discourage appointment of autocratic leaders or members with dominant 
personality onto the position of leadership. Drawing on Baldwin and Ford’s (1988) 
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model of variables that are impacting on knowledge transfer, boards need to consist 
of directors who possess the right attributes and personality. Further, there is the 
need for boards to design an effective assessment system which is capable of filling 
the leadership gap in boards (Merriam and Leahy, 2005).  
Sixth, the impact of power on board processes cannot be under-estimated. Rather 
than using power arbitrarily to create barriers to knowledge sharing process, it is 
supposed to be used to promote board process. Boards can manage the excessive 
use of power by encouraging democratic processes to cause a reduction in the use 
of chairperson veto power or individual member’s power (Pettigrew, 1992; Pettigrew 
and McNulty, 1995). Apart from democratic process, arbitrary use of power and 
politics among board members can be checked through the establishment of ethical 
standard, policy, guidelines and structure. 
6.5 Limitations of the Study 
As with many other board studies that have sought to study actual board processes, 
there are a number of limitations. First, access to board members was difficult 
(Dailey et al., 2003; Leblanc and Schwartz, 2007). Although, this study compares 
well (in terms of respondents) to similar qualitative ones, and the data reached 
saturation, the findings aimed at theoretical rather than statistical generalisation. 
Further, research is needed to empirically test the model that was developed here 
through a grounded theory approach. Follow-up survey research and/or longitudinal 
designs could overcome the limitations of a single method. 
Second, this research was set in a single country, the UK, where there are boards’ 
characteristics and a governance framework that is different from, for example, 
continental European countries (Shleifer and Vishny, 1997; Aguilera, 2005). 
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Therefore, the findings may be limited to the UK context. Zahra and Pearce (1989) 
emphasised the need to recognise the importance of national context in corporate 
governance, which may only be drawn out in cross-country studies. 
Third, the research was explicitly anchored in a social constructivism paradigm and 
thus no claims to a ‘single truth’ are made here. Rather, the findings represent the 
researcher’s interpretation of the meanings that the respondents attached to their 
experiences of being board members and learning on boards. 
6.6 Directions for Future Research 
Using the lens of learning to shed more light on the use of knowledge and skills 
within boards, learning is a resourceful concept in a board context and remains the 
necessary ingredient for the acquisition of knowledge and skills which are vital for 
the performance of boards’ tasks. Based on the theoretical model developed for this 
research, this study laid the foundation for future research. This study focused on the 
United Kingdom; future research should employ a cross-national approach to check 
the results of this study. 
Furthermore, this study discovered processes of acquiring knowledge and skills 
within boards through the analysis of interview transcripts. Future studies need to 
adopt different research approach (survey) to test the outcomes of these research.  
Moreover, Bailey and Peck (2013) have suggested power relation and leadership 
style as factors impacting of the decision-making process. This study contributed to 
knowledge by adding time to the factors impacting on the decision-making process 
within the board. Future research needs to use a quantitative method to confirm the 
impact of time on decision-making processes within boards. 
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Additionally, this study added skills for directing to the existing forms of knowledge 
suggested by Forbes and Milliken (1999) (general business knowledge and firm-
specific knowledge). Future research must employ survey strategy to test these 
findings. 
The research contributed to the knowledge that learning in boards is the process of 
creating knowledge which boards need for carrying out board tasks. This is a 
theoretical conclusion, and future research needs to test the validity of these 
findings. 
In conclusion, the research on learning within boards is limited (Gabrielsson and 
Huse, 2004) and the qualitative analyses have indicated that the business 
environment is constantly changing. Therefore, to be relevant in their respective 
positions, boards’ members need to be renewing their knowledge and skills to deal 
with the current business issues. This is known as dynamic capability (Teece et al., 
1997). Future research needs to investigate the capability of boards’ members to 
continuously acquire new knowledge and skills (Boards dynamic capability) in a 
rapidly changing environment such as the UK. 
6.7 Final Conclusions 
This study presents a list of contributions to the research on boards’ processes. 
Specifically, the importance and the processes of acquiring knowledge and skills 
through the external environment, and the processes of sharing knowledge and skills 
within an internal environment of boards have been recognised.  Furthermore, both 
the knowledge and skills acquisition learning styles and styles of sharing knowledge 
and skills have been identified. Not only that, this research identifies time as a new 
factor impacting on the acquisition of knowledge and skills within boards.  
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Additionally, skills for directing have been identified as a new type of skill directors 
need to possess. Future research should investigate whether learning as an 
antecedent of knowledge and skills. Also, future research needs to test if information 
flow is an antecedent of learning. 
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